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INTRODUCTION 
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Landsat imagery, the Image Processing facility 
(IPF), located at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month. 
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii; the Non-U. S. 
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the oontinental U. S. and Alaska borders will 
normally appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, the Landsat imagery of one spectral 
band is available on I6mro microfilm. 
. - . 
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IFF aIlliualls publishes a cumulative U. S. and Non-D. S. Standard Catalog 
for each satellite, covering a year haset! Oil the launch date: for that satellite. These catalogs include information on all 
observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year. 
Film products for imagery lIsted in this catalog are available at a nominal price from all three agencies listed below. 
In addition, the 16mm microfilm can be purchased from the U. S. Department of the Interior (USD]) EROS Data Center 
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Digital tapes can be purchased only from the USDI 
EROS Data Center. 
;i 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
U. S. Department of Commerce 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey 
Intro-S 
Aerial Photography Field Office 
2505 Parley's Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Environment Data Service 
Satellite Data Service-Branch 
D543 
World Weather Building 
Room 606 
Washington, D. C. 20233 
User Services Unit 
EROS Data Center 
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SECTION 1 ~ STANDARD CATALOG 
MONTHLY CATALOGS 
The coverage sections contained in the monthly V. S. and Non-V. S. standard Catalogs are divided into three parts. 
Part 1 (see Para. 1.1,A) consists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by 
imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 (see Para. 1.1,B) contains a computer generated listing organized 
by observation identification number (ill) and includes pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Para. 
1.1, C) provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitUde/latitude. 
A. Satellite Coverage Maps. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations 
listed in the catalog. The format and data content of these maps are slightly different in the V. S. and Non-
V. S. catalogs. 
1. V. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map out-
lines the continental V. S. -and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite 
path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit 
number to the initial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska 
and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does 
not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers. 
2. N on-V. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath 
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the 
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended 
as a rapid reference to specific observations. 
B. Observation Identification Number (ill) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical 
in the V. S. and Non-V. S. Catalogs. Observation ill numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smal-
lest number to largest. Associated with each ill number in the list is pertinent information about that ob-
servation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1. 
.~ . 1 
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1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1. 
CD 20:53 APR 04, '75 CD FROM 02101/75TO 02{28f7S 
<9 @ 0 CD ® (2) @ @ 
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN 
IMAGE QUALITY 
ID 
POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS RBV MSS 'fr. LAT LONG 123 45678 
1943-16381 00000/0000 1-10034/0565 02/21/75 100 3149 4728N 09815W 25.3 144.8 GGGG 
1943-16313 00000/0000 1-10034/0566 02/21/15 100 3149 4603N 09849W 26.3 143.9 GGG 
1943-16390 00000/0000 1-10034/0567 02/21/75 lao 3149 4438N 0'923W 27.2 143.0 FGG 
1")..16392 00000/0000 1-10034/056. 02/21/75 70 3149 4313N 09955W 28.2 142.1 GGFF 
1943-16395 00000/0000 1-10034/0569 02/21/75 40 3149 4147N 10026W 29.1 141.2 FGGG 
1944-16432 00000/0000 1-10034/0606 02/22/7S 4. 3163 4U4N ',,03W 24.7 145.5 GGGG 
1944-16435 00000/0000 1-10034/0607 02/2217S 90 3163 4730N 09939W 25.6 144.6 FGGG 
1944-16441 00000/0000 1-10034/0608 02/22/75 30 3163 460SN 10014W 26.6 143.8 GGGG 
Q) ICEY: 
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY Ii 
.0 TO 100 • '" OF CLOUD COVER 
-- NO CLOUD DATA AVAILAILE 
- BLANK = BAND N0Tyl'RESENT/REQUESTED 
-G = GOOD P :--JOOR F = FAIR 
Figure 1-1. Observation ID Listini" for Standard Catalog 




Date of catalog listing 






RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image poSition 
on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for a given 
observation may be on two different microfilm 
rolls 
Date of observation 







Tens of seconds 
Minutes of hour 
o Latitude and longitude at observation center 
(degrees and minutes) 
'-----i ..... Hour of day since launch 
'-------~- Day since launch 
L-_____ .... Satellite number 
(lor 5 = LANDSAT 1, 
20r 6 = LANDSAT 2); 





Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center 
Image quality; see key 
;. , 
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Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identi
cal in the U. S. and 
Non-U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observa.tion ID
 listing but organizes 
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. O
bservations in this Ust-
ing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/l
atitude listing is ar-
ranged in the following manner: 
180-0 degrees East; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South 
followed by 
0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North a.nd 0-90 degrees South 
This listing is intended to be used as a. tool for locating specific coverage, and once a 
specific observation has 
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listin
g. 
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item. 
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure 1-2. 
0) 
Q) 20:H APk 04. '15 CD nOM 02/01/15 TO 02/21/75 @ o Q) @ 0) 0 (!) @ 0) 0 (!) 
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVllnON CC 
QUIILlTY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVA.TION c:c QUA
LITY PRINCIPAL PT. 08SERV"TION c:c 
QUALITY 
OFI"AGE ID " 
RBV ~ss OFI"AGE ID ~ RBV"SS 
OnMAGE ID ~ ItB
V M55 
LONG LAT 12345618 LONG LAT 
12345678 LONG LAT 1!345678 
12350W 3608N 1940-18014 80 GrFF 12411'W 38S5N 
192)-18132 10 fFFG 12511" "36" 1915-11130 90 GGGG 
121S2W .027N 1941-18120 100 FGCG 1:'31W 460tN 
1925-IH224 90 GGGG t2.517W 'OUN 192"-11113 50 FFFF 
12352W i.02ON 1923-18125 90 1'1'1'1' I 24"7v.' 4147N 19
24-18181 60 GFFF I 2527W 4718N 1926-1927S 60 
FFGF 
tl'OIW 4n6N 1925-16121 90 GGFG 1:!449W 3136N 
1941-18125 90 "rGG 125.S" OliN 1925-II233 90 GGGG 
12416W 431lN 1924-18174 10 rHF I 2449W 3729" 1923
-18134 70 !'!'FG 12546W 3857N 1924-11190 50
 FGGF 
12421W 3901" 1941-18123 100 "GrG 12<SIW US2" 
1926-18273 90 CruGG I 2602W 46031< 1926-11282 70 "GGG 
CD KEY, 
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QU"UTY 
• 0 TO 11M} • ~ OF CLOUD COVER _ BLANK· BAND NOT 'RESENT/ftE
OUESTEO 
~ .. 00 CLOUD DATA AVAILAHtl: -G-GOOD , = 
POOR I~ .. i'AIR 
Figure 1-2. Coordinate Listing for Standard Catalog 
2. Description of Data Items 
CD Date of catalog listing 
o Period during which imagery was processed 
CD 
ffi 
Estimated percent of cloud cover 
Image quaUty; see key 
Q) Longitude and latitude at observation center 
(degrees and minutes) 
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1.2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS 
Annually. a cumulative catalog is produced which incl!ldes information covering all observations and coordinates 
acquired and processed by the IPF during that year. 
A. Observation ID Listing. 
.,. 
''I't~ ... 
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1. 
2. Description of Data Items. See Paragraph 1.I,B, 2. 
B.Coordinate ID Listing. The coordinate ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color 
or digital products have been made. 
1. Sample Coordinate ID Format. See Figure 1-3. 
CD 15:36 MAR 11, '74 
® (£) CD CD 0) 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION 
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
OF IMAGE POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER 
LONG LAT 
ID RBV MSS % 
07607W 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000 10010/1659 05/14/73 20 
07607W 3731N 1259-15150 00000/0000 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 
07607W 3731N 1313-15143 00000/0000 10011/0920 06/01/73 80 
07608W 4438N 1027-15231 00000/0000 1-10001/1498 08/19/72 0 
07608W 3731N .1331-15142 00000/0000 1-10011/1589 06/19/73 100 
07608W 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000 .1-10012/1387 07/07/73 10 
07609W 4851N 1352-1527.5 00000/0000 l-l00t2/1622 07/10/73 60 
07609W 3144N 1006-15093 1-10001/031'4 ... 1-10001/0378 07/29/72 100 
G) KEY: 
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY 
.0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER • BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED 
• G = GOOD P = POOR F = FAIR 
CD FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74 
® ® ® 
ORBIT SUN SUN 
IMAGE QUALITY 
NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
RBV MSS 
123 45678 
4112 60.2 122.0 GGGG 
3610 50.7 133.2 GGGG 
4363 62.3 116.2 GGGG 
375 50.9 136.9 GGGG 
4614 62.4 112.8 GGGG 
4865 61.2 112.9 I'GPP 
4907 56.7 133.9 G 
82 59.7 108.3 GGG PPGG 
PRODUcrS ALREADY MADE 
• R = MADE FROM RBV M = MADE FROM MSS 
B = MADE FROM RBV AND MSS 
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Z. Description of Data Items 
'~, 
CD Date of catalog listing 
@ Period during which imagery was 
processed 
Q) Data quality 
(3) Observation ID 
~ II ~ Tens of seconds 
--ioo-'- Minutes of hour 
I ... Hour of day since launch 
l..-____ ..... Day since launch 
L-_____ ~ Satellite number 
.... , 
(1 or 5 = LANDSAT 1, 
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2); 




CD RBV and MSS microfilm roll al;td image posi-
.' tion on roll; not~:··ftBV and MSS images for 
aii~e~ observation 'may be on two different 
microfilm rolls 
@ Date of observation 
(J) Estimated percent of cloud cover 
® Orbit number o Latitude and longitude at observation center 
(degrees and minutes) 
® Su..'1 elevation and azimuth at observation 
center 
@ Image quality; see key 
@ Image/data product availability; see key 
" 
---
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The Image P rocessing Facility produces a 16 mm microfilm inventory of unagery 
month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog. 
As in the case of the Standard Catalog. the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and Non-U. S. segment ... 
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunctio 
log for selecting desired images. A maximum of 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm 
film . Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summal'Y of the data avaJlabl .... 
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven image .... 
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (0.580 - 0. 680 microns) and MSS Spectral 
images (0. 6 - "0.7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70mm (-2) imasre and contains the 
imae:"e identifier and annotation block. See Figure 2-1. 
2 N N+1 N+2 
Figure 2-1. Microfilm Form 
:i'crofilm roll numbers contain six digits. The first digit deSignates the satellite number (blank 0 
I , 2- = LANDSAT 2) . Example: Roll number 10032 and roll number 1-10034 are both LANDSAT 1 roll~. 
2-10C32 is a LANDSAT 2 roll. The second digit will be a 1 (for U.S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U.S. roUs). 
maining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Exam 
number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced for LANDSAT 1. Roll number 20004 Is the fourth Non-
U. S. roll to be produt;ed for LANDSAT 1. The first U.S. roll of microfilm for LANDSAT 2 is number 2-10001. 
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the deSired 





2. 2 CODE LINE INDEXING 
The LANDSAT micr ofilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. 
code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidl 
20 frames of his desired iI!lage. See Figure 2-2. 
Figure 2-2. Code Line Indexing Scale 
visual 
to within 
To utilize this system, a user must ' generate a code Une indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his ~ewers. 
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. LANDSAT imagery is 
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 8. 5x. To determine the ovel all1ength of a scale required for your microfilm 
reader t inultiply 7. 4 mm by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the bar widths along the bar seale 
Multiply o. 24mm by the same factor. A space between each bar shuuld exist that is 112 the bar width. 
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2. 3 BLIP ENCODING ~ 
'. 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This 
type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counti..~g capability or an odometer. 
To use the blip encoding r~trieval system, the film 'will have to be placed in a cartridge •. When the cartridge is 
placed in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image 
is obtained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read 
via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film ad-
vances and the frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosens~ng light. When the appropriate number has been 
counted, the reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer re-
quires the user to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the 
required frame. 
8 
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First 8 days 1 8 
1 9 26 
_. 
2 27 44 
3 45 62 
4 63 80 
5 81 98 
6 99 116 
7 117 134 
8 135 152 
9 153 170 
10 171 188 
11 189 206 
12 207 224 
13 225 242 
14 243 260 
15 261 278 
" \ .' 
SECTION 3 - CYCLE CHARTS 






Be~n J End Begin End 
--. 
24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 16 279 296 
1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 17 297 314 
19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 18 315 332 
6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 19 333 350 
24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 20 351 368 
12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 21 369 386 
30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 22 387 404 
17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 23 405 422 
5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 24 423 440 
23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 25 441 458 
10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 26 459 476 
28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 27 477 494 
15 Feb 73 4Mar 73 28 495 512 
5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 29 513 530 
23Mar 73 9 Apr 73 30 531 548 






Calendar Date . 
Begin End 
28 Apr 73 15 May 73 
I6May 73 2 Jun 73 
! 
3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 
21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 
9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73 
27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73 
14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73 
1 Sep 73 185ep 73 
19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73 
7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73 
25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73 
12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73 
30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73 
18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74 
5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74 
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SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCI'.ES '" 
J DaysSince Days Since Calendar Date Calendar Date Launch C I Launch yc e 
. 
Begin End Begin End I Begin End Begin. End 
567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74 48 855 872 25 Nov 7·~ 12 Dec 74 
585 602 28 Feb 74 17Mar 74 49 873 '890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74 I 
603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74 50 a91 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75 I 
621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75 
639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75 
657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74 53 945" 962 23 Feb 75 12Mar 75 
675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 54 963 980 13Mar 75 30Mar 75 
693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 55 981 998 31 Mar 75 17 Apr 75 
711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5 May 75 
! 
729 746 22 Jul 74 8 Aug 74 57 1017 1034 6 May 75 23May 75 I I 
747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 58 1035 1052 24May 75 10 Jun 75 
765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 59 1053 107{} I 11 JlUl 75 28 Jun 75 
783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 60 1071 1038 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75 
801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75 
819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75 
837 854 7 Nov 74 24 Nov 74 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75 
--,-----J ---- ------- --------
-
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Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End I Begin End Begin End Begin End I r----
"--I; I I I 64 1143 1160 9 Sep 75 26 Seo 75 80 1<131 1148 23 Jun 76 10 Jul 76 I 
65 1161 1173 27 Sep 75 14 Oct 7n 81 1449 1456 11Jul 76 28 Jul 76 1 
\ I 
66 1179 1196 15 Oct 75 1 Nov 75 32 1467 1·184 29 Jul 76 15 Aug 76 I 
I 67 1197 1214 2 Nov 75 19 Nov 75 83 1485 1502, 16 Aug 76 2 Sep 76 I 
I 




69 1233 1250 8 Dec 75 25 Dec 75 85 1521 1538 21 Sep 76 8 Oct 76 
70 1251 1268 t 26 Dec 75 12 Jan 76 86 1539 IS5Ei 9 Oct 76 26 Oct 76 
71 1269 1286 13 Jan 76 30 Jan 76 87 1557 1574 27 Oct 76 13 Nov 76 
72 ; 1287 1301 31 Jan 76 17 Feb 76 88 1575 1592 14 Nov 76 1 Dec 76 
73 1305 ll322 18 Feb 76 6 Mar 76 89 1593 1610 2 Dec 76 19 Dec 76 
74 1323 1340 7 Mar 76 24 Mar 76 90 1611 1628 20 Dec 76 6 Jan 77 
75 1341 1358 25 Mar 76 11 Apr 76 91 1629 1646 7 Jan 77 24 Jan 77 
76 1359 1376 12 Apr 76 29 Apr 76 92 1647 1664 25 Jan 77 11 Feb 77 
77 1377 1394 30 Apr 76 17 May 76 93 1665 1682 12 Feb 77 1 Mar 77 
78 1395 1412 18 May 76 4 Jun 76 94 1683 1700 2 Mar 77 19 Mar 77 
79 1413 1430 5 Jun 76 22 Jun 76 95 1701 1718 20 Mar 77 6 Apr 77 
11 
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First 22 days 1 22 
1 23 40 
2 41 58 
3 59 76 
4 77 94 
5 95 112 
6 113 130 
7 131 1<1:8 
8 149 188 I 
9 167 184 
10 185 202 
11 203 220 
12 221 238 
13 239 256 
14 257 274 
15 ,275 292 
16 293 310 
17 311 328 
18 329 346 
- ----
'.<;;,.,' .. ,: 
'~, 
SECTION 3.2 - LANDSAT 2 CYCLES i 
Calendar Date 
Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle 
Launch . 
Begin End Begin End Begin 
I ~nd 
; 
22 Jan 75 13 Feb 75 19 347 364 4 Jan 76 21/
Jan 76 
! 
14 Feb 75 3 Mar 75 20 365 382 22 Jan 76 
8' Feb 76 
4 Mar 75 21 Mar 75 21 383 400 9 Feb 76 
26 Feb 76 
22 Mar 75 8 Apr 75 22 401 418 27 Feb 76 
15 Mar 76 
9 Apr 75 26 Apr 75 23 419 436 '>6 Mar76 2 A
pr 76 
27 Apr 75 14 May 75 24 437 454 3 Apr 76 
20 Apr 76 
15 May75 1 Jun 75 25 455 472 21 Apr 76 
8 May 76 
2·Jun 75 19 Jun 75 26 473 490 9 May76 2
6 May76 
20 Jun 75 7 Jul 75 27 491 508 27 May 76 
13 Jun 76 
8 Jul 75 25 Jul 75 28 509 526 14 Jun 76 
1 Jul 76 
26 Jul 75 12 Aug 75 29 527 544 2 Jul 76 
19 Jul 76 
13 Aug 75 30 Aug 75 30 545 562 20 Jul 76 
6 Aug 76 
31 Aug 75 17 Sep 75 31 563 580 7 Aug 76 
24 Aug 76 
18 Sep 75 5 Oct 75 32 581 598 25 Aug 76 l1Se
p 76 
6 Oct 75 23 Oct 75 33 599 616 12-Sep 76
 29 Sep 76 
24 Oct 75 10 Nov 75 34 617 634 30 Sep 76 1
7 Oct 76 
11 Nov 75 28 Nov 75 35 635 652 18 Oct 76 4 
Nov 76 
29 Nov 75 16 Dec 75 36 653 670 5 Nov 76 22 
Nov 76 
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE REFERENCE MAP 
CYCLE 67 
F~RST OBSERV~TION * ORBIT NUMBER 
5207-15511 * 16915 
5207-17324 * 16927 
5209-16000 * 16928 
5212-14341 * 
.. r--- '-'-~.;:;- ., 
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20 NOV 75 7 DEC 75 
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFEPENCE DATA 
CYCLE 68 
FIRST OBSERVATION 
* ORBIT NUMBER 
5215-14514 
* 17053 5215-16340 
* 17067 5216-15015 
* 17095 5216-16403 
* 17108 5217-15035 
* 17109 5217-16452 
* 17110 5218-15081 
* 17123 5219-15160 
* 17136 5220-15191 
* 17137 5220-17022 
* 17150 
5221-15281 
* 17151 5221-17080 
* 17164 522.2-,15303 
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> :~:::'F·i~~:-::r:::;fJ1',=·,:i·- -:"-~.: ;', '""::~ --: .... _ e' ~:·:1:~:,~. "." ~1 
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA 
CYCLE 69 
FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER 
5233-16352 * 17234, 
5234-15013 * 17235 
5234.,..16383 * 17248 
5235-15033 .;, 17249 
5235-16453 * 17291 
,~"::::r" ;<;,~~ :,;~' : ::::, ;;-:;-'_~ "-:<;j.l,.".' ':.~, -,~~,-
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160' 15f 4 156 0 
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20 lOY 15 1 DEC 15 
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64" 
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rl" J ;:1 --, + , 
EqTS·1 1 
00 I U J~N .. 2J'.~."".6... STANDARD CATAL8G FeR CUS PA~E 0022 
FRs" 12/01/15 Te 12/31/75 4 , , 
!lBURIiA Tr eN MICReFILM ReLL Ne.1 DATE CL.eUD !RBIT PRINCIPAL PBrNT SUN SUN ''''AG£ QUAL tTy 
~:" ID p&stTfeN IN ReLL. AC~utREO" CeVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEVo AltH. Rev MSS RBV MSS L.AT LeNG 123 45678 
--f 
5201-15511 00000/0000 1e1004~lOOOl tl/1217! 100 6S30 'lt02.N 09212101 25.,. H1.7 F'FFF 
I) 5207e 15!513 00000/0000 ,·tOO4t./0002 11112115 go 6830 '38!59N 0924+2101 26.5 14+100 FF'FF ~ I 
" 5207-15520 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0003 11/12175 20 6830 3733N 09310w 21·5 h6 02 FFFF ?l !, 5201-1!5522 0000010000 1·100 .. lt/000" 11/12115 10 6830 3601N 09337\'1 28.6 14+5.5 FFFF .. ~ 
!. 
...., 5207e 15525 00000/0000 ,·,OO .. VOO05 11/12/115 10 6830 34+1+1N 09 .. 01+101 29·6 14,..7 FFFF j 
5207-15531 00000/0000 '·'00~1+/0006 11/12115 0 6830 3315N 09 .. 30W 3C.6 H3.9 FFFF 
Sf07e HS53 .. 00000/0000 ,·,00 .... /0001 11/12115 0 61130 3H9N 09,.S"W 31·6 1,.3.1 FFF'F ! t 5201-1.55"0 00000/0000 1·tOO .... /0008 11/1217! a 61130 3023N 09519101 32.6 142.3 FFFF '1 
5201-1554+3 00000/0000 1·,00 .. 410009 11/12/15 0 6830 2851N 095 .. 2"" 33·5 hhl+ FFFF I 
5207.155 .. 5 00000/0')00 1·,00 .... /0010 11/1217! 30 6830 2130N 09606\01 34'S Ilto.5 FFFF ,1 
5207·15!52 00000/0000 l·tOO .... /OO11 11/12/7! .. 0 6830 2604tN 09629101 35 ... 139.6 F"F'FF' I 
5107·15551+ 00000/0000 j.tOO .... /001! 11/12175 "0 6830 2 .. 38N 09653101 36.3 13801 FFF'F 1 
! 5207·1732~ 00000/0000 t·l00 .... /0013 11/12/75 90 6831 460"N 1155 .. '" 21·2 15006 FFFF I 5207·17lU 00000/0000 1·'00"~/0014 11/12"! 20 6831 1tI+39N 11628W 22.3 14+9.9 FF'F'F 
~. , !207·17333 00000/0000 1·100 .. 1+10015 11/1217! 10 6831 1+31/tN 11100101 23.3 149.2 FFFF 1 5201·17342 00000/0000 1·,100""/0016 11/12175 0 6831 "021+N 11802101 25.4 1 .. 7.1 FFF'F 5201·173.5 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0017 11/12/1! 0 6831 38!8N 11831101 26.S 147.0 FI='FF 
5201.17351 00000/0000 ,·tOO .... /OOta 11/12175 0 6831 3132N 11900101 21,S 146.2 FF'F'F ~ 
5207·1735. 00000/0000 1.100 .. '0019 11/12/7! a 6831 3601N 11927101 28.5 145.5 FFFF 1 
5201·17360 00000/0000 1·l00 .... /00~0 11/1217! 0 6831 3 .... IN 1195 .. W 29.6 1 ..... 1 F'FI='F 1 
5107·17]63 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0021 11/1217! a 6831 3316N 12020101 30.6 1 .. 3.9 FFFF j 
5209-16000 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0022 11/1V7! 10 US! 1+8!6N 0911+7W HI.! 1S2.1 FFFF j 
5209·16002 00000/0000 ,·,00 .... /0023 11/14I'7! 10 6SS! .. ,31N 09224101 19'6 1510 .. FFFF 
S209.1600! 00000/0000 1·,00 .... /002 .. 11/141715 10 US8 "60!N 09259101 20., 150.1 FFFF 
5209-16011 00000/0000 1.tOO" .. '002! 11/1"17! 10 685S H"ON 09333101 2107 150.0 FFFF 
!S209-160n 00000/0000 j.tOO .... /0026 11/1""! 10 6858 "316N 09"05101 22.8 149.3 FFFF 
!S209·16020 00000/0000 1·,00 .... /0027 11/1 .. /75 10 68S8 H!lN 09 .. 31101 23.' 11+8·6 FFFF 
5209.16023 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0028 11/1 .. 175 10 US8 "02SN 09501W 2 ... 9 H1.9 FI='FF 
'-
5209·16025 00000/0000 1·100 .... /0029 11/1""5 10 68!! 3900N 09536101 26 00 147.2 FFFF 
!S209·160]2 00000/0000 1·,00 .... /00:40 11/1V75 10 68!S8 3~lt4N 0960 .. ..., 27'0 146·. FFFF 
5209·160 .. 1 00000/0000 1·100 .... /0031 11/141'7! 20 68sa 34~ON 09657101 29.1 1 .. 4+.9 FI='F'F 
• !S209·160 .. 3 
00000/0000 ,.tOO""/0032 11/1417! 0 US8 33HN 09122W 30-1 lit ... 1 FFFF 
5209·16050 00000/0000 1.100 .... /0033 11/1~/?!15 0 685a 31 .. 9N 0911+7W 31'1 1 .. 3.3 FFFF 
5109·!605! 00000/0000 1·'00,> .. /003 .. 11/14175 0 6858 2851~ 09835W 33.0 hl.7 FFFF 
. 5209-1606" 00000/0000 1·100 •• '00l5 11/14175 a 6!S! 260~N 09922\11 31+·9 139.9 FFFF 
'- !S'12-1 .. 3 .. 1 00000/0000 '·,00 .... /0036 11/1 "75 90 6899 .. 731N 0705.W 18.8 151.5 FII'PP 
KEYS I CLeuo C!VEA I ••••••••••••••• n T8 100 • I CL!UD C~vER. ••• Ne CLeuc DATA AVAILABLE. 






~ L'~· .... .-~ " ;",q_,.,:_,~. ;~.~.~,~j"""~'""'_~"""~'~"'.L;-.te",.~k:d"';:~~ . -i~~~~_~'L.oi._I..tu"~"~~,.,:;,,,,,u_'''''_'l.. .. ",-,._,c->,,",-~, ..... :.i~~' __ WI' 'It ........ :... j11rNWpza+'·ftg) h 1tf:il1tt. ,gi'itCw'r t ' ri· 'wbe, did'!.- ,. . wo "},ffi5 
rp , q~~=:-:-... -"~.,~-: ' . up .iL .. --, ~ 'F"~" .... " I 





00142 .JAN 28, '16 STANDA~D CAiAL6G ~6R CUS PAGE 0023 
rReM 12/01/15 ie 12/31/75 
,: 
~.j;," eBSE:RVATI~N MICR6FILM RSLL Ne./ DATE CLaUD BRBIT PRINCiFAL. perNT SUN SUN IMAGE QLJALITY 
ID peSITI6t-1 IN R~LL ACClU1RED CaVE.R NUMBER er;- IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. Rev MSS 







5212-14343 0000010000 1·10044/0n~1 1.1 117/75 10 6899 460SN 07129W 19.9 1S0.S FFpF 
~~ 5212-14350 0000010000 i-~OM4/00313 11/17/75 60 6599 4439N 0720::!W 21fO 1!':iOo 2 rFPF 
5212-1,+352 00000/0000 j -10044/00j9 1.1/11/75 30 6899 431lrN 072::l5Vl 22:1 t 14+9.5 FFPF 
5212-1'+355 00000/0000 1"'0044/0040 11/17175 10 6899 414S"J 0]306:.: 23'1 148.8 FF'PF 
5212 .. 1~3l>4 00000/0000 1"10044/0041 11/17115 40 6899 3858N 01404W 25~2 1~·7t4 FFPf 
~ 5212-14:315 00000/0000 1"10044/0042 llJi7IiS 20 6899 31j.40N 07526W 28'3 1~5.2 FF'P 
5212 .. 14382 0000010000 1"'10044/0043 0/11176 10 6899 3311v~1 Of'552W 29'4 1if.4·4 FFPF 
I 5212"1438l(. 00000/0000 i"10044/004 If 11/1il'5 20 6899 3149N 07618W 30~4 143.6 FFFF 5212"14400 oooo%ooe 1 .. 10Q44/0045 ii/i7I7S 90 6899 2728N 0773014 33·3 141.2 FFFF ¢~ 5213"18060 00000/0000 'I -1 OOl!Ij'/OO46 11./18175 20 691c 4g54~ 123:t.BW 5,7.5 15203 F'FF'F :.'.1~ 5213 .. 18062 00000/0000 i "'lOfH+4/0t')41 1,'l.J!BI7!i 1<':1 6915 4i29N 1?3lS4W 1.8~5 151-6 FFf!3 S 5213 .. i8065 00000/0000 j-i0044/004S 11/1[;175 10 6915 4605~~ 121;-2914 1996 150,9 FFfF ~E5 f 5213-H!011 00000/0000 1 "1 OO/~~j0049 li/1a175 30 6915 ly4'1-0N 12503W 20,7 i5D~2 FF'F'F ~t:J 
, 5213-iSon 00000/0000 t".10M/~/OO!O 11/181715 30 e915 l}3!5N 125S5W ai~8 llj.~hS FFFr § S2U-18080 OOoooloooe 1., 1001~/)jO(J'51 l1J1S176 SO 6915 1,'1/t911l 12607W 2208 148.8 fFFF 6214 .. 11;-455 00000/0000 'i .. 1 OOM~/Oo'1 i1/B)/1:'l 100 6927 [laD6N 07Jf19W 19.4- 150.9 F'FFr ~ea 
521hi4462 00000/0000 i"'i004 L)J0072 11/1:1175 10'J 6927 Hlt1.N 07~63W 20.5 150.2 FFFF ~~ ~. 52H-l l,464 00000/0000 1 .. 1004;;';001:3 11/19/75 90 ~%:7 i.o316N 07525\11 21,5 1'+9.6 FFFF' i 5214"1447'1 DOOOO/OOOC i"1 OO/;I,/(j07~ 11/19/75 50 6927 4151N 07556~1 2206 148.9 FrFF 
f,' 5214 .. 1H1:3 00000/0000 j.,100L</iO/00iS 11/19/15 10 6927 '+026t-.: 
01627W 23-1 148.2 fFGf' fi3 
.. ' 52H"14ltSO oooo%aoo \ .. 10044/0076 11/i9175 0 6927 3900N 07656W 24·7 11+7'5 FFFF ~~ ~ 14 5214"14~g:: 00000/0000 l oa !OO44/007i 11/19115 0 6921 3734N 0'7724\01 25.g 14+6.8 FFFF ~S 5~14 .. 1It~B5 00000/0000 1 .. 10044/001B 11/19/15 0 6927 3609N 01751\01 26·8 146.1 FFGF 5214-1'+491 00000/0000 i·l00~4/0079 11/19175 0 6927 3443N 07817101 27~8 145.3 F"F'FF 
f 52H .. 14494 00000/0000 j "100 l ,4/00&O 11/19/15 10 6921 3316N 078431-1 28.9 11+,+.6 FFFF 
t 52H"14503 oooa%ooo 1·10044/00&5 11/19115 60 6921 30241\1 07933\01 30e9 
143.0 FF 
5214 .. 14505 00000/0000 1-10044/0081 11/19175 60 6921 2858N 0795714 31.8 142.2 FFFF ~ 52H .. 1/+512 00000/0000 1·10044/0082 11/19/75 60 6927 2732N 08021W 32.8 H1.1t FFFF 
i 5211O-145H 00000/0000 1 u i0044/0QS3 11/1917!! 50 6921 Z606N 0804'+W 33·8 140·5 FFFF 
5214-14521 00000/0000 1-1.0C44/0081j. 11/1.9/75 10 6927 2HON 08101\0[ 31+.7 139.7 rFFF 
5214·16341+ 00000/0000 1-10044/0086 11/19175 0 6928 2131N 1060Bw 32.8 H1.1t FFFF 
521S·14511j. 00000/0000 1-100_4/0087 1112017~ 100 69H 4605N 07547W 19.2 150.9 rrFF 
5215 .. 1,+520 00000/0000 1-1004,+/0088 11/20/75 80 6941 44,+ON 07620W 20'3 150.2 FFFF 
5215·1/+523 00000/0000 1-100104/0OR9 11/20/75 20 69~1 4315N 07652W 21·3 H9.6 FFFF 
5215-14525 00000/0000 1-10044/0090 11/20/75 0 6941 4150N 07723W 22'4 1~8.9 rFrF 
5215.14541 00000/0000 1-100jj.4/0091 11/20/15 10 6941 3732N 01850W 25.6 146.8 rFrF 
KEYSI CLBUD CeVER ~ ••••••••••••••• a TS 100 • ~ CLaUD ceVER. ** ~ NB CL.aUD DATA AVAILABLE. 




Ir. .. ~ ~ 
1'1 ~ ,... 
.", .. "" 
~,~., .... :....·L:~, .. . ,_----> ....... "., .... ~-~_;._,l..;.,,_''''.~.I,~'''~-W- ......... ~~_i...~ •. ~_~_~.~..,~,! .... m· ..... •· M wt ·"0" ~.,ifN4b ... ,tMtm th' _ izdirl.t't-'t;t7t.ii11.ts·~ 
r." ..;q.:;";;;;==~. - • 5 














































FRBM 12/01/15 Te 12/31/15 
M!CRBFILM ReLL Ne./ O~TE C::Utuo BRBIT PRINCIPAL peINT SUN SUN r M ... GE QUAI.. I TY 
P8sITIeN IN ReLL ACQUIP.E:D ceVER NUMBER SF IMAGE EI.EV. AZIM. RBV 
RBY -- MSS I.AT LeNG 123 
00000/0000 1-10044/0092 111201715 10 6941 3606~ 07911\01 26.6 146.1 
00000/0000 1-\0044/0093 U/20/715 0 6941 31t40N"" ... ·.. 07944W 21.6 145.4 
00000/0000 1-10041t1009~ 11/20/7!5 10 6941 3315N " .. 08010111 28'6 HIt·6 
00000/0000 1-10044/00915 11/2011!5 10 694" 3H9N 08035W 29., 143.9 
00000/0000 1-100_4/0096 11/2017'15 20 69&1 3022N 08100W 30.7 H3.1 
00000/0000 1-100",4/0091 11/201115 150 69~1 28!56N 0812ltW 31.6 142.3 
00000/0000 1-10044/0098 11/20/15 10 6941 2730N 08148W 32.6 14105 
OOOOOIOOdO 1.-10044/0099 11/20/75 10 6941 2603N 08211W 33'6 140.6 
00000/0000 1-10044/0100 11/20/1!5 20 6941 2437N 08233\.1 34.5 139.8 
00000/0000 1-10044/0052 11/20115 90 6942 1t8S4N 10022101 17'0 152.3 
OOOOOIOOOC 1-1004'+/0053 11/2011!5 90 691t2 1t129N 10059W 18'1 151.6 
00000/0000 1-10044/0054 11/20/75 80 691t2 460ltN 1013,+W 19.2 150.9 
00000/0000 1.100'+4/0055 11/20/15 80 69'+2 1t439N 10207\11 20.2 150.2 
00000/0000 1-1001010/0056 11/20175 70 6942 '+31~N 102'+0',01 2h3 1'+9.6 
00000/0000 1-100104/0051- 11/20115 20 691t2 4149N 10311101 22,,+ 1'+8.9 
00000/0000 1-t0044/00!!58 11/20/15 0 691t2 '+023N 103'+OW 23.4 148.2 
00000/0000 1·10044/0126 11/21115 90 6955 3023N 08225111 30'4 143.2 
00000/0000 1-10044/0127 11/21/15 80 6955 2851N 0824-9\01 3114 11t2.4 
00000/0000 t-~0041+10125 11/21/15 50 6955 2131N 08313\01 32.4 141.6 
OOOOD/OOOO t-t0044/0059 11/21115 0 6956 4605N 10258W 18.9 150.9 
00000/0000 1 .. 10044/00100 11/21115 0 6956 1t440N 10331\01 20'0 150.3 
00000/0000 1-t0044.10061 11/2111! 0 6956 4315N 101t03W 21'1 149.6 
00000/0000 1-10044/00102 11/21175 0 6956 4150N 10434101 22.1 148.9 
00000/0000 1·10044/00103 11/21175 80 6956 4025N 10504101 23.2 148.2 
0000.0/0000 1-1001+4/00ll4 11121/15 90 6956 3859N 10533\01 21t.3 147.6 
00000/0000 1-10044/00105 11/21115 80 6956 3132N 10602101 25.3 11t6.9 
00000/0000 1-10044/0066 11/2111!5 60 6956 3606N 10629101 26,3 146.2 
00000/0000 1-10044/0067 11/2111!5 10 6956 31t40N 10656101 27.1t 11t5.4 
00000/0000 1-10044/0068 11/2!/7'!J 0 6956 3314N 10122W 28.1t 144.7 
00000/0000 1-t0044/00651 11/21/75 a 6956 3148N 10141\01 29·lj. H3.~ 
00000/0000 1-10044/0070 11/21175 0 6956 3022N 10812101 30.lj. 143.2 
00000/0000 1-100"'4/0101 11/22/1!i 90 6969 4317N 0791t2W 20'8 149.6 
00000.10000 1-1004i+/0102 11/2217!i 100 6969 1t1!1N 08014101 21'9 149.0 
0000010000 1-'0041+/0103 11/22/1!5 100 6969 i+025N 08045W 23'0 148.3 
00000/0000 1-10044/0104 11/22/15 100 6969 3859N 08114101 21+'0 147.6 
00000/0000 1-10044/0105 11/22/75 100 6969 3733N 08143W 25'1 146.9 
CLBUD CBV~R ~ ••••••••••••••• a Te 100 • l CLSUD CayER. •• ~ NO CI.BUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QU~LITY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS~BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeeD. p~PBeR. F~FAIR. 
'~'c.~'".:'.:-<;~,,:,; .. ,;, 
.. 
~w!H4"" 
'y'tn*'· 'tbi>;"'" /" 






























































'1 ~ , 
j j j , 
J 
~cc':-~"~" - ,,..- .... -.~.-
·T···· -, 7'! ('I 
~. - •• ~ > '- .' ... - ~., -,_. .- ,- , ~'-. '~i- - ~. 
~ 1-' ,. 
i ERTS-l 
~ p 001~2 JAN 28,'76 STANDARD·CATALeG·F·eR CUS PAGE' 0025 
~- i~ FR&M 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
l· ".. eeSERVATJ-eN·· MICRe~ILM ReLL NB.I DATE CLeUO BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAL. tTY 
I-
I ID pl!)SlTIeN IN Re.LL AC~UIREO CeVER NUMBER e~ IMAGE ELEV. .lUM. RBV MSS 
• 
RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 '+5678 I . tja r 
t 5217-15055 00000/0000 1-100"~/OI06 11/22/1!5 70 6969 3607N 08210\11 26.1 1~6.2 F"FF"F :1 r'- 5217-15062 00000/0000 t-100~~/0107 11/22/7! 10 6969 3'+'+lN 08237W 27'1 1'+5.5 FFF"F i 5217-150(,,+ 00000/0000 1-100"~/OI08 11/2217!5 0 6969 3316N 08303W 28.2 1'+'+.8 F"F"F"F , 5217-15071 00000/0000 1-100"~/OI09 11/22175 0 6969 3150N 08329W 29.2 14'+.0 F"FFF" 
f ,_. 5217-15013 00000/0000 1-100~"/0110 111'22/1!5 0 6969 3024N 08353W 30.2 143.3 FFFF ~ t I 5217-15082 00000/0000 1-10044/0111 11122175 60 6969 2731N 08'+4tlW 32'1 141·7 F"FFF I 5217-164!52 00000/0000 1-1004V0112 11/2217!5 100 6970 "S!56N 10313101 16'5 152.3 FF"FF 5217-16455 00000/0000 1- 1 00~"/01\ 3 11J22175 90 6970 .. 732N 10350W 17.6 151.6 FFFF t 5217-16 .. 61 00000/0000 1-10044/01H 11/22/15 So 6970 4607N 10'+25101 lS.7 151.0 FF"FF J .• !5217-16"64 00000/0000 1-1001l.4/011!5 11/2211!5 90 6970 4 .... 1N 10459101 19.5 150.3 FFFF" 
J 
, 5217-16410 00000/0000 j-I.0044/0116 11/22115 70 6910 "316N 10531101 20·8 1'+9.6 FF'FF 
5217-16473 00000/0000 1-10044/0117 11/22175 30 6970 41!!ON 10602101 2119 149.0 FF'FF 
u 
, 5211-1641·715 00000/0000 1-100~4/011B 11J22/1!5 0 6970 ~025N 10632\01 23'0 148.3 FFFF 
~ 5211-16 .. 82 00000/0000 1-1.00~4/0119 11/22/75 10 6970 38!S9N 10702101 2 ... 0 147.6 FFFf ~. 
r 5217-16 .. 81j. 00000/0000 1-10044/0120 11/22175 10 6970 373 .. N 10730W 25-1 146.9 FFFF' 
.,- 5217-16491 00000/0000 1-!0044/0121 11/22/15 0 6970 360SN 10757W 26.1 1 .. 6.2 FFFF ~ !5111-16493 .00000/0000 1-tOO"4/01~2 11/22175 a 6970 34+42N 10S24W 27'1 14+5.5 F'F"FF r !5217-16!500 00000/0000 1-10044/0123 11/22/75 0 6970 3316N 10849W 2S.2 1..,...8 FFFF t; 
F 5217-16502 00000/0000 1-10044/0124 UJ22/75 0 6970 31S0N 10915W 29.2 144.0 FFF"F 
'n SU8-Hi081 00000/0000 1.-100 .. 4/0147 11 123 11 !5 10 6983 4129N 07927W 17 ... 151.6 FFGF I 
f, 521S-1!5084 00000/0000 1-1004 .. /01 .. 8 11/23/115 20 6983 4604N 08002W 18.5 150.9 FF'FF" S218-1!5090 00000/0000 1-1.004 .. /0149 11/2317! so 6983 H39N 08036W 19.6 150.3 FFFF" 
5218-15093 00000/0000 1-100 .. ,./0150 11/23115 50 6983 4314N 08109W 20'6 11+9.6 FF"GF 
5218-1!5095 00000/0000 1e1004l~/0151 11/2317!5 30 6983 '+149N 08141101 21'7 149.0 F"FFF 
5218-15102 OPOOO/OOOO 1-10044/0152 11/23/75 10 6983 4023N 08211101 22·8 11j.8.3 F"FGG 
!5218-1!H 04 00000/0000 1-100 .. 4/01153 11/2311! 10 6983 38SBN 082'+OW 23.S 14+7.6 FGFF" 
521S-1.!5111 00000/0000 1-100~4/01!54 11/23175 70 6983 3732N OB30SW 24.9 146.9 FGGF 
5218-115113 0.0000/0000 1-10044/01!!55 11/23/715 80 6983 3606N 08335W 25.9 1 .. 6.2 FFFF 
'-
5218-15120 00000/0000 1-1.004+4/0156 11/n/7!5 90 6983 3440N 08402W 26.9 145.5 FGFF' 
5218-15122 00000/0000 1-100 .. V0157 11/23175 90 6983 3314N OBlt2SW 28'0 14lt·8 FGF"F 
5US-1S12!5 00000/0000 1-1004~/01!58 11/23/15 90 6983 31 .. 8N 08,+S3W 29.0 144.1 FI3FF" 
!5218-1!5131 00000/0000 1·tOO~~/0159 11/23175 80 69S3 3022N 0851SW 30'0 143.3 FGFG 
5218-15134 00000/0000 1-10044/QH.0 11/23/15 90 6983 2856N 08542W 31'0 1'+2' !3 FGGG 
5218-15140 00000/0000 1-100 .. V01M 11/23175 70 6983 2729N 08606101 32'0 14+1.7 FFFF" 
5219-15160 00000/0000 1-10044/0162 11/2 .. 17!5 50 6991 4+02"N 08336101 22.5 148.3 FF"FF" 
5219-15162 00000/0000 1-10044/0163 11/2 .. /115 70 6997 3858N Q8 .. 05w 23.6 14+7.6 FFFF" 
KEVSI CLeUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 - x CLeUD ceVER. •• ~ NB CLeUD DATA AVAIL.l8LE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/RE~UESTED. G!GeeD. p.peeR. F-F"AIR. 
(~ 
l-,~ .4:,hr~Jlt·~niiiiiii~~ili~~.~:~:'~w::rii~~~::::-::.::-:"::~,:: , .. ;;,.,~,. ~W=~~~t~ "A"..o; ,_,,",,~ .• ;';'<c" __ ........ &rwfBihllt'd'h,2c.,? j' )4 . . -, -J 
t' l' 'v,&.'tf"¥ '''.''7 'ut#-
~.:""""'" =-.-.:'" * $ 5' I) .~~" .-. '.::~~-"; ....... -~ .. -'-- ··"_-:.::.::..;;.;...:::.:~~~,-_._"~~~~~~ ..;;;=;:a;:~~7""-:;:--~=i.~~""--":'~:.,;..;:.~"~~¢;..' -.!"...... ~. 
f~ : I. ·~tl I . ~ I ! j ~ 1 , 
! ' :..J 
~ 
~' 





























. . -_3£ ~. 
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o~ ~~ o~ ~§ 







00142 JAN 28. 116 




































5220 .. 110715 
522l-152B1 
MtCRe~tLM RBLL Ne.1 

















































































































STANDARD CATA~eG ~eR CUS 











































































































































































































































































KEYSl cLeUD caVER ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • ~ CLeUD C~VER. ~ •• NB CLeUD DATA AVAILA8LE. 

























rJ"'~· - \ - .-- .~ ,- -., .. -, -r" ;:-"  . , ~I . . _, ._ '.:"'::-'''-'' .~.-~-;:-~-f - . -'- --.. ---, --.. --,----------.. - .-
1) :I t -~ t .. 
: ~ ~ .~ 




!~ 001~2 J-'N 28,116 STANDARD CATAL6G FeR CUS PAGE: 0027 ~I "1 
F'ReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 1 
A 
~ 
eBSERVATteN MICR6FILM ReLL Ne.1 DATE CLauo eRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGe: QUAL lTY ., 
1D PBSlT16N IN ReLL ACQUIRED caVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS I 
1 
RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 4!5678 j j 
A 
I 11/2611!i 90 7025 3606N 0875ltw 146.3 
'I 
I: 5221-15283 00000/0000 1·100~~/020l 25D3 F'FFf tl 5221-1!5290 00000/0000 1-~. OO~I+ 10204 11/26/'5 90 '025 3439N 08820\11 26.3 11+506 FF"FF" #.' II 5221"1,5292 0000010000 1"'0044/0205 11126/75 90 7025 3313N 08846W 2703 14lf.o9 FFFF ~ ~1 5221 0 15295 00000/0000 1 .. 10041+/0206 11/26175 90 1025 3H7N 08911W 28·3 11+4.2 F"FFF j 5221 .. 15301 00000/0000 1<>1001;4/0207 11126/75 90 7025 3021N 08935y~ 29.3 11+3.4 FFFF J 1 522101530~ 00000/0000 , .. j0044/020B 11/26/75 90 7025 2856N 08959W 30·3 142.7 FfFF" 
i 5221<>110&0 00000/0000 1.,10044/0216 11n!611!3 100 7026 Itg5~N 1085BW 1506 152.2 FFFF 1 ~ ~ 
n 5221 c l10.!l3 00000/0000 1 .. 10044/021'7 11126/715 100 7026 l?729N 10935W 16Q7 151.6 FFFF ,:j r~ 5221 .. 11085 00000/0000 1"100~J;/021S it/2M'; 100 7026 4604N 11010W 17013 150.9 FFF ,~ 5221 .. 1709a 00000/0000 1 .. iOOl!.4/0219 1 iJ'26l1g 100 7026 4439N l1Q1l.1\;' 1.!lo9 150.3 ·FFFf J 
fl 
5~21 .. 1.7'O9'!} 0000010000 iQ100~4/0220 11/26/7! 100 '02ti 1+313N 11116101 20·0 iJ}9.1:1 FFF • j 1 
5~21·d.1101 00000/0000 1 .. ~· 001/>~/022 1 11/26175 100 7026 4il}8N 111~7W 21.1 1lj.9.0 FFF 1 
5221 0 11103 00000/0000 1"10044/0222 11/26175 100 1026 4023N 11218W .22.1 1/.l.803 FFF I 1 
'I 
5221 .. 11115 00000/0000 1 0 1001>4/021:5 11/26/75 30 7026 36Q5N 11343W 25c3 1~6.3 F" F' t: 
5221 .. 17121 00000/0000 1,,1001>4/0223 11/26115 0 7026 3l}39N 11409W 2603 145.6 FF'Ff ! , ~ 5221 .. 171241- 00000/0000 1-10044/0221+ 11126175 0 7026 33 iJi.l,j 11435W 27.3 Hl{..9 FFfF 1 "' i~ 5221 .. 11130 0000010000 I·d:. OO~~ /0225 11126/75 0 7026 31l}8N 11500101 2803 111-402 FFF'P j l:' i 5.222-115303 COOOOIOOOO 1-100ll-lj./OH\5 1.1/27/15 90 1039 4856"1 08436W 15.4 152.2 FFFF 
r;1 
I 
5222-15305 00000/0000 1"10041>/0186 11/27175 90 703g 4731N 08513W 16"5 151·6 FFFF" 1 
5222-15312 00000/0000 '",10044/018' 11127175 90 7039 4606N 08548W 17.6 150.9 FFFF ;; i 
,q :r j 
;',.1 5222 .. 15311+ 00000/0000 1-1.004~/0188 11/27175 90 7039 441+1N 08621W 18.7 150.3 FFFf ;~' .I :i 5222-15321 00000/0000 1-10044/0189 11/27/715 90 7039 1t315N 0865lfW 1908 149.6 FFFF r 1 -I ~ 1 
I i 5222-15323 00000/0000 1-10044/0190 11/27/75 90 ,o39 H50"J 08725101 20.8 149.0 FFFF ~ 
i ,1 5222-15330 00000/0000 1-100ll-VOl91 11/2717!!i 100 1039 4024N 08755~1 21.9 148.3 FFFF ~ 
1'·1 5222-15332 00000/0000 1-10044/0192 11/27115 90 7039 3859N 08824W 23.0 11+7.7 FFFF r bil I 5222-15235 00000/0000 1-10044+/0193 11/27/75 80 7039 3733N 088521<1 21+.0 147.0 FFFF B 11 5222-15341 1-10044/0191+ 11127175 30 7039 3607N 08920W 25'0 146.3 FFFF h; .j' f i 00000/0000 t; 5222-15344 00000/0000 1-100ll-4+/019!5 11/2717s 0 7039 3440N 0891+71<1 26'1 145.6 FFFF l' J 
" 
4 
- , 5222-15350 00000/0000 1-10044/0196 11/27175 0 1039 33iltN 09013\11 27.1 141+.9 FFFF I I I I 
i 5222-15353 00000/0000 1-100ll-4/019'1 11/271'1!5 0 7039 3148N 09039W 28'1 144.2 f'FFf r 
l 
5222-15355 00000/0000 I-tOOI+4/019! 11/27175 0 7039 3022N 0910AtW 29'1 11+3.5 FF'Ff' 
1 5222-115362 00000/0000 ~-100~lI-/0199 11/2711!5 20 7039 2856N 09128W 30.t llt2.7 FFf'f' I. 
t 5222-15364 00000/0000 1-100~4/0200 11/27/75 '0 7039 2730N 091!52W 31'1 141.9 f'Ff'f I" 1 'i 5222-15371 00000/0000 1-10044/0201 11/271'15 70 '039 2604N 09214W 32.1 1l1-l.l F'Ff'F' 
[- , 5222-1716it 00000/0000 1-10044/0209 11/271715 90 ,0ltO 3858N 11412W 22.9 147.7 Ff'FF ., ~ ~' 5222-17110 00000/0000 1-100~~/0210 11/27/75 90 '1MO 3731N IHHW 2lt.O H1.0 FFFF '.~ 
:. I ~ - ~ 
r!~ . lj I 
I' ! -1 r '; KEYSI CLeUD ceV£R x ••••••••••••••• a Te 100 e ~ CLeUD ceVER. •• , Ne CLeUD DATA AVAILA~LE. 1 IMAGE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• BL~NKS~BANO NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GeeD. p!pee~. FeFAIR. ~j 




.... , ..... ,:;..g-.~-. .. ,~,,_· .. _1~,:..~ .. .;..:.-.... ~~«~-.......... ..t...~ .. i..::~~5AiS£i.MNtti2t"tdWww-.AAiti6i?~~ .. ~~~ .. ~{_**>~ai .... Wftl'-*';';~;it 11'<'>: '"(.Net tt dirinl'fllliJ t:1'dJ4...4;~·1".;·*t* f 't'trtiri~ war m' $tfill',. 
~I l: 
~i fi ~ ~I 
H 
r' ! i ;,1 
h i 












It.:., __ . 
-_ ....... ",<,,--.-,,-".--~.~., -- ~ .. _~ ..... ~ .. , __ ."~ .. "~_._~~, • _.~ ___ ,;:..!.:.r":" +-:!:.;;:=----r= ••• ~~.....:..::.::;:::::::~:::::::....._:::::::;:;=~;::::_...:::::::.;:::::..-_~_=__=..:.:: 
00142 JAN 28 .. '16 






































MtCRBFILM RBLL Ne.1 











































































STANDARD CATAL6G ~6R CUS 











































































BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT 

































































































































































































































KEVSI CLeUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te JOO - I CLeUD cevER. ** @ Ne CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMABE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• 8LANKS~BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GeeD. p.peSR. F-FAIR. 
1 _ •. t'. . ,","," 





























L;~:!:·' ; (;~'~:~~"!'~~=~~~.=.:-=:;.:::=;:=~:::::::::::~'_O::~:::":'~::::~,:7::~::' ~:'~~:~"":;::=7::;~t;:;;;;;:3'~="~;;';: 
-'1'--'" .'.1!l :1~ re. q ..... ~ -4£ w. s:==? . 
. 





f. 00r~2 JAN 28~"6 STANDARD CATALBG FeR CUS PAGt 0030 
" FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/15 t BBS~RVA TI!N MIeRBFIl:M RelL NB./ DATE CleUD eRBIT PRINC!PAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAI,. I TV ID ",eSITIBN IN RBLL 4COUIREO ceVE~ NUMBER eF' IMAGE E:LEV. AIIM. RBV MSS l RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 4!5678 J .! ~ 5229-16122 00000/0000 1-10044/0291 12/0417!!! 0 1137 4150N 09727W 19.5 148.8 GGGG "i 1 f; 5229-16124 0.0000/0000 1-10044/0292 12104175 10 7137 4024N 097!7W 20.6 148.2 GaGG 
, 
5229-16131 00000/0000 1-10044/0293 1210it/7!!5 10 7137 3859N 09826W 2116 141.5 GGGG 5229·16133 0000010000 1-{001+4/0294 12104/1.5 0 7137 37.33N 09851+w 22.7 146.9 GGGa 5229-16140 00000/0000 1-100~4/0295 1210417!!! 10 7137 3607N 09922\01 23.7 14('.3 GFFG 5229-1614':: 00000/0000 1-t0044/0296 12/0417! 40 7137 3441N 09948\r1 24.8 145.6 GGGG 5229-16145 00000/0000 1-10044/0297 12/04/1! 60 7137 3315N 100HW 25.8 144.9 GGFG ,.j 
f 




, KEYSI CLeUD ceVER ~ •••••••••• ~ •••• 0 Te 100 ~ ~ CLeuD C~VERt ** ! Ne CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. !i ;1 IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G,GeBD. p!peeR. F.FAI~. "Li 
~ 
l' 
" ~ .~, , ' i '. '_':~~-:.;- '".-, ,-: ,":;:~~;;7 .r-;-:.:;;;:,;~-o:.-.::-;~~:~-::.;:~.;;.::~,r"U~; 
.~ •.. :.-'~_~e"""i.o....-..... t~..a.~oi:..Q~'~-~·=· l<~. :'-,_c--"':J_~' _c'_ 





































00:42 JAN 281 176 






































MICR6FILM RBLL NB./ 

















































































































STANDARD CATAL6G ~eR cus 
r~eM 12/01/7! re 12/31/75 
CLeUD BRBIT PRtNCIPA~ p6INT 





































































































































































































































































KEYSr CLeUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 - ~ C~!UO cevER. ** ~ Ne CL6UD DATA AVAIL.AeL~. 
IMAGE QU.LITY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS,BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-G6eD. p~peeR. F-FAIR. 
PAGE 0031 
I . . /' , '. '''i .-", -
,.. <~j.~dt.<oI.>.\ ..... : ..... ,~:J...~.,.:."-'~-l.:.~I~M~-", 2t'M "',:l~Ji~eb e"· '(hI 'r t\..4Atrt aHdr'bW'fi't;"" t'Wiii ''''{J,;''''«~il. lffl ±'ft1t ftfrt *19. Q" ,. or qti" ktik®nt f..erir . Me, ,t-emfr.:',., ra •••• m'Ot· f ,-m.?"· "ira Tn;? *.~ 
f1 
























""_ ERTS-1 ~!_i "- 00142 ~AN 28#'16 STANDARD CATAL8G r6R CUS PAGE 0032 
rReM 12/01/15 Te 12/31/75 
,. I eBS£RvATteN MICR6FIlM RelL Ne.1 DATE CL6UO BRBIT PRINCIPALP6INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY 
~ ID ~eSITIeN IN RSLL ACQUIRED ceVER ~UMBER SF IHAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
~. RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 ~5678 
l 5232-16312 00000/0000 1-1004_/0389 12/0711! 10 7179 3.41N 10405W 24.3 145.5 GeGG J 5232-16315 00000/0000 1-100.4/0390 12/07/75 0 7179 3315N 10431W 25.3 144.8 GFGG 
I: 5232-16321 00000/0000 1-'00.4/0391 12/07/75 0 7179 31_9N 10457w 26.3 14'01 GGGG ~ 5232-16324 00000/0000 1-10044/0392 12/07/75 0 7179 3023N 10522w 27.3 143.4 GGGG 5232-16330 00000/0000 {-t0044/0393 12/07/1! a 71792857N 10S",Sw 2S03 14207 FGGG .. •..• 5233-Ui352 00000/0000' -'0044/0302 1.21081715 10 7193 4025111 10339W 1909 14800 GGGG E5 ii; 
r
. "5233-16355 00000/0000 1-100''''/0303 12/08175 10 7193 3859N 10408W 21-0 tAt7.4 GGFG ~ .--:" 
..•. ~..... 5233-16361 00000/0000 1 .. 10044/0:101+ 12/08175 10 7193 3734N 10436W 22,0 14+6·' GGGG g 2: 
5233-16364 00000/0000 1 al00 •• IOl05 12/08/7!5 20 7193 3608N 105Q4}W 23.1 11+6.1 FGGG Z .. ~ 
5233-16370 0000010000 1c l0044/0306 12/08/7~ 20 7193 3441N 10531W 24e1 145.1+ GGGG ~~ 
.• 5233 .. 16313 00000/0000 j-10044/0:'i07 12108175 20 7193 3315N 10557101 25.1144.8 GGGG C"..i 
5233.,;16375 00000/0000 1"10044/0308 12108175 10 7193 31150"1 10622\01 26.1 144.1 GGGG I"Ol:C 
1.· 52:33-16382 0000010000 1 0 10044/0309 12108175 10 7193 3023N 10641\01 2111 143.4 f3GGG > P • 5234-15013 0000010000 1-10044/0378 12/0917!3 80 7206. 2729N 083131-1 29cO 141.9 GGGG ~ r-,! . 5~34-16383 0000010000 1-1004"/0403 12109175 70 7207 4S6SN 10150101 13.4 151.6 GGGG ~ 
"
: 5234-16390 00000/0000 1-10044/040. 12/09/75 70 7207 4730N 10227101 14'5 150.9 GGGG ~ 
. 5234-16392 00000/0000 l a l0044/0405 1210917!5 90 7207 4604N 10302101 15.6 150.3 GGGF" 0 
, 5234-16395 0000010000 1-10044/01+06 1210917!5 80 7207 4439N 10336101 16'6 149.7 GGGG I"dgl:>;j 
f 523 __ 16401 0000010000 1-10044/0407 1210911!i 20 7207 4314111 10409101 11.7 149.1 GGGG t-3 
r 5234-16404 00000/0000 1-10044/01+08 IV0917!5 20 7207 4149N 10440101 18.8 148.5 rGFG ~ p:: 
I' ... · 15234-1641.0 00000/0000 1-100 .. 4/0409 12/09/7! 40 7207 1t023N 10509W 19.8 147.9 GGFG t?=j ; 5234-16413 00000/0000 1-10044/0410 12/09/7!5 20 7207 3857N 10539101 20.9 147.3 GGFF ~ 5234-16415 00000/0000 1-10044/0411 12/b9/7!5 10 7201 3730N 10607101 21.9 146.6 GGFF ,i 5234-16~22 0000010000 1-10044/0412 12/09/715 a 7207 3605N 10635W 23.0 146.0 GGFF" 
~. 5234-16424 00000/0000 1-1004./0413 12/09/7!5 10 7207 3439N 10701W 24.0 145.4 GFGF 
l' 5!34-16431 00000/0000 1-10044/0~14 12/09/7!5 0 7207 3312N 10726\01 25.0 144.1 GGGG 
! 5234-16433 0000010000 1-10044/0415 12/09/75 0 7201 3146N 10751W 26'0 144.0 GFGG 
~.. 5234-16440 00000/0000 1-10044/0416 12109/75 0 7207 3020N 10816W 27.0 14:h:3 GGGG .. '. 5235-15033 00000/0000 1-10044/0394 12/10/75 100 1220 4025N 08045W 19.7 147.8 GGFG • 523~s15035 0000010000 1-10044/0395 12/10/75 90 7220 3900N 08115W 20.7 14,.2 FFGG ~.'. 5235-15042 00000/0000 1-10044/0396 12/10/75 100 7220 3735N 081~3W 21.8 146.6 GGFF 
[ 5235-15051 0000010000 j-l0044/0397 12/10/75 30 7220 3441N 08238W 23.8 145.3 GGFG I 5235-15053 00000/0000 1-10044/0398 12/10/75 10 7220' 3314N 08303101 24.9 144.1 GGGG 
t 523!i-1S060 0000010000 1-10044/0399 12/10/7!i 20 7220 g148N 08328W 25.9 144.0 GGGG 
~ 5235r15062 0000010000 1-10044/0400 li/l0/75 30 7220 3021N 08353W 26.9 143.3 GGGG 
f 5235-15065 0000010000 1-10044/01+01 12/10/75 50 7220 2855N 08417W 27.9 142~6 GFFG 
r 
~; I ~EYSI CLeUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 T6 100 • l CLeUO CevER. **! Ne CLeuo DATA AVAILABLE. 
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00142 JAN 28~17. STANDARD CA!ALeG FeR CUS 
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MICR8FILH ReLL Ne.1 










































































DATE CLaUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL paINT 







































































































































































































































































































CLeUD CeVE:R X 
IMAGE QUALITY 
•••••••••••••• , 0 TB 100 • % CLBUO CBvER. **. Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
••••••••••••••• BLANKS,BANO NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GBBO. P!PBSR. F.FAIR. 
I "-'. ,,\ . " .• .'~l ..... " •. lu~":d..U'.~''''~~ :',jt, .. : .... i-....->~ "':':8kV'*,.", 'J,~SW ~tr"'.!t riW4~tW . 'f!itbes iW'H'i·b!Wt'tw:.''rtt''f'»rmi's) dveW+m 5 ."..4..,,", ""Mkb'tnt & '11 ;f" tIf'ttHWftM*S delft_) e- ft.,"., ~u"n. 7'" d ·.)"~;e"jief" £ Ott".r e >.' 
.]11 
1, 
f~ H 1 I 






" -::; ,,1 





H ffi ~ -J 














- .. , --,~ -_ .. 
~. " .' 
• 
. ;:,_". 
~ - -". 
. -- ... ~, -.- - --.,. -:'::'""::,,"'..-,'.::'::'--:;:-;.:.":::":-:;::::~:~;;.:':~'::,~ ·h •• :::::::::~;::.:!:;::::~-=:~.:::::::::t!r.~-r~ ... ;~~>;:;e t liiii:li' A-ta-. t . .. ~.--::;;.- ;';;;;;;;;;;'-'--~ 
ERTS-1 
00142 JAN 28.'76 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS PAGE 0034 
FRBM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 
BBSERVA Tt BN MICRBFILM RBLL NB.I OATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN rl'1AGE QUALITY 
to P6StTtBN IN RBLL ACQUtREO ceVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AltM. Rev MSS 
!f RBv I1SS LAT L6NG 123 1+5678 
,-
5237-1!5133 00000/0000 1-1001+1+/0451 12112175 50 7248 H38N 08204W 16,3 11+9,5 PFFG 
• 
5237-15140 00000/0000 1-!0044/0452 12112/75 60 7248 4313N 08236W 17.3 148.9 PFFG 
5237-1!142 00000/0000 1-'0044/0453 12112/75 90 7248 4148N 08301W 18,4 11+S.3 PF"Ff 
5231-15145 00000/0000 1-10044/0454 12112/75 100 1248 4022N 08337W 19.1+ 11+7·7 PFFF' 
fP' 5237-151!1+ 00000/0000 1.- 10044/0455 12112175 90 7248 3131N 08434W 2it5 146·4 PF'FG 
5237-15160 00000/0000 1-10044/0456 lUt2115 40 1248 3605N 08501\<1 22.6 145.8 FFF' 
!5237-15163 00000/0000 1-10044/0;51 12/12175 10 7248 3439N 08528W 23.6 145.2 FFF 
52:17-1!5165 00000/0000 1-1001+lio/0458 12112115 10 7248 3313N 08554W 21+.6 11+1+.5 FFG 
5237-15172 00000/0000 1-10041+101+59 le/1217! 20 724S 3147N 08619\<1 25i6 143.9 F'FG 
5237-15174 00000/0000 1-100~lio/OI+60 12/12175 30 7248 3020N 08643W 26~6 143.2 FF'F 
5237-1!5181 00000/0000 t-10044/0461 12112175 50 7248 2855N 08;071-1 27.6 11+2.5 PFFf 
5237-15183 00000/0000 1-1001+4/0462 12/12175 40 7248 2729N 081~IOW 28'6 141.8 Ff 
5237-16553 00000/0000 1-1004lio/04~5 12/12115 90 1249 4!53N 10605W 13.1 151.3 GGGG 
5237-16560 00000/0000 t-'004~/04~6 12/12/15 100 721+9 4129N 10642W 11+.1 150.7 GGG 
5237-16562 0000010000 1- 1. 0044/0431 12/12/75 90 7249 4604N 10717W 15,2 150.1 GGGG 
5237-1656!5 00000/0000 1-10044/0438 12112/15 70 1249 4438N 107S1W 16.3 149·e FGGG 
5237-16571 0000010000 1-10044/01+39 12112175 40 721+9 1+313N 10823W 17,3 148.9 GGGG 
5237-16574 00000/0000 1-10044./0440 12/12175 SO 7249 I+H7N 10S51+W lS.4 148.3 GGGG 
5237-16580 0000010000 1-1.00lio4/0441 12112/15 80 1249 4022N 10925101 l!h't 147.7 GGGG 
5237-1658!5 0000010000 1·\0041+10442 12112175 40 7M9 3730N 11022\01 21.5 146.4 GGGG 
5237-16592 00000/0000 1-1.0044/0443 12/12/15 60 7249 3604N 11050W 22.6 145.8 GGGG 
5237-16594 00000/0000 1-1004lio./0444 12112175 60 72lt9 3439N 11117\<1 23.6 145.2 GGGG 
5237-17001 00000/0000 1-1.004lio/04lt5 12112175 40 7249 3313"1 11143W 24'6 144·5 GGG 
5237-17003 00000/0000 1-10044/041+6 12112175 10 7249 3H1N 11209W 25.6 143.8 GGGG 
5237-1.7010 00000/0000 .t-l0044/04lio7 12/1217!5 10 7249 3020N 1123ltW 26.6 143.2 GGGG 
5240-1.1123 00000/0000 1-1004lio/0463 12115/15 20 7291 1+852N 11023W 12.S 151.0 GGGG 
5240-1.7130 0000010000 ,-100Itlio/01+64 12115175 SO 7291 472SN 11100W 13.8 150.4 GGGG 
5240-17132 ooeoolOOOO 1-10044/0465 12115175 80 7291 4603N 11134W 14.9 149.8 GGG 
521+0-17135 00000/0000 1-10044/0466 12/15/75 90 7291 443SN 11208W 15.9 1l+9.a GGGG 
5240-17141 00000/0000 1-1004410461 12/15175 90 7291 4313N 11241W 17'0 1/+8.6 GGGG 
521+0-1711+4 00000/0000 1-10044/0468 12/1517!! 1+0 1291 l+H7N 11312W 18.1 14S.0 GG G 
• 52 .. 0-11150 00000/0000 1-10044/0U9 12/15115 0 7291 4022N 11342W 19.1 1oIt7.1+ GGGG 5240-171!53 00000/0000 \-10044/0 .. 70 12115115 0 7291 3S!56N 11"l1W 20.1 146.! GGGG 
5240-17155 00000/0000 1-1001+4/0411 12115/75 0 1291 3730N 111+40W 21.2 146·2 GGGG 
52 .. 0-17162 0000010000 1-10044/0472 .. 12/1'5/75 0 7291 3604t.J 1150?W 22.2 145.6 GGGG 
~ 5240-1716lt 0000010000 1.-:\.001+4/0473 12/15175 0 7291 3J+37N 11534W 23·2 11+4.9 GGGG ~ : ,. 
KEYSI CLaUD ceVER l ••••••••••••••• 0 Ta 100 • 1 CLeUD cavER. •• ~ Ne CLaUD DATA AV~I~A8LE. 
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ERTS-1 
00142 JAN 28,176 STANDARD CATALSG FeR CUS FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 





MICRSFILM R8LL Ne.; 






DATE CLSUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL peINT SUN SUN 





















CLaUD CaVER % 
I MAGE QUAL ITY 
••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 ~ , CLeUD cevER, •• ! Na CLaUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
• •••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESE:NT/REOUESTED. ~~GeeD. p!psaR. F.FAIR. 
..,.-. 
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ERTS·1 
00146 JAN 28~'76 STANDARD CATALBG FeR ALASKA 
FReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 
BBSERVAneN HtCR6FILH R6LL N~.I DATE CL6UO eRBIT PRINCIPAL P6INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALTTY 
to peSITI6N IN RaLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV. AlIH. Rev MSS 
RBV HSS LAT LeNG 1?3 4!i678 
52U.20020 0000010000 j-100**J01?8 11121175 10 6958 62!53N 14452W S.6 160.4 GFG 
521&-20023 0000010000 1-10044/011'9 11/21/75 60 6958 6131'" 14601W 6,7 159.4 FGFF 
521&-20025 00000/0000 j-t0044JOHO 11/21/75 90 6958 6009N 14705W 7'8 15804 FFFF 
5217.2007_ 0000010000 1-100*4/0145 11/22175 70 6972 6252N 1lt621W 5,4 160·3 FFFF 
5217-20081 00000/0000 t-jOOlt4J0146 UJ22/75 40 6972 6130'-1 h729W 6'5 159.3 FFFF 
KEYSI CL6UO caVER x c •••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • l CLSUD cavER. .* ~ NS CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS!BAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.Geso. PePSSR. F.FAr~. 
..... ~ 
" 
- ....... -.. ---", , -' _,;i_~;m;;;;;-:~r:iJ1:;:.~!i;~""':~·:' ,~~.-::; ~:-:"",;,:<~:,-,s",'V,·~".,,"·M~",-:·~·WC.I1~·r-·''':t'''''-;:''r-'''',"; 








































































































































~-< I-cJ ~~ ~t:: 
t'4~ .~o tJ>~ 
f Qr ~t?iJ::3 
II tr.l t-< 
II 0 







. 'T~'- -.: > '.C·· 1 
., .. :~:.'-::':-.j..:::::,:O::: _- _~:-:. ,~l:"~~'~..;j:::;~~:~'-:.';:;;r.:::::-:;.;-'~.::=.~~:--...:::\ : :.,":':,.:t''-:::':::':'~:':::.;: -:;:" ":.!;:;;:r:.:.:...-~.::~-::.-.::-::..::·:,~~-".::.;;"::;::.;':.-::·:.~':!':·~'::~'-:·::.!;=~~!;~~~::~t;M:rtd !'~, 








00142 JAN 28. 176 ce8RDINATE ~ISTING PAG~ 0038 
. 
STANDARD CATA~8G FeR CUS 
FReM 12/01/75 T8 12/31/15 
PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERV A TI eN cc: QUALlTV PRINCIPA~ PT. geSERVATleN cc QUA~ tTV PRINCIPAL PT. 6eSERvATI9N CC QUAL IT;-
8~ IMAG£ 10 I: RBV MSS eF IMAGE to 
" 
Rev MSS SF IMAGE 10 ~ RBV MSS 
LeNG L.A'; 12345678 LeNG LAT 1234!5678 LaNG ~AT 1234567~ 
066:;0\11 4128tiJ 5227.1,,160 20 GGGG 07553W 331'1N 5230-14371 50 FF' F'P 0794t.1W 4317N 5217-15035 90 F'fFF" 
06706\11 4603N 5227-14162 0 FGGG 07556\<1 41!51N 52H"14"'1 50 FFFF' 07942W 2437N 5231-i4452 40 F FG 
06139i01 44t,38N 52i1-H165 10 FF'GF 01556W 4150N 5232·1H60 70 F'GFG 079lt4W 3440N 5215-14550 0 FFFF !"'i 
06iH2W 4313N 5227-1lt111 30 GGGG 07558101 3733N 5231-11+4H 80 FGFG 07957k' 2858N 52H-14505 60 FFFF .~ 
06843W 4148N 5221·H174 70 GGGF 07618\01 3149N 5212-14384 20 FF'FF 07957W 2851N 5232-1;495 10 F' GF"G '1 
069HW 4023N 5227-1~i80 80 J:'GGG 07618101 3148N 5230·14374 80 FFFP 0800210.' 1+604N 5218-15084 20 F"F"FF 
0705l!<W 4731N 5212-143H 90 FFPP 01620101 4440N 5215·14520 80 FF'FF 08010w 3315N 5215-14552 10 FfFP 
0112SW 4605N 5212-14343 70 FFPF 07626101 4n24N 5232-14463 50 GF'G 08014101 4151N 5217-150ltl 100 FFfF 
07129\11 4604N 5230-H333 50 FFF 01626101 3607N 5231-14420 30 FGGG 08019101 4853N 5237-15122 0 PFfF 
0'203W 4439N 5212-1 1.3!50 60 FFPF' 07627W 4n26N 5214·14473 10 F'F GF' 08020w 2131N 5232-14501 20 FGGG "j 
072031'1 4439N 5230-14335 1+0 F'FF 07643101 3n22N 5230-14380 6.0 FF"P 08021W 2732N 5211+-14512 60 FFFF 
07235W 43HN 5212-11+352 30 F'FPF 07652W 4315N 5e15-1/+S23 20 F'F'F'F 08035101 3149N 5215-14555 10 FFFF 
0123!SW 4314N 5230-14342 10 F'F'F' 01653101 3441N 5231-14423 40 GGFG 08036W 4439N 5218-15090 80 FFFF ~ 01306I0Il 4148N 5212-143!55 10 FF'PF 07655101 3859N 5232-14465 60 FFF' 08043W 2605N 5232-14504 10 FeiGG J 
07306W 4HaN 5230-14344 10 FFF 07656101 3900N 521'+·14480 0 F'FF'F 0801+411' 2606N 5E14-14514 50 F'FFF 1 01334W 3608N 5229-14304 60 F'F'GG 07107101 28S5N 5230-1/+383 70 FP 08045W 4025N 5217-15044 100 FFFF :! 
07336\0/ 4023N 52JO-14t351 20 F~ 07119101 3315N 5231-141+25 90 F'GFG 0804~W 4025N 5235-15033 100 GGFG 
07342W 1+731N 5232-H4l+2 0 C3 07723W '+150N 5215·14525 0 FF'FF 08056w 47~8N 5231-15121+ 0 FF'G 
07400W 3H2N 5229-1It310 10 GGGG 07723\0/ 3134N 5232·144+12 100 FGFG 08100W 30c2N 5215-14561 20 FF'F'F 
07404W 38!i8N 5212-14364 40 F'F'PF 07124W 3734N 5214-141+82 0 r:FFF 08107\11 21+40N 5214-14521 70 FFFF' 
0140!5101 3857N 5230-11+3!53 0 F~ 01730101 2728N 5212-14400 90 FFFF 08i09W lt314N 5218-15093 !So FFGF 
07417101 4606N 5232-14445 10 F'GFG 07731\01 27E!8N 5230-14385 50 FFFP 08114101 3859N 5217"15050 100 F'FFF 
07H9W 460&N 52H-1H5!5 iOO FF'FF 077l+4W 311+9N 5231-14432 90 F' 08115\</ 3900N 5235-15035 90 F'F'GG 
07433\1/ 3732N 5230-1.4360 10 FFF'P 0?7!51\~ 36Q9N 5214-14485 0 FFGF 08124\01 2856N 5215-14561+ 50 FFF'F 
07l+51W I+Itlt 1 N 5232·14451 10 GGG 07751101 3l>Q8N 5232·144110 100 FGFG 08130W 4603N 5231-15131 50 PeiFF" 
07451W 3I50N 5229-14315 40 GGGG 01809\>1 3n22N 5231·14434 80 F FG 08141101 4H9N 5218-15095 30 FFFF 
071;53W 1+ 1+ 41N 521/+-14462 100 FFFF' 01817101 341f.3N 5214-14491 0 FFFF 081'+2W 4857N 5220-15191 10 . FFFF 
075011'1 402ltN 5231-11+405 90 GG 0181+3101 3316N 5214·14491+ 10 F'FFF 08143101 3735N 5235-15042 100 GGFF 
07!501\o/ 360bN 5230-H362 10 F'FFP 01844101 3316N 5232-14483 30 FFGG 08143W 3733N 5217- 15g53 100 FFFF 
07!524W 43UN 5232-141+!54 10 FGGG 07850W 3732N 5215-14541 10 F'FFF 08148W 2130N 5215-11+ 70 10 FFFF" " 
0752!SW 4316N 5214-14461+ 90 FF'F'F' 078!56W 2730N 5231-14443 70 F'GFG 08204101 443aN 5237-15133 50 PFFG ic 
07526W 31+40N 5212·11+375 20 F'FP 07917\01 3606N 5215-14543 10 FF'FF 08210101 3601N 5217-15055 70 FFFF 
07527W 3440N 5230-1436!5 20 r:F'FP 07!H9W 2f!,Q3N 5231-141+50 70 FGFF 08211W 4023N 5218-15102 10 FFGG 
07530W 3859N 5231-14411 90 F'FGG 07927W 1+729N 5218-15081 10 FF'GF 08211W 2603N 5215-14573 10 FF'FF 
07541W 1+605N 5215-1/+514 tOO FFFF 07933101 3024N 5214-14503 60 FF' 08219\11 4732N 5220-15193 30 F~FF 
07552101 3314N 5212-14382 10 FFPF' 07931+\</ 3n23N 5232-141+92 20 GG 08225W 3023N 5216-15015 90 F"F 
"" 
KEVS' cLeUO ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 - I c~euo ceVER. •• ~ NB CLeuo DATA AVAI~AeL[. 
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OO:~2 JAN ~8"76 CaaRDINATE LIST-INC3----- PAGE 0039 
STANDARD CATALeG FeR cus 
FRSM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 
PRI',ICIPAL PT. eeSERV. T1 eN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BeSERVATIBN CC QUALI TV PRINCIPAL PT. eSSERVATIBN CC QUALITY 
SF IMAGE ID :¥ Rev MSS BF IMAG£ ID :¥ Rev MSS BF IMAGE ID % RBv /'ISS 
LBNG LAT 123~S678 LeNG LAT 123~5678 LBNG LAT 1234567~ 
08233111 21+37N 5215-H57!5 20 FF'FF' 08456\01 3146N 5236-15114 0 FGGG OS833w 2858N 5220-15250 10 FFFF 
08236W 4313N S2:i7-1!5140 60 PF'FG 08S01W 3607"l 5219-15171 70 F'FFF O!!S46W 3313N 5221-15292 90 HFF 
i 08237w 3441N 5217-15062 10 FFFF 08501W 3605N 5231-15160 40 FFF 08852101 3733N 5222-15335 80 FFFF -, 
082381'1 341+1N 5235-150!51 30 GGFG 08504101 4024N 5220-15214 90 FFFF 08854W 4147N 5223-15381 70 GF'FF i 
08240W 3858N 5218-15104 10 FGFF 08S13W 4731N 5222-15305 90 FHF OSSS6W 2732N 5220-15252 10 FFFF 
082491'1 2857N 5216-15022 80 FF 08!518101 3022N 5218-15131 So FGFG 08911W 3147N 5221-15295 90 FFFF 
08255W 4606N !5220- Hi200 80 FFFF 08520W 3019N 5236-15120 0 F'.FFF OS920W 3607N 5222-15341 30 F'FFF 
083031>1 3316N 5217-15064 0 FFFF OS528W 3440N 5219-15114 90 FFFF 0892414 4022N 5223-15384 0 GGGG 
08303101 3314N 5235-15053 10 GGGG 08!528W 3439N 5237-15163 10 FF'F OS935W 3021N 5221-15301 90 FFFF 
08307\<1 4148N 52]7-15142 90 PFFF 08533\01 3B59N 5220-15220 90 FFFF OS947W 3440N 5222-15344 0 FFFF 
0830BW 3732N 5218-15111 70 FGGF' 08!542W 2856N 5218-15134 90 FGGG 08952W 3856N 5223-16390 0 GGGG 
08313101 2731N5216-15024 50 F'FFF' 08544101 2853N 5236-15123 0 FFFF OS959W 2856N 5221-15304 90 FFFF 1 
08313~ 2729N 5234-1.5013 80 GGGG 08!548W 4606N 5222-15312- 90 FFFF 09013W 3314N 5222-15350 0 FFFF 1 
08328w 3148N 5235-15060 20 GGGG 08554W 3313N 5237-15165 10 FFG 09017W 4149N 5224-15435 100 FFFF 1 08329\'1 44ltlN 5220-15202 90 FFFF 08555W 3314N 5219-15180 90 rGFF 09021\01 4855N 5226-15531 10 GGGG 
08329\'1 3150N 5217-15071 0 FFFF 08606W 2729N 5218-15140 70 FFFF 09021W 3130N 5223-15393 0 FFFG 
0833!5w 3606N 5218-15113 80 FFFF 08608W 2727N 5236-15125 10 FFFF 09039W 311+SN 5222-15353 0 FFFF 
083361'1 4024N 5219-15160 50 FFFF 086t9W 3147N 5237-15172 20 FFG 09046W 4024N 5221+-151+42 100 F'FFF 
OB337it1 4022N 52:1'-15145 100 PF'FF' 08620w 3148N 5219-15183 60 F'GGF 09048\'1 3604N 5223-15395 60 FFFF 
08338\t1 3603N !iU6-15102 0 FGGG OS621W I; 4 I+1N 5222-15314 90 FFFF 0905n~ 1;730N 5226-15533 20 FGGG 
083S3W 3024N 5217-15073 0 FFFF 08628W 3608N 5220-15225 90 FFFF 091041'1 3022N 5222-15355 0 FFFF 
OS3S3W 302~N 5235-115062 30 GGGG 08643\11 3020N 5237-15171; 30 FFF Q9114W 3438N 5223-15402 90 GGGG 
08402';,' 4.ll1!5N 5220-1!5205 90 FFFF 08645\11 3022N 5219-15185 50 FFFF 09115W 3858N 5221;-15444 100 PFFF 
08402W 3440N 5218-15120 90 FGFr 086!'54w i+315N 5222-15321 90 FFFF 09128W 2856N 5222-15362 20 FFFF 
08405W 3858N 5219-15162 70 FFFF 08654W 3442N 5220-15232 50 FFFF 09131111 4605N 5226-15540 10 F'GGG 
081;051'1 3438N 5236-15105 0 FGGG 087071'/ 2855N 5231-15181 So PFFF 0911+0w 3312N 5223-15401+ 80 FGGG 
084171'1 2855N 52:iS-15065 So GFFG 08120W 3317N 5220-15234 10 F'FFF 09143\11 3732N 5224-15451 100 PPFF 
084281'1 3314N 5218-15122 90 FGFr 08'~~W 4150N 5222"15323 90 FFFF 09147W 4856N 5209-16000 10 FFFF 
08431101 3312N 5236-15111 0 F'GGG 08726\<1 3732N 5221-15281 90 FFFF 09152W 2730N 5222-15364 70 FFFF 
084331'1 4150/11 5220-15211 90 FFFF 08730W 2729N 5237-151S3 40 FF 09205W 1+439N 5226-15542 50 GGGG 
081;34w 3732N 5219-15165 90 FFFF 0871+4\11 3151N 5220-15241 10 F"FFF 09205\11 31lt6N 5223-15411 80 FGFG 
08434W 3731N 5237-15151+ 90 PF'FG 08754W 3606N 5221-1528~ 90 FFFF 09210W 3607N 5224-15453 100 FF"F"F 
., 08436101 ~856N 5222-15303 90 F'FFF 08755W 4024N 5222-15330 100 FFFF 09212W 4024N 5207-15511 100 F'FFF 
084HW 2731N !5217-15082 60 FF'FF 08809101 3025N 5220-15243 0 F'FFF 09214\11 2604N 5222-15371 70 FFFF' 
084lt1w 2'29N 5235-15011 So GGF'G 08820W 3439N 5221-15290 90 FFFF' 09221+\<1 4731N 5209-16002 10 FFFF 
08453i<J 3148N 5218-15125 90 FGFF 0882414 3859N 5222-15332 90 FFFF 09229W 3020N 5223-15413 80 GGFG 
KEYS I CLaUD caVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te tOO. x CLeUD CeVER. .* ! NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• SLANKS!BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeBD. p.PBaR~ FeFAIR. ~ r, 
''"'' , "~, .. "._' ......... -~<' 
~~i~ : •.. ~,." ... !;,".>~ ~ ,~,--,>- , , ;::7.~:;'\.::::'::~:,·~,' ~::,_::~"';',',~::.:;'.. 
,."~ lfi'i ~~"."u __ i.-'~,_,'.:.:.;;....,.~_~ .. ...;. ;"n_ ~;,~,·,~_ ... ' ..... d ; .......... '",;,-..... -, """",;h ...... ..;...,~ •• .; .. "' .. '-..... ,. • .... ' .,,,- '-, ."'._trlt::! ':li:1 tt ) rdb ee-btrer n- "dRas.WI " Nt , t d 

r . -qJ>-~ "'"'"",* w------ - - _ •. +. _. :::.'" .;""- .. --- -" :-\'If-~-=- --;'" .. ~ ,".:::- .- ~;::...-•. - _ .._-+ ...:.. . , 
~ .... 
r----':--··---~----·----- <---- .. <. : ~ "";';:t.:. ~: ';:.. ~'<.~;'-' ••• -::: ....... , -~-:::=:-.~ - - 1;----:] 





001_2 JAN 28,'76 ceSRCINATE ~ISTING PAG£ 0041 
STANDARD CATAL6G FeR CUS 
FReM 12/01/75 Ta 12/31/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. eBS~RVATIaN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL. PT. BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIBN ce QUALITY 
BF IMAG~ 10 X RBV ,.,SS BF IMAGF 10 X R8V MSS SF' IMAGE ID ~ RBV "'SS 
LeNG LAT 123~!67$ LeNG LAT 12345678 LBNG LAT 1234561~ 
1034010/ 4023N 5215-16363 0 GGFF 10629w 3606N 5216-16433 60 FFFF 10858W 4854N 5221-11080 100 FFFF ~ . 
103'301'1 4732N ~217-161+!55 90 F'FFF 10632W 4025N 5217-16475 0 FHF 10915\11 3150N 5217-16502 0 FFFF 
, 
10403101 4315N 5216-16412 0 F"F"FF 10634W 4023N 5235-16464 10 GGFG 10916W 3148N 5235-16491 0 GF"GF 
10405'", 3441N 5232--16312 10 GGGG 10635W 3605N 5234-16422 0 GGF'F - 10917W 4441N 5220-17034 60 GFf'G 
104081'1 3859N 5233-16355 10 GGFG 10642W 4729N 5237-16560 100 GGG 10924W 3606N 5236-165'34 40 GGGF 
10409W 4314N 5234-16401 20 GGGG 10641\01 3023N 5233-16382 10 GGGG 1C925W 4022N 5231-16580 80 GGGG 
10425W 4607N 5217-16461 80 F"F'FF 10656W 34p40N 5216-164p3!5 10 FF"FF' 10935W 4729N 5221-17083 100 F'F'F'F 
10~nw 331!iN 5232-1631!i 0 GF'GG 10658101 4315N 5236-16513 70 GGGF' 10941W 3022N 5235-16494 10 r:GF'F' v~ 
104~4W 4150N 5216-1641!i 0 F'F'F"F 10701\<1 3439N 5234-16424 10 GF'GF 10949101 4315N 5220-17040 10 GGGG 
10436101 373ltN 5233-16361 10 GGGG 10702101 3859"l 5217-16482 10 FFF'F 1095 1W 34~lN 5236-16540 40 GGGF' 
10440101 4856N 5236-161+95 70 GGG 10703W 3858N 5235-161+71 10 GGFG 11010W 4p604N 5221-17085 100 F'FF 
10440W 4149N 5234-16404 20 F"GFG 10717101 4604N 5237-16562 90 GGGG 11017W 3315N 5236-16543 10 GGGF ,; 
10~!57W 3149N 5232-16321 0 GGGG 10722101 3314N 5216-161+42 0 FFFF' 11020W 4150N 5220-17043 10 F'GGG ~ 
10469101 1+441N 5217 .. 16464 90 FFFF 1 0726\~ 3312N 5234-16431 0 GGGG 11022101 3730N 5237"16585 40 GGGG 
10501101 J+439N 5235-16453 100 GFGG 10730101 4150N 5236-16520 60 GGGF 11023w 4852N 5240-17123 20 GGGG i, -~ 10504101 4025N 5216-16421 80 FFFF 10730w 3734N 5217-16484 10 FFF'F l1M2\~ 3148N 5236-165l+-5 10 GGGG 
" 
1 10504101 360BN 5233-16364 20 r:GGG 10'131W ItS56N 5220-11022 90 ClGGF' 1101+3W 4439N 5221"'11092 100 FFFF M 10509\01 4023N 5234-161ao 40 GGFG 10731101 3732N 5235,,16473 10 GGF'G 11050W 4025N 5220"1701+5 20 GGG ~ 105i1w J;731N 5236"16502 90 GGGF 10747W 3148N 5216-16444 0 FTF'F' 110"Ovi 360/,+N 5237"'16592 60 GGGG II 
105221<1 302:'M~ 5232 .. 16324 0 GGGG 10151W 1t438N 5237-16565 70 FGGG liiOOW l}728N 521,-0-11130 80 GGGG h ii 10531101 4316N 5217 .. 16470 70 FFFF 10'751W 3H6N 5231+-16433 0 Gr:'GG lii07W 3022N 5236"'16552 0 GGGG " ;! 
10531\~ 3441N 5233 .. 16370 20 GGGG 101!57w 36081\1 5217-164-91 0 FFFF 1111@ 4313N 5221-110940 100 F'F'F' 
10533W 1;314N 5235"'16455 90 FGFG 101513\4 36Q6N 5235a iMgo 70 r'PF'P iii 1 i\-J 3il39N 5237-16594 60 GGGG 
~?j 10533\<1 3859N 5216 .. 16424 90 F'FFF 108ncW 40241~ 5236"16522 80 GGGF 111i9i4 3859N 
5220-11052 20 FGGG 
10539\01 3857N 5234"16413 20 GGFr 1 0808\~ 4-iJ2N 5220-17025 70 GGGG 11134W 4603N 52~0-17132 80 GGG .'~ 10!S4SW 2857N 5232 .. 16330 0 F'GGG 10S1c:W 3022N 5216-16451 0 FF'FF 11143W 33i3N 5237 .. 17001 '+0 GGG 
::0 i05S2W 1+606N 5236 a 165M 30 GGGF 10B16W 3020N 5234 .. 16440 0 GGGG Hl/!,7W lf14BN 5221"'17101 100 . F'FF 
ZO 10557\11 3315N 5233 .. 16373 20 GGGG 10g23\~ 4313N 5237 .. 16571 40 GGOG l11ftrw '~n3N 5220-17054 20 GGGF 
,! .-< t:J [~d 106021'1 4150N 5217 .. 16413 30 FFFF 1082~\'J 341t2N 5217-1649~ 0 FFFF' 11208101 4438N 5240"17135 90 GGG8 
... 0 10602W 3732N 5216 .. 16430 80 F'F'FF 10825101 344QN 5235-161+82 10 FFFF 11209W 3147N 5237"17003 10 GGGG 
~td 106041'1 414BN 5235-16462 50 FGFF 108291~ 3858N 5236 .. 16525 go GGG 11215101 3607N 5220-17061 30 FFGG 
>-t:::l 10605\11 4853N 5237 .. 16553 90 GGGG 10!!4:ilW 4b07N 5220-17031 80 FGGF 11218101 4023N 5221-17103 100 FFF Ql:-l 10607W 373 ON 5234-16415 10 GGFF 10849\01 3316N 5217-16500 Q FFFF 11234W 3020N 5237-17010 10 GGGG :~ 1060BvI 2731N 5214-16344 0 F'FFF' 10851\11 3314N 5235-16485 0 FFFF 1124 1101 4313N 5240-17141 90 GGGG 
en 106221'1 31S0N 5233-1637!; 10 GGGG 10854W 4147N 5231-16574 80 GGGG 11241W 3441N 5220-11063 30 r:GFF 
> 'j 
~O 10626W 4441N 5236-16511 90 GGGF' 10857\11 3732N 5236-16531 50 GGG 11307101 3314N 5220-11070 10 GGGG . -1 'j grz.1 , 
.J ~, KEYSI CLBUD caVER ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 Ta lPO • x CLaUD caVER. •• ~ Na CLaUD DATA AVAI~A8LE. r. IMAGE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• 8LANKS~8AND NaT PRES~NT/REQUESTED. G·Geeo. p~peeR. F"-FAIR. 
I 
fJ':. .. L4 .. 
<O~, ... -,_, ..... _'. ~·.o.,. .... ......,.. .... ...,.,~~,~; .... _.-.• "'~"... ,_ >~ ..... 
. 
, .. ~~,... , •.. ;""-~;. .... ~~~;_ ... ,_t.::"":U:;"';~"'<.·'J""~''':'''-S";''';2,:~~\..o.ti.a~~{<ti::'''';': .. '':S''~''U..sj*-;';d">t.b.~;~T~,~~~ ..... _ .. ,.,..>'iI..;~_>"i4, .... ;. 'w'" ~$,*jsri'frt"T'tf*ffiZ')'tMi" ."kX -s?¢fIIi eaHtr.{: reO., s·,· .'"ie" ierife"e1ii tit 'ut"t' gt.$'~"iii1 
:' .~:;,-,' • ',£"-:: ~~> ,-".,.,;'t>, -~:1'c'~:~ "~,-~~l'r::'_::"!1:;-'~'-'" :~f;\~}"_l""" ;-«.<;'1~;.,··-t<·:_t-'''''01'~'~<~;I~¥'''~' "~:;;:. -,~~!.,,, ~"::~~t' -"*\ -""7'~"",,,,"" 
~ 1. ' 
r ... '.. =;rr -4 • - C~_"~ __ ~._'~''''~.'.' ,,_,"" ...... _~ .... n~.""-"""~-"'~~'~T_~~-"''-'-=·:--i<· .. ' ......... --------
ERTS-l 
00142 JAN 28. '76 
ce8RDtNATE LISTING 
P"~F. 0042 
ST~NDARD CATAL8G feR CUS 
FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
PRINCIPAL PT. eeS£RVATIBN CC !lU.ALI TY 
PRINCII'AL PT. eeSERVATI6N cc QUALITY 
PRINCIPAL PT. 8aSERVATl6N CC 
QUALITY 
8F' IMAGE 10 % RBV HSS 
SF IHAG~ 10 X Rev MSS 
eF' I M.AGE 10 % 
Rev !".55 
LeNG LAT 12345678 
LeNG LAT 123~5678 
LaNG LAT 
1E34567~ 
11312'..I 1;11;7N 52100-17144 1+0 
GGG 11s09W 3606N 5222- 17173 
60 F'FFF 11927w 3607N 
5207-17354 0 FF'FF 
1.1333\11 3148N !5220-1707~ 0 
GGGr 11531+14 31+37N 521+0-17164 
0 GGGG 11951;W 3~1+1N 
5207-17360 0 FFfF 
,-, 
11342W 1;022N 52"0-171SO 0 
GGGG 11~35W 3440N 5222-17175 
1+0 FFFF 1202QW 3316N 5207-17363 
0 F"FF'F 
~~: 113103101 3605N 5221-17115 30 
F' F 11554W 4604N 5207-17324 
90 F'FF'F 12119W 3859N 
5227-171t5Q 10 FfFG 
113581,01 3Q22N S220-17075 0 F'GFF 
B600W 3314N 5222-17182 BO 
FF'FF 12148\11 3134"1 5227-171+53 
10 PFGG 
1.1 1;09111 3439N 52.21-17121 0 FFFF 
11600\01 3311~ 5240-17171 
(} GGGG 1221~W 3608N 5227-17455 
20 PfFG 
11411w 38S6N 52~O-111!i3 0 
G6GG 11625101 3149N 5222-17184 
90 FHF 12318W 1;85~N 
5213-1B060 20 F'fFF 
H41:2w 3B!5BN 5222-17164 90 
FF'FF 116~5W 3'\.lf-6N 52AtO-17173 
0 GGGG 12354Yi 4729"1 
5213-18062 10 FFF'G 
11.435-.1 3314N 5221-17124 0 
FF'FF 11628w 4439N 5207.17331 
20 FFFF' 12429W 1;605N 
5213-18065 10 FF'FF 
1H40W 3730N 5240-17155 0 
GGGG 11700\11 lt314~ 52.07.17333 
10 FF'FF 12503v. 44'+ON 
5213-18071 30 FFFF 
1144'1\01 3731/11 5222.17170 90 FFFF 
l1B02W 4024N 5207 .. 17342 0 
FFFF 12535W 4315N 5213-1
8074 30 F"FF'F 
11500W 3148N 5221-17130 0 
FFFP 11831W 38S8N 5207-17345 
0 FFF'F 12607W 4149111 
5213-1BOBO 90 FfFF 
11507w' 3604N 5240·17162 0 
GGGG l1.900W 3732N 5207-17351 
0 FHF 
I(E'r'SI CLeUD caVER x ••••••••••• , ••• a Te 100 • x CLeuo ceVER. 
•• ~ Ne CLeUD D~TA ~VAILABLE. 
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CC <:lUAU TV 






STANDARD CAT ALBa feR ALASKA 



















K£VS: CLaUD ceve:R % ••••••••••••••• 0 T8 100 • l CL6UO cevER • •• ! NB CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS-BAND NeT PRESENTJREQUESTED. G.GeeD. p.peeR. F.FAIR. 
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rr::~s-r':"":::,,,,":_. -111!".. •. __ •. ---
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!I'll p- .j 
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LAN-DSAT 2 COVERAGE 
.--
LANDSAT 2 

























I ! , 
I l I j ., 
i 1 I- 1 !l 
" .. ; 
! '1 I -. 
f..:! 
. tj 
~, -ilIj,; ... 

















































































































































·t" .• l 
:!t 
(' •. ~ I . 
~: 
"-~"'.-r::--:;:-'_~-",; , __ , ~ ~.:::~':'7:'::;;':"~~:~':t':::~ .. r~;..-:n;:W....:iif.;t:3.::: .. ~---:''';:::::';;~~r:1-;;-!±;;;..'!::~::;::ct:~~~-' ",11$:.--- .L --;-;;;:;;;a; .--~. -_. ------- - ' ... -.-"--.-~ .. --" 
0047 
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA 
CYCLE 16 
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION 
4098 2294-15144 * 4252 2305-16174 
4126 2296-15261 * 4253 2305-18010 
4127 2296-17093 * 4265 2306-14403 
4140 2297-15315 * 4266 2306-16233 
4154 2298-15374 * 4267 2306-18064 
4155 2298-17205 * 4279 2307-14462 
4168 2299-15432 * 4280 2307-16291 
4169 2299-17264 * 4281 2307-18123 
4183 2300-17322 * 4294 2308-16345 
4197 2301-17380 * 4295 2308-18181 
4210 2302-16003 * 4307 2309-14575 
4211 2302-17435 1: 4308 2309-16404 
4224 2303-16062 * 4309 2309-18242 
4225 2303-17502 * 4321 2310-15033 
4238 2304-16120 * 4322 2310-16462 
4251 2305-14345 * 4323 2310-18294 
4 
J; 
.,-.i. '!. . " 
~-'_,-,~·L_,. ;.t... ..... A<,,.~"'"'~,,.~'" ..... ,""-~,,; __ ••• ~~~~~~;;'~~~h· . Nw,;,;- ... ·(4,·r1....t-t- , ... ~'~ .... ...;r.. -,ro T 6ft M-'W#·Aikfm>*N,K· 'k t 'inri' Sf 'ta4Jra.t .• Qh·¥ : .. "1e"".' ott I ttrlttetf1,i"z 1 rem' "t&*:'  
*,.~~ 
-~~ 














Ii '~ ~ J: ti . 
~ . 
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_~;::::: -r"::::-~-: :.::':.:' _ .. -;::...-::'::::: "~":"...:::.... 
.- .. ---_ ... _--- _ .. , .. - ...... --.----- ----.,-_. 
QQ!? 
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA 
CYCLE 17 
FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER 
FIRST OBSERVATION 
2311-15091 * 4461 
2320-16002 
2311-16520 * 4462 
2320..,17433 
2312-15143 * 4475 
2321-16072 
2312-16575 * 4476 
2:$21-17492 
2313-15201 * 4517 
2324-16231 
2313-17033 * 4518 
2324-18063 
2314-15260 * 4530 
2325-14461 
2314-17091 * 4531 
2325-16290 
2315-15314 * 4532 
2325-18121 
2315-17150 * 4544 
2326-14515 
2316-15372 * 4545 
2326-16344 
2316-17204 * 4546 
2326-18180 
2317-15431 * 4558 
2327-14573 
2317-17262 * 4559 
2327-16402 
2318-15485 * 4560 
2327-18234 
2318-17321 * 4572 
2328-15032 
2319-15543 * 4573 
2328-16461 




. ~- .,.'""~."~·,:.; .• :.,.:.;"'~,_u~" ... _ .• ~, .• ,~._"""'~~"'~~,:._~,"".~._~ .. ,.,,_._:"'._.;_="" ... ~~"""'."""~:: "M''''"'''''''I'''-W-'''W AMI ...... ,; .. )..,';" •• • r,! w_·swu it 'rt" tR't·l 
1l i 
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.1.., ,~~",o'~~U_"'''I';;''~_'''''''''';d''''' ,.&,.,f: • .:~~~_;.a1li.b.;w it,iM;" .. :d:pi" - ..... ~~~;~~ .. "":.-.r!L~~""',~ti3l...a.i ....... ·- /&'fM.J.;.:~ ,'t""'" :j tb' lfti'tZ : tbt_reb,:" ni*Z'rtthtrtM'1t S.M".,\aW"S' ntC'? ,t .. 
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2298 .. 17262 
2299 .. 15432 
2299-15435 
















HICR6FILM RSLL Ne./ 





















































































































































































































































































































































KEYSI CLeUD ~eVER ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 TB 100 , x CLBUD CevER. *., NB CLeUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS!BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!GBBD. p~peBR. F~FAIR • 
·r "'~ 




















-r~- l'! W ~ ~:.r--.' ;c~. • - ~~ -- ~~ , , [ I ..... - -. . ~ ... ~. r •.... , ••.• ~" ~= ..•. =x= ".='."'="'~~"""'='.~~='" _. .. ..,_.-... .. , 
~ 
," ,- ~ 
.1 
ERTS-2 j j 
k· 
QOI!!!4 JAN 28,176 STANDARD CATAUtG FBR CUS F'AG!=' 0061 I 1 
FReM 12/01/75 TB 12/31/75 j 
I !t' -: aSSERvATTBN MICRe~ILM ReLL NB./ DATE CLauo eRBIT PRINCIPAl. peINT SUN SUN I MAGE QUAL. ITY _ n t ID paSITIaN IN ReLL ACQUrREO CaVER NUMBER aF' IMAGE E'LEV. AZIM. RBV MSS ';;, .~ RBV MSS LI\T UtNG 123 4+56 78 
r 
r ~:. 2299 .. 17275 00000/0000 l'-,00U/OI0S 11/17175 90 4+169 4+4+36N 11038W 22.5 154.,5 PF'pF' ~ :~~ • 2299-172,!!2 00000/0000 ~-1001~/0109 11/1717!5 100 4+169 4+3111\1 11110101 23.7 153.8 PF'PF' i 
r' 
2299-11284+ 00000/0000 2-100U/0110 11/1711!5 100 4+169 4+145N 11142101 24·8 153.2 PF'PF' 
Ij 2299-17291 00000/0000 2-100U/0111 11/17115 90 U69 4+020N 11212W 2!St9 152.5 PF'PF' ,. 2299-17293 oDdOO/OOOO ::!-10013!0112 11/17/75 SO 4+169 385ltN 11241101 27'1 151.7 PropF' n r 2299-17100 00000/0000 2-10013/0113 11/17175 80 4+169 3728N 11310W 28.2 151.0 PF'PF' I' ) i 2299-17102 00000/0000 2-10013/0114 n/1717! 20 4169 360'2N 11338W 29.3 150.3 FPF"F' (f~ 2299-1'305 00000/0000 ~-1.001l/0115 11/1711!5 0 4169 3437N 11404101 30·4 149.5 PF'FF' ::>~ 
~ 2299-17311 00000/0000 2-1001l/0116 11/1717'5 0 4+169 3312N 11430\11 3ie5 h8.8 PPff !::Ot?:1 i -'"d ,. 2299-17311+ 00000/0000 2-1001l/0U7 11/1717!i 0 U69 314+6N 114+55101 32.5 148.0 PF'PF Q~ 
2300-17322 00000/0000 1'-'001l/01S1 11/1811! 10 4+183 4853N 11016\01 18.8 156.6 FFFF' 2!o 
'1 J. 2100-17325 00000/0000 2-1001310152 11/18/1!5 4f,0 4f.183 4f.128N 11053W 19·9 156·0 F'fFF ~t::1 2300-17134f. 00000/0000 2-10011/01!1S3 11/18175 90 4183 1t437N 11203w 22.3 15~.6 FFFF' t"iC:: ' t· 
e 2300-11:340 00000/0000 2-100U/0154 11/18175 90 4f.183 4f.312N 1123510/ 23.4 153.9 fF'F'F "d~ ;4 r 2300-17343 00000/0000 2-10013/0155 11/18/7!5 90 H83 4H7N 11307101 24,S 153.2 FF'FF p> 
'j Ito 2300-17345 00000/0000 ~-10013/01!i6 11/18175 90 4183 4+023N 11338\01 25" 152·5 FFFF Q~ t f 2300-11354 00000/0000 ~-t001·3/0151 ii/1817! 90 4183 3728N 11435w 27.9 151.1 fFFF :~ :: .. ' 2300-,11361 00000/0000 2-1001:1/01!58 11/l817! 70 4f.183 3604+N 11502w 29.0 150.4+ FF'FF r 2300-17363 0000010000 2-10013/0159 11/181715 20 4183 3438N 11529\0/ 30tl 149.6 FFFF ~ f "t;j~ r.' 2300-17370 0000010000 2-t0013/0160 ll/i817!! 10 Af.183 3312N 11554'1 31t2 148.9 F'FFF 
2300-17372 0000010000 2-10013/01ltl 11/18/75 30 4183 311+6N 11620\01 32.3 148.1 FFFF ~~ i i 2301-17380 00000/0000 2-10013/0370 11/19175 0 4197 4854+N l1H3W 18.5 156.7 FFFF ,I 2301-17383 00000/0000 2-1001U0311 l1J1917!5 0 .&f197 4729N 11220101 19., 156.0 F'FFF 1 
r 2301-11385 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0372 11/19175 0 4197 4+60/;-N 11255\01 20·8 155.3 FFGF 1 t .. 2:;101"'17392 00000/0000 2-10013/0373 11/191115 0 4191 4439N 11329101 22'0 154.6 F'FFF I j ~ 2301-17394f. 00000/0000 ~-10013/0374 11/19/'1! 0 4197 4314N 11401W 23.1 154.0 F'FGG I :i 2301-1nOl 00000/0000 2-10013/0375 11/191715 0 4191 4HBN 111+33101 24·3 153.3 FFFG I 
2301-17403 00000/0000 2-10013/0376 11/19J7!l 0 4197 4022N 1150:3\01 25.4 152.6 FFGF I ] 
· 
2301-17410 00000/0000 "-10013/0377 11/19175 0 4197 3856N 11533101 26,S 151.9 Fr:FG 1:1 "~1 2301-17412 00000/0000 2 .. 10013/0378 11/19/75 0 4191 3731N 11601101 27'6 151.2 FF'fG I 1 
2301-17415 00000/0000 ~ .. 1001:U0379 11/1917!l 0 4197 3605N 11628W 28.1 150.5 r:GFG : 1 
• 2301"11421 00000/0000 2-10013/0380 11/19175 30 4197 31+40N 11655\01 29.8 1l+9.7 fr:FG 2301-17424f. 0000010000 l'·,0013/031U 11/19175 10 4191 3314+N 11721\01 30.9 149.0 FF'PG 
2302 .. 16003 00000/0000 l'-10013/0182 11/20175 100 4f.210 4852N 08721W 18.3 156·7 fFF'f 
2302-16010 00000/0000 2-,00il/0183 11/20175 100 4+210 4727N 08758W 19.5 156.0 fF'F'F' 
2302-16012 00000/0000 2·,0013/0184 11/20175 100 4210 4602N 08833101 20.6 155.3' FFFf 
1 
, J )(EYS I CLaUD ceV~R ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 T8 ,00 • 1 CLSUD COVER. ** ~ Ne CLBUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. I i IMAGE QUALrTY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/REQ~ESTED. G~GeeD. p.peSR. F'.FAIR. 
r 
~ .. ;, :"',i: ~.<~ , ... ~. ;1~~:~=2=~~~~=~~~=~-==:=~=~==;\~;=~;3F~~ h~*ri :S~Gg5.i* ~ ... 
r~'~~ - . " ~~,'~ -~,~£~ ... -,- - --~- - ~--. '~ 1. ~ I 
" ~.-.";F-.;>o..r~,. __ "y- -""'~'-:.::O-...:.,~ ........ _.:;.u...~~"-"$._ .• ~~ '=..-. ~_ .~~o~~~-",-.< 1,./ 
• 
f 
-1 tt' :~.:. " j 
ERTS-2 , 
OO:~~ JAN 281'76 STANDARD CATA~eG ~eR CUS PAGr 0062 1 FReM 12/01/75 re 12/31/75 <; 
,'/ 
~> ,~ e8S~~VA TJ eN MICRBFILM ReLL Ne./ DATE CLeuo eRBlT PRINC:IPAI. peINT SUN SUN JI'1AGE QUAI.ITV .I ~, 1 Ii to pesITleN IN ReLL ACaUIRED c:eVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIH. Rev MSS ~ RBV HSS LAT LeNt; 123 ~!i67a s if r- 1 
" j fi '\ 
~ 2101-1601!5 00000/0000 ~-1 001 ~/o U!5 11/20/1!i 100 ~210 1t437N 08901101 2118 151+.6 FfGF :j • 2302-16021 00000/0000 ~-'00U/0186 11/20/7!5 100 1+210 4312N 08939101 22.9 151+·0 FGGF ~ -2:10'-160"/+ 00000/00'00 "-100U/0187 11120115 90 4210 4H6N 09011111 24,1 153.3 FGF A 2301-16030 oOQOO/OOOO 2-10013/0188 11/2017!5 80 4210 4021N 09041101 25,2 152,6 F'GP fl ~; ,.. 2302-16033 00000/0000 2-10013/0189 11/20175 10 4210 3856N 09110101 26,3 151.9 F'GGf 
r 
2:J0~-1603!i 00000/0000 2-10013/0190 0/20115 90 /+210 3730N 09138101 27'4 151.2 FGGF 
2302-16042 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0191 1;1/2011!5 90 4210 3605N 0920!5\o1 28.5 150·:5 FGGG 
r"''''- 2302-16044 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0192 11/2017!5 40 4210 3439N 09232\01 29.6 149.,8 FFGG 
2302-16051 0000010000 2-10013/0193 11/20175 10 4210 3313N 09258101 30" 11+9.0 FGGG 
r 
230i-16053 00000/0000 2-t0013/019;' 11/2011~ 10 4210 31/t7N 09323101 31'8 148.2 FFGG 
n02-16060 00000/0000 2-100U/019!5 11/20175 50 1+210 3021N 093/t8W 32.9 147.5 FF'GG 
2:102-16062 00000/0000 2-10013/0196 11/20/1!5 90 '+210 28!5"'N 091+13101 34'0 146.6 GGGG 
2302-16065 00000/0000 2-10013/0197 11/20/75 90 .. 210 2128N 09437"1 35'0 145·8 GF'GF 
2202-16071 00000/0000 2-10013/0198 11J2017e 60 4210 2601N 09!500W 36.1 hit.9 FFFF 
,~ 2301-16011+ 00000/0000 2-'00U/0199 11/20/1!5 30 1+210 243!5N 09523W 37,1 1"'4.0 F'FFF 2302-17435 00000/0000 2-10013/0200 11/2011!5 70 4211 48!53N 11310W 18.3 156.7 FFFF 
2302-1741+1 00000/0000 2-10013/0201 11/20175 70 .. 211 If.128N 11347101 19.5 156.0 FFFF 
Ii- U02-17 .. ",lt 00000/0000 :?-10013/0202 11/2017e 80 "'211 '+602N 1H22101 20.6 155.3 F'FFF ~. 
I:.' 2302-17453 0000010000 2-100U/M03 11/2017!5 100 4211 /t312N 11529101 22.9 154.0 FFF'F 
t 2302-1143!5 00000/0000 2-tOO13/0201+ 11120/7! 100 4211 "'1I+7N 11600101 2lt.0 153.3 FFFF 2302-1H&2 00000/0000 2-10013/020~ 11/2017!5 90 4211 4021N 11630101 25,2 152.6 FFFF ~ .. , 2302·171+64 00000/0000 2-tOOU/020o 11/2017!5 "0 4211 3855N 11700W 26.3 151.9 FFFF 
~" 2302-17lt71 00000/0000 2-10013/0207 11/20/15 10 /t211 3729N 11129W 21 ... 151.2 FFPF 
[:- 2302-17",73 00000/0000 2-10013/0208 11/20/15 20 /t211 3603N 11157W 28.5 150.5 FFFF 
i 2302-17480 00000/0000 2-10013/0209 11/2017!5 10 4211 3~37N 11823W 29.6 1"'9.8 FFFF 2302-1""82 00000/0000 2-10013/0210 11/2ol7! 0 ~211 3311N 11849\01 30.7 149.0 FFFF t 2l01-H232 00000/0000 2-10013/0224 11121/7! 60 4223 4729N 06334+W 19.2 156.0 F'FF ~: 2303-16062 00000/0000 2-10013/022! 11/.21175 30 422/+ 4851N 0881+8101 18.1 156.7 F'FFF 
" 
l 2303-1606/+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0226 11/21/15 50 "'224 /t726N 08925101 19,3 156.0 ~FFF & ... ~ ~ 2~Ol-16071 00000/0000 2-100U/0227 11121175 90 "'224 4601N 09000101 20 ... 155.3 FFFF 
• 2303-16073 00000/0000 2-10013/0228 11121/15 90 4224 44+36N 09033101 2106 154·6 ~F'FF ~ , 
• 
2303-16080 00000/0000 2-10['113/0229 11/21115 90 "'224+ 4+311N 09106\0/ 22.7 154.0 FFFF ~ 2303-16082 00000/0000 2-10013/0230 11/21115 100 422/t '+ 1'+5N 09137\01 23,8 153.3 F'F'F'F ~ 2303-f6091 00000/0000 2-10013/0231 11/2117!5 100 '+22~ 385'+N 09237\0/ 26'1 151·9 FFFF 
,t t.,.. 2303-160gl+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0232 11/2117!5 90 4224 3728N' 0930!5W 27.2 151.2 FF'FF ~l . 
~ 2303-16100 0000010000 2·t0013/0~33 un1/7!5 100 422'" 3603N 09333W 28.3 150.5 ~GGG !i 
~; 








I.L_ ';"l~.;: ."'_'lud>..l~~);~.i.c_:.,.\~;";"'~~i~t:.w.~~":'_J~.,,)~iL . I4td'"**ctl!M)o'iIroj,t(~$ll," "=ff!cd r tim ....... i·-_ ....... ~:.~~~~ ...... t:·...,;;, " t p'; "j !W':~':':'" , ~* tlti stn wif)j g) t. 'rW*llt- '~. 'Wit't" .;. r:3 t'rl Jdii' fike' 'PtD" <'t.fisilttr 2'th! bM I-i i !"o 




































OO:SAI- JAN 28.'76 






































MtCRaFILM RBLL NB.I 

















































































































ST~NDARD CATALeG ~eR CUS 
~ReM 12/01115 Te 12/31/15 
CLeUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL P6INT 





































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLeUD caVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 16 100 _ l CLeUD ceVER. ** ~ ~e CLaUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALfTY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS-BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GeeD. p.peeR. F.FAfR. 
-:,;;:'Ji -.-=t;:~; . :::'::~~;tr'''' 












k" ~ c::::;.~,....." =--,..? • 
- I, . , f . ' 
.. 
~;.: 





ERTS.2 ., ; 
OOI!4 JAN 28,176 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS PAGF 0064 1 FR~M 12/01/15 Te 12/31/15 I 
1,", • 1 r ...,. eBS~RVnJeN MtCReFILM ReLL Ne.1 DATE CLeUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL paINT SUN SUN rl"AGE QUAL.ITY j lD peSITUN IN ReLL ACGlUIRED caVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. "lIM. Rev ~SS :: 
t ' RBV MSS LAT LSNG 123 ~~67B 
j 
- 1 , , 
,I ~, 1 2l0_.16181 00000/0000 l'·'001U0316 11/?U75 100 lt238 2727N 09129 101 3 ... 6 1"6.0 FGFG " 
• 230"·'161841 00000/0000 ~., 0013/0317 11/2217! 100 .. 238 2601N 09752W 35.6 I1t5.1 FFFG 
.'~ 
r< 230!-H:iltS 00000/0000 2-10013/0289 11/2317!!i 30 1t2!51 4InON 06626101 18.8 156.0 FF'FF ~ >1" 
r 
230~-H3!!i2 00000/0000 ~-100U/0290 ti/2317! 10 41251 1t60!5N 06702101 1!h9 155 ... FFFF 1 ,.... 230!lll-H35/t 00000/0000 2-10013/02!U 11/23175 10 41251 4I;ItON 06736101 2le1 1541.7 FFFF ~ 2l0!!-14361 00000/0000 2-tOOU/0292 11/2317! 20 /t251 .. 3hN 06808\01 22.2 151+.0 FFFF I 230e-14363 00000/0000 2·'001~/029~ UIt!3175 40 4251 "1It9N 068ltOW 23,4 153,4 FFFF '1 f.. ~. I. 23Qe-l,,370 00000/0000 2-t001~/0294 11/23/15 90 4251 1f.023N 06910101 24,5 152_7 FFFF , j I 80 .. 252 4852N 09138W 17.6 156.7 1 '., 2l0!!l-1617.1+- 00000/0000 2-100U/029!5 11/231715 FF'FF ~. 2:JO!!l-16181 0000010000 ~-10013/0296 11/23115 60 4252 1f.727N 092151<1 18.8 156·0 FFFF ' 1 
~ 2305-16183 00000/0000 2-10013/0297 11123175 60 4252 1+602N 09250W 1.989 155.3 FFFF ,I l 2305-16190 00000/0000 2-10013/0298 1112317! 70 4252 4437N 09324101 2181 154·7 FFfF ~ 2305-16192 00000/0000 2-10013/0299 11/2317! 60 .. 252 4312N 09357", 22.2 151+.0 FFFF r· 2:Joe-1U 95 00000/0000 2-10013/0300 11/23/15 90 4252 4I11+7N 0942814 23.4 15:3,3 FFFF 2305-16201 00000/0000 2-10013/0301 11J2JI1!!! 90 1+252 402HJ 09458101 2/t85 152.7 F'FFF' • 
I' 2:305-16204 0000010000 ?-10013/0302 11/23/'715 90 4252 3856N 09528101 2516 152_0 FFFF ~ ~'" 2309 .. 16213 00000/0000 2-1001310303 11/23175 50 1+252 3604N 09624101 27.9 150.6 FFFF " 2305-16215 0000010000 2-10013/0304 i1/23/i'5 iO .. 252 3 .. 38N 09651101 29'0 149.9 FFFF t~ . 2305-16222 00000/0000 2 .. , 001.3/0274 11123175 10 lt252 3312N 09717101 30.1 149.2 GGGG I 230!i .. 18010 00000/0000 2 .. \0013/0275 11/23175 90 4253 /t852N 11i25W 17<6 156.7 GGGG } ~ , 
230!l-18012 00000/0000 2-10013/0276 11;23/15 100 4253 1+727N 11806101 18.8 156.0 GGFG 1 h i .. llO!5-l8015 00000/0000 2-100l:;/0~77 1.1/23/15 100 4253 '+603N 11841W 19.9 155,,3 FaFF' ! , 2:;05-18021 00000/0000 2-10013/0278 11/23/75 90 41253 1+437N 11911+W 2111 15 ... 7 GGGG 
I: 2305-18024 00000/0000 2 .. 1001U0279 11/23175 50 4253 1+312N 11947W 2212 151hO GGGG 
t 23'05"18030 00000/0000 2-10013/0?80 1112317~ a 4253 H,,6N 12018101' 23,4 153.3 GGGG 2305-18033 0000.0/0000 2-! 0013/02&1 11/231715 10 4253 4021N 12041W :21+15 152.7 GGGG t, 2305-U03!5 00000/0000 2-1001310282 11/2317~ 10 4253 3aS6N 12116\11 25,6 152.0 GGGG p 
230!5-18042 0000010000 i?·j0013/0283 11123/15 0 4253 3730N 12145W 26-1 151.3 F'GGG 
~ 230!!-lAo44 0000010000 2-10013/02" .. 11/23175 10 4253 360i+N 12213W 27-9 150.6 FGFG 
230'-1H03 00000/0000 2-l00U/021!5 11/24/75 80 4265 4729N 06751W lS'6 156.Q FFFF 
" 
2306-1H10 0000010000 i?-10013/0216 11124175 90 "265 1+604N 06827W 19.7 155.3 FFFF ~}: 
• 230'-141+12 00000/0000 2-1001V0217 H/24/75 90 4265 4439N 06901W 20-9 154.7 FFFF t~ 230&-1;41~ 00000/0000 2-1001310218 11124/75 100 "265 4313N 06933W 22-0 154.0 FFFF 
230&- 14421 00000/0000 2-1001.310219 11/2417!5 100 4265 1t148N 07004W 23,2 153." FFFF' 
'6". 2306-1H2/t 00000/0000 2-10013/D220 11/24/75 100 4265 402aN 07034W 24-3 152,7 FFFF I 
230&-14430 00000/0000 2-t0013/0221 11/24/75 90 4265 3857N 07103W 25.4 152.0 FF'FF 1 
. I 
, 
KEVSI CLaUD ceV~R ~ •• e •••••••••••• 0 T6 100 - X c~eUD caVER. ** ~ NB CLaUD DATA AVAILABLE. .... 
·1 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS-SAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GeeD. p-PsaR. F-FAfR. 
. .-




~ i ' 
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MICRBrlLH RBLL Ne.1 















































































































-';', .. -: -~ 
ERTS-2 
STANDARD CAT.~eG rBR CUS 
rRBH 12/01/15 r6 12/31/75 
CLaUD BRBIT PR!N~IPAL paINT 








































































































































































































































































KEYSI CLBUD CBVER ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • ~ cL8UD C'vER. ** ~ NB CLBUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!GeeD. p!peSR. r.FAfR • 
. ":;;\;1 ~" 
'. 
PAG~ 0065 
















.... 1" " 
- --~ -
" - -':"'-~-~,. -.". . -, ~<' ~--~~~--,--.-~.-. -~, .. -~, .. -.~~- •.... -- .. -~ 
f: ( 
J ~ I· ,~ ERTS·2 
00154 JAN 28~'76 STANDARD CATALBG FeR CUS PAS!;; 0066 
~ 1 
FRBM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 ! 
.- aBS£RVAn~N MtCR6FILM RALL Na.1 DATE CLaUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL P!'}INT SuN SUN Tr-IAGE QUAI-TrV 
i to peSlTleN IN RBLL ACQUIRED caVER NUMBER SF I MAGE fI..EV. AZIM. RBV MSS ~. 
r R8V MSS LAT LaNG 123 1+!5678 r 
r 2~01-1i+500 00000/0000 2-1001:;1/03107 11.125175 90 4279 3441N 07355w 28.5 150.0 FMG " 2l01-1I+M3 00000/0000 ~-10013/036B 11/25176 90 1+279 3315N 074211<1 29.6 149.3 PF'FG 2!01-1i+505·· 00000/0000 ~-1001U03&9 11125/75 90 1+279 3H9N 071+1+614 30.7 11+8.5 F'FGG 2301-16291 00000/0000 2"1001UOll>7 11/25175 10 4280 /t853N 09431W 17.2 156.7 FFFG .. ~ 
f 
.... 2301"16293 00000/0000 2-1001::1/0168 11/25/75 0 4280 /t728N 09508\<1 18'4 156.0 FFFG ~F r~ ~:. ~ 230'-16300 0000010000 2-10013/0169 11/25/75 10 ~280 1+603N 09543W 19.5 155.3 FFFF re r.·. 
" 
, 
2301-16302 00000/0000 2-10013/0110 11125175 10 /t280 1+438N 09617W 20.7 154.7 FFFF ~ t"~~~ 
2301-.16305 00000/0000 2- 10013/0171 11/25175 90 4280 4312N 09650\01 21t8 154.0 FFPF f~; [-.: 
t 
2301-16JH 0000010000 2-1001~/0172 11125175 100 4280 4147N 09721111 22_S 153.4+ f!='Pf ~V:; 
2307-1631/+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0113 11125175 100 4280 /t021N 09752101 24·1 152.7 FF F t·. c:'" 
2301-16320 00000/0000 2-10013/0174 11125175 100 4280 3856N 09821101 25.2 152.0 FF F r-'j I 
2301-16323 00000/0000 2·1.001~/0115 11/25/15 100 4280 3730N 0981+9101 26.3 151.3 F'F' F ~ ~.~~: 
'j 
~'::> ;. , 2307-16325 0000010000 2-1001310176 11/2517! 90 4280 3604N 09911101 2704 150.7 F'F F (':. ;,..; 
2307-16334 00000/0000 2-1001UOl71 11/25/75 10 4280 3312N 10010101 29.6 1~9.2 FFFF 
..,-t,J I .... f' , 1 ='. 
2301-16341 00000/0000 ,,-10013/0178 11/25/15 10 4280 3145N 10035101 30.7 148.5 Fr:FF :: j 
2301 .. 16343 00000/0000 2 .. 10013/0179 11125175 10 /t280 30191>J 10059\1/ 31.8 14707 F'FFF S) 1 
2307-16350 00000/0000 2 .. 1001U01BO 11/25/75 10 4280 2853N 10123101 32.9 146.9 FFFF 0 r~:J ":rj 230' .. 16352 00000/0000 ?-10013/01Bl 11125/15 0 4280 2728N 1011+7\01 33,9 11+6.1 FF'FF V 2307-181~3 00000/0000 2-1001310351 11/25/75 70 4281 /t8531\1 12021'11 17.2 156.1 P FF :~-~ ~~ 2:107.18125 00000/0000 2-10013/0352 11/25175 60 4281 4728N 12058W 18.3 156.0 PFFF r-<- '- ~ 
r 2301-18132 00000/0000 ~ .. iOOl3/0353 11/25175 90 4i!81 4604N 121331'J 19'5 155.3 FFFF 
<.'j 
2301·18134 00000/0000 2-10013/0351; 11/25175 90 .lt281 /tl+39N 12207W 20t6 154.7 F' 
f 
2301-18141 00000/0000 2-1001UO:1l55 11125175 40 4281 /t313N 12240W 21.8 154.0 Fr:GF 
2301-18143 00000/0000 2 .. 10013/03!56 11/25/15 20 4281 4148N 1231214 2209 153.1+ FFGF 
r, 
2301-181!50 00000/0000 2-10013/0357 11125175 30 4281 4023N 12342W 24.1 152.7 FFFF 
2$01·18152 0000010000 2-iQOia/0358 11125115 50 4281 3857N 12411W 2512 152.0 F!='FF 
\ 2308-16345 00000/0000 2-100j3/0:1l9/t 11126175 0 429/t 48S4N 09557W 17'0 156.6 FGP ~ 2308-163!52 00000/0000 2-1001U0395 11/26n~ 10 1+294 '+129N 0963l+W 18'1 156.0 Fap 
~; ~~. 2308-1&3!54 00000/0000 2-10013/0396 11/26/75 10 4291+ 4604N 097101'1 19t3 155,3 FGP 
~ 2308-163l>1 00000/0000 2-1001:11/0:1191 11/2U7S 10 1+294 .It 439N 097.1t4W 20'4 154.7 FFP f: 2308-16363 00000/0000 2-10013/0'398 11126175 40 4294 lt314N 09816W 2h6 154.0 FF I. 
t" • 
2308-16370 00000/0000 ?"1001::t/O:1l99 11/26175 30 4294 4149N 09848W 22.7 153'4 FF 
~ .. 2308 .. 16312 COOOOIOOOO 2-1001:11/0400 11/26176 10 4294 4023N 09918W 23.8 152.7 FGP 
i~ 230B-ft.381 00000/0000 2-10013/0401 11/26/15 10 4294 3132N 10016W 26.1 151.4 GG , .. 2308'.1638lf. 00000/0000 2-10013/0402 11/26/15 0 4294 3606N 10043W 27.2 150.7 Fa , 
2308-16390 00000/0000 2-10013/0403 11/26/15 0 4294 3440N 10ll0W 28.3 150.0 FG 
KEYS: CLBUD CeVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Ta 100 • ~ CLBUD caVER. ** ~ NB CLauD DATA AVAILABLE. 




• ~dl:~. '..:..i:.L"'1~;"'U..o\.~":'~'L-O ._-ot..!t. . ..;. rPh ' .~~"~.Lik""":'+' ... '(",,,,,, ~~ ",' . ", 




-:".:-,,'t.,: ":;:':: . ...:~~ ':;;--~-:'':~t_ -,. :::·_·~::;;,;.';:~~!::!..':::!':-~r..~:~·_"'~--:::t~,..:::~::o:.~" ..... ~. .::;:xw.. _:t:=::_~:>~.-.;:...~..ui::;:'..=<.~_:";;'--"R<""';~::z;,. .... ;;",_ .... .;::;;~:':~":,_::,:::-•. _" 
ERTS-2 
OOI5~ J,6,N 28,116 ST,6,NDARD C"'TAL6G ~6R CUS PAGr 0067 
FReM 12/01/15 TB 12/31115 
'-, eeSERV"'TH!N MrCRe~ILM RBLL Ne.1 DATe: CLaUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL peINT SUN SUN rl"AGE: QUAI-lTV 
10 peSlTIBN IN ReLL ... CQUI~E:D caVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. FlBV MSS 
RBV MSS LAT LBNCi 123 ~5678 
It!>, 
2308-16393 00000/0000 2-1001~10401+ 1l/2617!5 0 4294 3314N 10136W 29,4 149.3 Fa 
61 2308-16395 00000/0000 2-1001"/0405 11/2617!5 0 4294 3H8N 102.01W 30'S 14S.5 ~GP 
2308-16402 00000/0000 ~-1 OOU/0406 11126175 0 4294 3022N 10226W 31,6 147.8" FF'P 
230a"164Q/+ 00000/0000 2-j001U0401 11126175 0 4294 28!56N 10250W 32ii6. H7·0 F'GP 
~. 2308-16411 00000/0000 2-1001~/0408 11/26/75 0 429~ 2729N 10314w 33.1 146.2 FCiP 
2j08-18181 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0410 11/26175 90 ~295 4855~ 121'+6W 16,9 156.6 F'FFF 
2308-18183 00000/0000 2-1001.3/0409 11/26/75 90 4295 4130N 12223W llh1 156.0 F' GF' 
2308-18190 00000/0000 ?-1.0013/0411 11/2617!3 90 4295 lt605"1 122S9W 19.3 155.3 FFGG 
2~08-18192 00000/0000 ?-j 00n/0412 11/2617!3 90 4295 4~ltON 12332\01 20.4 154.' FFGG 
2308-18195 00000/0000 2-100U/04!! 11126175 90 4295 431:4N 12lt05W 2106 154.0 FFFG 
C!M8-18201 00000/0000 2-10013/041/t 1112617S 90 4295 i+1lt9N 12436W 22'7 153.lt FFFG 
2308-1820lt 00000/0000 2-1.0013/041!i 11/26175 90 4295 lt024N 12506W 23.8 152.7 F'FFG 
2309-14575 00(')00/0000 l'-10013/0440 11J2117!3 100 43C:' 4728N O7212W 18'0 156.0 FFFF' 
2309-14!381 00000/0000 2-10013/0441 11/2717!3 100 4307 4602N 07247W 19'1 155·3 FF'Ff 
~~. , 2309-14!384 00000/0000 l'-1001~/0442 11J2717!3 100 4307 4431N 01321W 20.3 154.1 FF'Ff" 2309-14590 00000/0000 2-1001.:3J044~ 11/27176 100 4307 4312N 07353101 21.4 154.0 FFFF 
2309-14593 00000/0000 2-10013/0444 11/27175 100 4307 4146N 07425W 22.5 153.4 FFFF' 
2309-14595 00000/0000 2-100U!/044!5 11/~111! 90 4307 lt021N 07455W 23'7 152.7 FFFF' 
2309-15002 00000/0000 2-'0013/0lt46 11/27175 90 4307 38S5N 07S25W 2'+-8 152.0 FFFF' 
230g-15004 00000/0000 2-10013/0447 11/27 n5 90 4307 _ 3129N 07553W 25.9 151.1+ FGFG 
2309-15011 00000/0000 2-1 00U!/04~8 11/27/75 90 4307 3603N 07620101 27.0 150.7 F'FFF 
2309-1501.3 00000/0000 2-10013/0449 11/21175 90 4307 3431N 07647W 2801 150.0 FFFF 
2309-15020 00000/0000 l'-1.OO13/04!i0 11/21115 90 4307 3311N 07713101 29'2 11j.9.3 F'FFF 
2309-1!30?2 00000/0000 2-10013/0451 1'1/27/75 90 4307 3145N 07738\<1 30.3 148.5 FFFF 
2309-15031 00000/0000 2-10013/0452 11.127115 10 4307 2853N 07828W 32-5 11~7·0 FFFF 
2309-15034 00000/0000 2-10013/0453 11/27115 60 4301 2127N 07852\<1 33.5 146.2 FFFF 
2309-15040 00000/0000 2-100t3/0454 11/27/75 70 4307 2601N 07916W 34-6 11+5' 4 FF'FF 
2309-15043 00000/0000 2-10013/01+55 11121/75 60 4307 2434N 079391'1 35-6 HIt.6 FF'FF 
230S-16404 00000/0000 2-1001::110416 111271115 90 4308 4853N 09724W 16-8 156.6 FFFF 
2309-16lHO 00000/0000 2-1001~/0417 11/27/75 100 4308 4728N 09801w 17.9 156.0 FFFf 
2309-16lt!3 00000/0000 2-10013/0418 11/27/75 100 4308 4603N 09836W 19'1 155.3 FFFF 
2309-16415 00000/0000 2-10013/0419 11/27175 90 1t308 4438"1 09910W 20·2 154·7 FFFf 
2309-16422 00000/0000 ?-tOO13/04?O 11127175 70 lt308 4313N 09942w 21·4 154.0 FFFf 
., 
2309-1642/t 00000/0000 2-tOO1.n/0421 11/21175 50 4308 ltllt1N 10013w 22·5 153t4 FuFf 
2309-16431 00000/0000 2u10013/01+22 11/27/75 20 4308 lt022N 10Q43W 23.7 152.7 FGGF 
2309-16433 00000/0000 i?-tOO13/01t~3 11/21175 40 4308 38S6N 10113W 24.8 152.0 FGGG 
KEYS: CLaUD CBV~R % ••••••• ~ ••••••• 0 Te 100 • t CLeUD cevER. .* • N8 CLSUD DATA AV"'ILABLE. 
I 
L' "'r " > . ...' .'\lb 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS!BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!GBSO. P!PSBR. F'BFAIR. 
~ 
. ;,~,.J:_~ ,", J1t, 
.?"'", 
~, .. 4,{ ~j"E ...... +F ..... .-iI!ht-lfftS·%iefrWh • ..;,lg.w .• ~: • .:J',"-'-.~_,~, ...... <+.~._,\~~'"'l. ~\d~~~~_ 
"'I 











r~;:;:;;.~~"""';"''''"~'''"-='''='''''''-'=~~'"~;;'~-';,.~=~~~~'''·:,"'~».--.. ~--' -'.'-.--.--~~" .. -:-.=-'-'-'-- .•.. ' ~ '$- -~ .. --------'~ 
L' 
'. tl : t :~ 
" 
~ 
~........, ERTS-2 ~j 
OOI~. JAN 286'76 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS PAil!:: 0068 f, 
FReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 1 1 
t 
..., 
eeS[RVATt6N MtCR8FILM ReLL NS.I OATE CLeuO SRBIT PRINCIPAL PIHNT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAL.tTY l' 
,d ID pesnreN IN R8LL ACQUIRED ceVER NUMBER e, IMAGE EL.EV. AlIM. ~BV MSS Ii ~' ~I RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 ~!!i678 
,: <1 F"" I: 
! '.~ 2~09-16.40 00000/0000 2-100U/0424 11/27/7~ 40 4308 3730N 10H2W 25.9 151. 4 FC;GG II ( 
• 2!09-16H2 00000/0000 2-10013/0425 11/27/75 60 4308 3604N 10210101 27'0 150·7 FFGG I: ~ . 2~09-16"'+!5 00000/0000 2-1001]/0.26 11/27n~ 30 4308 3438N 10236101 28.1 150.0 FGGG II " 2309- Hi'+!5! 0000010000 2-10013/0.27 11/2717! 0 4308 3312N 10302W 29.2 149.3 FaGG i f' ,... 2309-164!il+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0.28 11/27175 0 '+308 31.47N 10327101 30.3 14S.5 FFGG ~ 2309-16460 00000/0000 2-100 U/0.29 11/2717~ 0 4308 3021N 10352101 31'4 1'+7.8 FII'GG r 2~O9-16"63 00000/0000 2-10013/0 .. 30 11127175 a ,+308 2854N 10416101 32.5 14".0 FF'FF ! ')' j" 2309-16465 00000/0000 2-10013/0431 11/27/7!5 0 4308 2i28N 10'+40W 33.5 146.2 FGGG ~ 2309-18242 00000/0000 2-10013/0,+32 11/27175 50 '+309 '+728N 12351W 17~9 156.0 FFGG 2309-18244 00000/0000 2-10013/0433 11/27175 60 4309 4603N 12427W 19.1 155.3 FFGG 2!109-182!H 00000/0000 2-1001310434 11/2717!5 SO ,+309 443SN 12500101 20·2 154.1 FFGG ~1 o l:O 2309-182~3 00000/0000 2-10013/01+35. 11/2117! 80 4309 ,+312N 12533101 21'4 154·0 FFGG ~-; ~ ~ ~ fig 2310-115033 0000010000 2-10013/0458 11/2817!5 90 4321 '+729N 07335101 17.7 155.9 FFF'F 
t v ~ ~ 2310-1!5035 00000/0000 2-1001U0459 11/2SI7!5 100 4321 4604N 07411101 18.9 155.3 FGF'F C':j ~ o 2!10-1!01l-2 00000/0000 '- .. 10013/0460 l1/UI7! 90 4321 '+439N OH44W 20'0 154.6 FF'FF 1:3 ~ ~ t::1 2:U0-l!OItI+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0461 11/2SI1!5 90 4321 ,+313N 07517101 21.2 151+.0 FGGG . , , ,-,,' ~ 2310-1!5051 00000/0000 2-10013/01l-l.2 11/2817!5 80 4321 41'+8N 075'+9101 22,3 153.'+ FFF'F f ' t~l 
" 
'"t1 @ 2310-1!50S3 00000/0000 :;:1-10013/0463 11/2817!5 20 1+321 4022N 07619W 23·5 152.7 FF'FG r':} 
F. > 2310-1!5060 00000/0000 2-10013/0456 11/2817!5 10 4321 3S!57N 07649w 24.6 152.0 F FF . ':,j 
I ~ t=: 23H)-15062 00000/0000 2-10013/046,+ 11/28115 0 4321 3731N 07711w 25.1 151.4 FF'FF :~) 
~ trJ ~ 2!10-1!506!5 00000/0000 2-'OO13/04,,!5 11/28175 20 '+321 3605N 071,+15\11 26.S 150.7 FF'F'F '::J 
~ t;J 2310-1!5071 00000/0000 2-100U/0466 11/28/75 20 4321 3439N 07812W 2'-9 150.0 FF'FF :--~ 
" 
2310-1!5080 00000/0000 2-10013/04!57 11/aSI7!5 10 4321 31'+7N 07904\11 30.1 148.6 F "j ~ ~ 2310-1!508l 00000/0000 2-10013/0471 11/~SI1!5 10 4321 3020N 07929\>1 3112 14,.8 F'F' t il ,- 8 2310-1508!5 00000/0000 2-10013/0467 11/2S175 40 4321 285'+N 0795'+W 32.3 141.1 FFF ( ~'Ea 2310"1!5092 00000/0000 2-100U/04&8 1112817!! 10 4321 272SN 08017101 33'3 146.3 F'FF ' : k i' 0000010000 2-100U/O_69 11/2817!5 10 '+321 2602N OSO'+1W 34.4 14S.;i FF'F'F ~A tz:l 2310-1509. t 2310 .. 15101 00000/0000 2-10013/0470 q/28175 20 4321 2436N 08104101 35.4 lH.6 FFFF j' \..- 2310-16462 00000/0000 2-100U/0.77 11/281715 100 4322 lt854N 09h9~ 16'6 -'1.56.6 FF'PF ~. 2310-16.61+ 00000/0000 :!.-1001~/0.78 11/28/75 100 '+322 lt729N 09926101 17'7 155.9 PFPF' 2310-16411 00000/0000 2-10013/0479 !! 128175 100 4322 4605N 10002101 18'9 155.3 FFFF 
~ 
• 
2310-16,+73 00000/0000 2-10013/0lt80 11/2SI7!5 40 4322 4'+4 ON 10036W 20'0 154.6 FFFF I 2:U0-1611-80 00000/0000 2-iOOU/0 .. S1 11/281715 40 4322 ,+3hN 10109101 21.2 154·0 FFFF' ~. 
~. 2310-f6"82 00000/0000 2-10013/0482 11/28/75 90 4322 H49N 10140W 22.3 153.4 FPFF I" 
"" 




f KEYSI CLeUD caVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 TS 100 ~ X CL8UD ceVER. .* • N6 CLaUD D~TA AVAI~A8LE. 








'i-:,!..f.,·· .l!:.; ... ~ .. '. 
~~, ""~. -, 
roo ~.-.!' • ..., ~;:;!*' ~> _"S'!!!II? .~ "·'T" ,-" ~J :"1 
~. 


























00151+ J~N 28~'76 






































MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ 











































































STANDARD CATALeG FBR CUS 
FReM 12/01/15 r6 12/31/15 
.:.: '; : "::1 .. '7"" 
DATE CLBUD B~BIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN 





































































































































































































































































































KEYSI CLBUD cBVER x ••••••••••••••• 0 TB 100 K l CLBUD cevER. **. NB CLBUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• 8LANKS~BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GeeD. P.P6BR. F.FAIR. 
~,;,,,~~>~.-, . ..,,- ,:--~~-~-. -.-, 
PAGE 0069 





















,\. . , 
, .1 
r ': , ( ! l , 
ERTS-2 


























23jP .. 16515 
2312",' '&S81 






2313 .. 15224 
2313 .. 15231 
2313"1!523~ 


















F~eM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
MTCRSFILM ReLL Nell D.-'1E CLaUD 6RBII PRINCIPAL FeINT SUN SUN TMAtte: QUAI. T Ty 
PBSITIBN .IN R6LL ACQUIRED caVER NUMBER Sf:" I M,4.G[ ELEV. AZIM. RBV~ MSS 
RBV HSS LAT LeNG 123 \ /t5678 
\. 
OOOOO/COOO 2-10013/0!!43 11130/75 90 /t3~9 3605N 080371'1 26·/t 150.7 FGFF 
00000/0000 ~-10013/0!541+ 11130175 70 1+31+9 3439N 08104\t1 27.6 150.0 F'F'FF 
00000/0000 2-10013/0545 11/301'75 80 4349 3313N 08,130W 2821 149.3 F'FFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/051+6 11/30175 10 43,+9 3147N 08155w 29.7 1/t8.6 FF'FF 
00000/0000 20 10013/0547 11/301'15 30 '+349 3020N 08220W 30.8 147.8 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/0548 11/30175 30 1+3'+9 285l+~4 0821+4W 31.9 lIt7.1.; FFFG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0549 11/30/75 20 l+3,+9 2728N 08308W 33'0 1'+6'~' FFFG 
0000010000 2-10013/0550 11/30/75 30 43/t9 2602N 08332W 3/t.o 11+5.' FFFG 
00000/0000 ?·,00i3/0551 11/30/75 30 4350 lta5'+N 101'+3W 16.2 156.5 F'FGF 
0000010000 2-10013/0S52 11/30/75 20 4350 l+729N 10220W 17.3 155.9 FFGG 
00000/0000 ~ .. '001:.1/055~ 1.1130115 0 4350 4604N 102S5W 18'5 155·2 FGGG 
00000/0000 2"10013/0554 12/01/75 iOO 4363 48S/tN 07120W 16_0 156.5 F'fFF 
00000/0000 2-10013j':>555 12.101115 90 1+363 . 4605N 07832W 18.3 155.2 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/0556 12101175 60 4363 4440N 01906W 19'5 154-6 FFFG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0557 12.101175 10 4363 '+3HN 07938W 20.6 153.9 FGFG 
0000010000 2-10013/0558 12101/75 80 4363 ~149N 08010W 21.7 153.3 FFGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0559 12.1011'75 70 4363 'l+024N. 08039W 22.9 152.7 FFGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0560 12101/75 60 4363 3859N 08109W 24.0 152.0 FFGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/01561 12/01175 20 4363 3732N 081371'1 25'1 151.3 FGGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0562 12101/75 10 4363 3606N OB205w 26.2 150.7 FGGG 
00000/0000 2-j0013/0!563 12/011'75 40 4363 31+40N 08232\11 27.4 15000 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/0564 12!01/i!5 90 4363 3314N 08257\01 28./t 11+9.3 FFFF 
0000010000 ?·'i0013/0!3~5 12/01/75 100 4363 311+8N OB323W 29=5 148.6 FFFF 
0000010000 2-10013/05e6 12/01/75 100 4363 3022N 08347W 30s6 11+7.9 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/066/' 12/01/15 -100 1+363 2856N 0841114 31.' 1'+1.1 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-100U/051.8 12101175 80 4363 2730N 08'+35101 32.8 146.3 FFFF 
00000/0000 2-10013/0729 12/01175 80 4364 4856N 10306W 16.0 156.5 GGGG 
0000010000 P-10013/0':S0 12/01/75 70 4364 '+731N 10343W 17.1 155.8 GGGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0'731 12/0111!5 90 4364 4606N 10418W 18.3 155.2 GGGG 
0000010000 2-10013/0'32 12/01175 100 436ft 4440N 10l+52W 19.4 154.6 GGGG 
00000/0000 2 .. 10013/0733 12101175 70 436l+ 4315N ld525W 20-6 153.9 GGGG 
0000010000 ?-10013/0734 12/01175 60 1;364 4149N 10557W 21.7 153.3 GGGG 
0000010000 2-'1.0013/0735 12/01115 80 436'+ 3858N 10656~J 24'0 152.0 GGGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0136 12/01/75 20 4364 3732N 10725W 25el 151.3 GGGG 
OOOOO/COOO 2-1001310137 12/01176 0 ~361; 360'1\' 10752W 2602 150.7 GGGG 
00000/0000 ~"'1 001310138 12/01175 0 4364 34IHN 10tH9W 27e3 150.0 GGGG 
CLaUD ~~VER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • ~ CLBUD cevER. ** • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS-BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTEO. G~Ge6D, p!peSR. F.FAIR. 
;\1 
.' . 

































m" . Rft~'L 
";-, 
"'<li<"'.~.;_. ,.,'';~ .. li.o... ... <->=.-... -.~;'''',c. d_~h," __ ~~_~~~~'W' l'''';'I;''dhii)q·-·~uci.~ft~.'tie..,,'''.t:ti'·M';''';'i "··w';'¥drh..,."r:,t;··t·'§'=r"'-f_t-ltttjL~PJ.t.h 6' "~ 'tt 'to t, #1' ,rrkHd'tfb,;aO'tS'j,.' --+5 
r.r:. ~ ~'J~~ ~;..:::-~----. 
- T 
r., ._, ~_ .... __ 
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001!'!~ JAN 281'76 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS PAGr 0072 
FReM 12/01/75 re 12/31/75 
eS;iRVATteN MrCR6FILM ReLL N6.1 DATE CLeUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN yi'lAGE QUAL-tTY 
ID peSITleN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER 6F' IMAGE ELEV. HIM. RBV MSS 
RBV I'!SS 'LIlT L6NG 123 45678 
2!1!'!-15332 00000/0000 ?-1001310587 121C317~ 20 4391 4314!\J 08229\11 20·3 153.9 GGGG 
2]15-1533'0 00000/0000 2-10013/0SR8 12/03/75 20 4391 i+H9N 08300W 21.4 153.2 GGGG 
231!5-153r,1 00000/0000 2-10013/0589 12/03175 20 4391 4024N 08330W 22.5 152.6 GGGG 
211!;-1531+4 00000/0000 2-jOOl310590 12103/7!'i 80 4391 3858N 08400W 23.7 151.9 GGGP 
2315-15350 00000/0000 2-10013/0591 12/03175 20 4391 3132N 08428W 24.8 151.3 GGGG 
2315-15353 00000/0000 2-10013/0592 12103175 0 4391 3606N 08455W 25.9 150.6 GF'GG 
2315-15355 00000/0000 2-10013/0593 t2l03175 0 4391 3440N 08522W 27'0 150.0 GGGG 
2315-15362 0000010000 2-10013/0594 12/03/75 0 4391 3315N 085i+9W 28.1 11+9.3 GGGG 
231!5-1!5364 0000010000 2-10013/0595 12/03115 0 4391 3H9N 086Hw 29.2 148.6 GGGG 
2315-1!5311 00000/0000 2- 1. 001310596 t2/a317! 0 1j.391 3022N 08639\01 30.3 147.8 GGFG 
2315-15373 00000/0000 2-1001~/0597 12/03175 10 4391 2856N 08703W 31·3 147.1 GGFG 
2315-15380 00000/0000 2-1001310598 12/0~11!5 10 1j.391 2730N 08726W 32'1+ 146.3 FGFG 
2~Hi·11150 0000010000 2-10013/0600 12/03/15 90 4392 1+855N 10559\01 15.7 156.4 FFFF 
2315-11152 0000010000 ~-10013/0601 12/03175 80 1+392 4131N 10636\01 16·8 155·8 FF'Ff 
231~-111~5 00000/0000 2-1001310602 1210317!'5 30 4392 4606N 10712101 18-0 155.1 F f 
231!5-171~1 00000/0000 2-10013/0603 lV0317!'5 60 4392 /f.i+40N 10746101 19,1 154,5 F'F'FF 
2315-111611- 0000010000 2-10013/0604 12.10317~ 80 4392 1+315N 10818101 20-2 153.9 F'FF'F 
2315-11170 oooao/oooo 2-1001:V0605 12/03115 20 4392 4149N 10850\01 21·4 153.2 FFF'F 
231!'5-17113 0000010000 2-t0013/0606 12/03115 10 4392 4024N 10920101 22.5 152.6 FFFF 
2315-11115 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0607 12/03175 10 4392 3858N 10949101 23.6 151.9 FFFF 
231S-17182 00000/0000 2-10013/0608 12103/115 10 4332 3732N 11018101 21+.8 151.3 FFFF 
231!S-11184 00000/0000 l?-10013/0609 12103/75 20 4392 3606N 11046\01 25.9 150.6 FFFF 
2315-17191 00000/0000 2-10013/0610 12103175 10 4392 341+0N 111121'1 27'0 150.0 FFFF 
2315-17193 00000/0000 2"10013/0611 12/03175 0 4392 331ltN 11139\01 28.1 11t9.3 FF'F"F 
23115-11200 00000/0000 2-10013/0612 12103/75 0 4392 3H8N 1120'+W 2902 11+8.6 FFFF 
231e-11202 0000010000 2-10013/0599 12/03175 10 1+392 3021N 11229101 30·3 147·8 F F 
23U.-15372 00000/0000 2-10013/0654 12104175 40 4405 4851+N 08131+1<1 15.5 156.3 FFFF 
2316"15375 00000/0000 ~·10013/065S 12/04/7!5 10 4405 1+729N 08211101 16., 15s.i FFFF 
2316 .. 15381 00000/0000 2-10013/0656 12104/75 90 4405 Jt604N 08247W 17.8 155.1 FFFF 
2316-1~384 00000/0000 2-10013/0t.51 1210V7!5 90 4405 lt438N 08321101 19'0 154·1+ FFFF 
2316-15390 0000010000 2-~0013/06!58 12101t175 50 4405 4313N 083SI+W 20.1 153.8 FFH' 
2316-15393 00000/0000 2-10013/0659 12104/75 0 H05 4H8N 08426W 21.3 153.2 fFF 
2316-15395 00000/0000 ?-1001310660 12/04/75 0 1+1+05 4022N 08456W 22.4 152.5 FtFF 
2316-15402 00000/0000 2-10013/0661 12104175 a 4405 3BS6N 08526W 23.5 151.9 FFFF 
2316-151+04 00000/0000 2-j0013/0662 12101+175 0 4lj.05 3730N 08551+01 24'6 151.2 FFFF 
2316-15411 00000/0000 2-10013/0663 121C4176 0 41+05 3604N 08622101 25.7 150.6 FFFF 
KEYS: CLeUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 T8 100 • ~ CLeUD ceVER. ** • N8 CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY •••••••• , •••••• BLANKS~BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~G6eD. P!peeR, ~,FAIR. 
jf'" 



















'l- ~.i-r" --';J~-~-W 
~ ---C" 
-;-- :~.' .::x: -~. ::~.~ ..l~- .. :~ , ::-:--- ~.-;=';::--::_'.~:;:::~:::-::::'::::::-.::~~:.::~:::::::::..:::~::::::...':::~ ...:::::.;,.-:,.,.~, :-~~::~=:;::~:. 









































































MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ 

















































































































STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS 











































































































































































































































































KEYSl CLaUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • ~ CLBUD cevER. **. NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS~B~ND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GBBD. p.peBR. F.FAIR. 
:;: ..... '.'", 
.,."!C 












, ~ ! ~ 
j ~ r~ I :1 ) j 
~ ~ 



















































00:!5. J,lN 28 .. 116 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS 






















2318 .. 15515 
2318"15521 
2318·1552~ 
2318 .. 15530 
2318"15!533 
2318-15535 
2318 .. 15542 
2318-15541+ 









MICRe~ILM ReLL Ne.1 






















































2 .. j0013/0690 
2"'0013/0691 
2-t0013/0692 

















DATE CLauo 6RBIT PRIN~IPAL P6INT SUN SUN 





































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CL8UD caV~R x ••••••••••• ~ ••• 0 Te 100 ~ ~ c~aUD CevER. **. NS CLauD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ~ ••••••• o ••• a •• BLANKS-BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUES1ED. G!GeeD. p~peeR. r~FAIR • 
~ .~~ ••• " w 
.-


















r ... "'.' ~ ~~J';'-"'- ~-.. - ----. 
,', \ -A .., 
~' 
tl'~-~~~-~~~~~~~~e. ___ ~~-. ---'~~-~~~~~~~~~~&& 




00t~4 JAN 28~176 STANDARD CATALBG FaR CUS PAG£ 0075 rl FReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 
eSSERvATteN MICRBFILH ReLL Ne.1 DATE CLaUD SRB1T PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN I~AGE QUALITY 
10 PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACaUIRED ceVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV. AlIM. RBV MSS 
[ RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 45678 
r ", 
r 2318-11155 00000/0000 2-10013/07~5 12/06/7! 0 4434 3605N 11504W 25.4 150.5 GGFG 1 
". • 23.18-11362 00000/0000 2-10013/0126 12106175 0 41+34 31+39N 11531W 26.5 1It9.a GGGG 
, 2318-17364 0000010000 ~.10013/0727 12/06/75 10 4434 3313N 11557W 27'6 149.2 GGGF 
r" 2318-17311 OOOOOlOOOO 2-10013/01U 12106/15 10 H34 3147N 116221'1 28.' 148.5 GGGG 
~ 2319·1!~43 00000/0000 2-10013/0701 12/07/7! 90 4447 1+856N 08555\11 15'0 156.2 GGGG .~ 
~.i· .• '.l 23. 19-15!5!50 00000/0000 2-10013/0702 12107175 90 41t1+7 4131N 08632\11 16.2 155.5 GGGG c:,} :"§ " f 23-19-15552 00000/0000 2-10013/0703 12107175 90 4447 1+606N 08707W 17.3 154.9 GGGG 1:;.7 b 
~. 23U~-.15555 0000010000 2-1001310704 12/071715 100 4447 I+441N 08741W 18.5 154.3 GGGG f:;:. \:;;1 
~. 2319-15561 00000/0000 ~-100U/0'0! 12/07175 100 "47 1+315N 08814W 19'6 153.7 GGGG /:"I e:: 
r, ·2319-1556" 00000/0000 2-'001 U0706 12107175 90 41t1+7 4149N 08845W 20.8 153.0 GGFG tv 0 . 
it 2319-15570 00000/0000 2-10013/0707 1210717!5 90 4'+47 4024N 08915W 21'9 152.4 GGGG tJ> /i1 '1 
2319-15573 00000/0000 2-10013/0708 IV0717!5 90 441+7 3a58N 08945101 23'0 151.8 GGGG !j) t=J, 
2319-15575 00000/0000 2-'0013/0709 121071715 100 441+7 3733N 09013W 24.1 151.1 GGGG 1::9 /-( , ~1.2319-15582 00000/0000 2-10013/0710 1.210717!5 100 4447 3607N 09041101 2S.2 150.5 FGGG l-r ~ 
i 2319 ... 15581+ 00000/0000 2-tOOI3/0111 12/07175 100 41+47 31+41N 0910aw 26.3 149.8 GGFG OJ 0 
" 2319-15591 00000/0000 2-10013/0712 IV07"!! 100 441+7 3316N 09134W 27.4 11+9.1 FGGG ~ ~ 
r 2319-15593 00000/0000 2-10013/0713 12/07/'!5 100 441+7 3150N 09159W 28.S 148.5 GGGG ~ 
:.1 2319-16000 00000/0000 2-10013/0'H 1210117!5 100 4 .... 7 3024N 09224W 29.6 147.7 GGGG ;0 ~ 
2319=16002 00000/0000 2-10013/0715 12/01175 100 4447 2857N 0924!W 30'7 147.0 GGGG ~ 
2319-17375 00000/0000 2-10013/0642 12/07/75 90 4"1+8 4857N 11143W 15.0 156.2 FFFF 
2319-11382 00000/0000 2-10013/0643 12/01175 90 4448 4731N 11220W 16.2 155.5 FF F 
2319-17391 00000/0000 2-10013/0644 12/07/75 90 4448 4442N 11329W lB,S 154.3 FFFF 
2319-17393 00000/0000 2-10013/0645 12/07/7!5 80 4448 4316N 11402W 19,6 153.7 FFFF 
2319-11400 00000/0000 2-10013/0646 12/01175 80 4448 4150N 11433W 20t8 153.0 FFFF 
:~ 2319-17402 00000/0000 2.,00i3/0641 12/07/75 80 44~8 4025N 115U3W 21.9 152.~ F~FF 
2319-17405 00000/0000 2-10013/0648 12/07/75 a 4448 38e9N 11532W 23'0 151.8 FFFf 
2]19-11411 00000/0000 2-1001~/0649 12/07/75 10 4448 3133N 11601W 24.1 151.1 FFFF 
2319-17414 00000/0000 2-10013/0650 12/07/'~ 0 4448 3607N 11628W 25.2 150.5 FFFF 
2319-17420 00000/0000 2-10013/0651 12/07/75 0 4448 3441N 11655W 26.3 149.8 F~FF 
2319-11423 00000/0000 2-10013/0652 12/D?/7! 10 4448 331SN 11722W 27... 149,1 FFFF 
2319-17425 00000/0000 ~-10013/0653 12/01115 "0 4448 3149N 11747W 28.5 148.5 FFFF 
.. ?320-16002 00000/0000 2-10013/0'51+ 12/08/75 40 '461 1+8SSN 08720W 14.9 156.1 FGFe . 
a320-1600" 00000/0000 2-1001~/0755 12/08/75 80 4461 4730N 08758W 16.1 155'4 FGGG > J 
2320-16011 00000/0000 ~-'0013/07~6 \2/08/75 70 4461 4605N 08833W 17.2 154.8 FGGG : 
2320-16013 00000/0000 2-10013/0'57 12/oS/15 80 1+461 4440N 08907W 18.4 154.2 FGGF 
2320-16020 00000/0000 2-10013/07~8 12/08115 90 4461 4314N 08939W 19.5 153.6 FGeF 
KEYS: CLeUD Cev£R X ••••••••••••••• 0 T6 100 • l CLeUD CeVER. **. Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABL£. 
IMAGE QUALITY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS~8AND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeBD. p.pe6R. F.FAIR. 
.... , 
n~ J-'-;;= =--;...:::*- • -




































































HICAe~ILM ReLL Ne./ 


























































2 .. 10013/0779 
2-10013/0780 
? .. 1001:;/0786 
2 .. 1001310187 











2 .. 1001310802 
ERTS-2 
STANDA~D CATALeG FeR CUS 
~ReM 12/01/15 re 12/31/75 
DATE CLeuO BRBIT PRtNeIPAL peINT 










































































































































































































































































































KEYSs cLOUD ceVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 T6 100 a l CLBUD CevER. ** ~ NB CLaUD D
ATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAG~ QUALITY •••••••••••• 0 •• 8LANKS,SAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeeD. p .. peeR. F-FAIR. 

























~"; .. Bilk. 
:.-
."....... --I"~ 
<".,'::'j'--"':"~~T.,_,,,._,..a.."""~~~""'A;;"'''-i....d,~~.~. ',. N,i'aw4_,.....wera<it;tr&.·fdH .. · ...... i,·k ~ ............ ''' •• _~H, .... ln ... t .. ,;ne o"! eft:' rik #d W"lt . t!':H"rtdwrt,. F.d!rir-V·- wlt'h." Met )'t'd_ "zit rs.'*"~7-t· • 
r~J~';-~~·' - ~--- -~------ ---~--~---:--.--------.~ 
"-"'- '"'-'-""~,"- .... L -<----... f---..--------~:---- - ~ ~--- -------- ...... - -- ---. ~ ~. , ....... - -"<---:..~........,;..;::.-~~-::.::=-.;:....=..;:::.= 
~' 
, 
: -1 , ., 
"~ ERTS·2 . " 4__ ''''1 
OOI!51t .JAN 28,'76 STANDARD CATALeG ~eR CUS PAGE" 0078 
FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
eBSE:RvATteN MICR8FILH ReLL Ne.1 DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL peiNT SUN SUN t~AGE QUAL-lTY 
~ ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED ceVER NU"IBER flF' IMAGE ELEV. ~ZIM. RBV MSS 
f 
Rev t1SS LAT LBNG 123 i+~678 
~ .. ! 
r 2321+·18092 00000/0000 ~"10013/0830 1.21~ 2/15 10 '+S18 3858t-.J 12245101 22.1+ 151.4 GGGG 
i «I 2:l21+-1809!5 00000/0000 2-10013/0831 12/12175 30 4518 3732N 12311+101 23.5 150.8 GGGG 
r" 232"-18101 0000010000 
2-\0013/0832 12/12/75 80 1+518 3605N 123/+21'1 24.6 150··2 ClGGG 
~ 232~-144{'1 00000/0000 ~-1 0013/0833 12/13/75 10 1+530 1+731N 06918W 15·5 155.1 aGaa ",1 ~ ... 232S-14lt63 00000/0000 2·10013/0834 12/13/75 0 4530 '+(,Q6N 06953W 16.6 151+.4 FGGG 1 232!.14470 00000/0000 ?' .. 10013/0.835 1. 21 1317!5 30 4530 '+441N 0702!W 17.8 153.8 F"GFG 2325-14472 00000/0000 2-10013/0836 12/13175 90 4530 4316N 07100W 18.9 153.2 FrGG 232!5·141+1!5 00000/0000 2·1001310837 12/13/75 100 45:30 4150N 07132W 20'0 152.6 rGGG 
I 232!5-141+81 00000/0000 2-10013/0838 12/13175 90 1+~30 1t02l+N 07203W 2111 152.C aGGG 232!5-1H81+: 00000/0000 2-10013/0839 12/'13175 90 1+530 3858N 07232W 22.3 151./+ GGGG ~.- 1 2325-11+1190 00000/0000 2-10013/0840 12113175 70 1+530 3732N 07300W 23.,+ 150.7 GGGG ~ .~ - ... ~j 232!5-14493 00000/0000 :2-t0013/0841 12/13/75 40 4530 3606N 07328W 24.5 150.1 GGGG ~.,. i'·~ I ~ 232!S-1It495 00000/0000 2-tOOl3!0842 12113175 30 4530 3'+40N 0735514 25.6 149.5 FGGG I -1--' ; ) 2325·14502 00000/0000 2-10013/081+3 12/13175 20 41530 3315N 07421W 26.7 148.8. F'GGG ~: ~:~\ ., 2325 .. 14504 00000/0000 2-10013/0844 12113175 30 4530 3H9N 07H7W 27.7 148.1 FGFG , 2325 .. 16290 00000/0000 2-10013/0845 1V13175 90 4531 118571.J 09/+31W 1403 155.7 FGGG c-:l 1 ~ .. 2325 .. 16292 00000/0000 2-10013/0846 12113175 90 4531 4132N 05150!W 15.5 155.1 FGFG I"hl ~" l~'-, 2325-16295 00000/0000 2"1001210841 12113175 100 4:531 4607N 0954ltw 16.6 154.1+ FGGG c-: .. b-l 
! r:' 2325 .. 16301 00000/0000 ""10013/0848 12/13/75 100 4531 4441N 09618101 17.7 153.8 GGGG ~:~ ! 2325-1630lt 00000/0000 2",o013/0849 1211317!5 100 4531 ~~316N 09650\~ 18,,9 153.2 FGGG 1-,1 t 2325-16310 00000/0000 2 .. j001:,J/O!50 12113/75 90 4531 i+150N 09722W 20.0 152.6 FGFG 0 2325-16313 00000/0000 2·100t3/M5? 12113/7~ 90 4S31 1+025N 09752101 2111 152,0 GGGG ~~' ~ .,.J j ,. , 2325 .. 16315 00000/0000 2"1001310858. 12113/75 80 4531 3859'11 09822W 22~3 151.4 FGGG ~§ ~ 2325-16322 00000/0000 2-10013/0859 12/13/15 90 11531 37331\J 09850W 23.11 150.7 GaGG , , 2325-16324 00000/0000 2 .. 10013/0860 12/13175 90 11531 3607'11 09918W 24.5 150.1 GGGG 
i 2325-16331 0000010000 2"10013/0!61 12/13/75 80 4531 341+1N 09945W 25'6 11+9·5 GGGG 1 2325-16333 00000/0000 2-1.0013/08&2 12113175 60 11531 3315N 10011W 26.7 148.8 GGGG j 2325-1631+0 00000/0000 2-, 001310863 12113175 80 1+531 31i+9N 10036\<1 27.7 148.1 GC1GG ~ 
r. 2325 .. 163,.2 OCOOOIOOOO 2-10013/08l>l; 12/13175 100 4531 3023N 10101101 28.8 147.4 GFGG I 
I' 2325-16351 OOooolooeo 2-10013/08615 12113/75 50 4531 2730N 1014+91<1 30.9 146.0 GGFG J ,. 
r 2325-18121 00000/0000 2-1001310851 12/13/75 1+0 4532 0i857N 120191<1 14.3 155·7 FF'FG 
, 
I iii 2325-18130 0000010000 ?"10013/0852 12/13175 40 45.32 4607N 12132\01 16·6 154.4 GGGG 
1 
, j 
2325-18133 0000010000 ? .. 10013/0853 12/13/75 50 '+532 41142N 122061<1 17.7 153.8 GGGG 
., 
~ i 
r 2325-18135 00000/0000 2-1.0013/08511 12113/75 80 4532 4317N 12238101 18.9 153.2 GGGG 
, 
I 
232!S-181lt2 00000/0000 ~-1001310855 12113175 80 4532 4151N 12310W 20.0 152.6 GGGG , 
2325-181411 00000/0000 ? .. t0013/0856 12/13175 '+0 4532 '+026\1 123401\' 21.1 152.0 GGGG 1 
~ ~ 







iL, /" ~ :.«;'-L~;_.~_"*iAIg,~I.i. • .L~~.~~~~':"_;,g:Ij;W! Wt:'t \'.,., -s.....»ihi·~~~>oIh_~-:~trtNt·W.1 y; .&aol:i'S' 'Vt! 1 r'tf "in "~'-' •• !) 1" i-.mnrl _ H"· or" f t ·Wt?S''''. "1!Ii::s::JIi 
~.:.r.r -.<? _ ..... .1 
I 
~ - ~r ." 
., "r ":"'~~.:-:--""~--










































2326 .. 16360 
2326-16362 
2326-16365 
2326 .. 16311 
2326-16314 













MICRe~ILM ReLL Nfl./ 

























































::! .. 1001310868 
2-1.0013/0869 
2-10013/0810 
2 .. 1.001310871 
;>-1.0013/0872 


















































STANDARD CATALSG FeR CUS 
FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
CLeUD BRBtT PRINCIPAL FeINT 





































































































































































































































































K~YS: CLaUD ~aV€R x ••••••••••••••• c TB 100 • ~ CLBUD CAVER. ** ~ NB CLfl
UD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS-SAND ~BT PRESENT/REQUEST~D. G~GeBD. F~PBBR. F-FAIR. 
F~G£ 0079 



























~ , J ~{.. E~TS-2 00154 JAN 28. 1 76 STANDARD CATALeG FeR CUS PAGF 0080 , 
FReM 12/01/15 T~ 12/31/75 1 
BBSERIIATIBN ~tCRBFILH ReLL N~.I DATE CLeuo BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUA~ITY 
~:; 
.ID peStTIflN IN RBLL ACQUIRED ceVER NUMBER SF IMAGE El.EV. AZIM. Fev MSS 
RBV MSS LAT U'NG 123 4!i67g 
r ,-
; ; 2326-18200 0000010000 2-10013/0885 1211~175 20 1+546 41!50"J 12438101 19.9 152. 5 GGGG t .. ! 
!:; • 2l26-18203 00000/0000 2-'0013/0886 12/1V7!5 10 1+54+6 4024N 12508101 21·n 151.9 GGGG ~. ! 2326-18205 0000010000 2-10013/0887 12/14175 10 451+6 3859N 12531101 22.2 151.3 GGGG 
t"l 2]27-14573 00000/0000 ::»-100U/0912 12115/75 100 4558 4732N 01211101 15.3 154.9 FGGF 
. '1 f fA 2327-14580 00000/0000 2-t0013/0913 1211!5175 100 1+558 1+607N 07247101 16.1+ 154.3 GGGG 
ri 2327-146"2 00000/0000 2-100U/0914 12115/75 90 4558 H42N 07321\r1 17-6 153·7 GGFG 2327-H58!5 0000010000 :t-l0013/0915 12115175 70 4558 1+316N 07354101 18.7 153.1 GGFG 2327-14591 0000010000 2-t0013/0916 12115175 60 4558 H51N 071+25\<1 19.8 152·1+ FGGG 
i 2327-1459~ 00000/0000 ?-, 0013/0917 12115115 50 4558 4025N 07455101 20.9 151·8 FGGG j 2327-15000 00000/0000 2-100U/0918 12115175 50 ~558 3859N 0?525W 22.0 151.2 GGGG 2327-15003 00000/0000 2-10013/0919 12/1!517!5 .60 4558 3734N 07553\<1 23.2 150.6 GGGG , ~ 2321-15005 0000010000 2-10013/0920 12115/75 itO 1t5515 3608N 0"621W 24·3 h9.9 F"GGG I 
t; . 2]27-15012 0000010000 2-100 13/09? 1 12115175 40 4558 3~~2N O/'6~7W 25.~ 149.3 GGGG 1 
. - 2327-1!5011+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0922 12/1517!5 50 ~558 3316N on13W 26'1+ 148.6 FFGG j ,. 
~'. 2l21-1!5023 0000010000 2-10013/0923 12/15175 30 1+558 3024N 07803101 28.6 llt7.3 ~GGG ~ ~;: 2227-15030 ObOOOIOOOO 2-10013/0921+ 12115115 30 4558 2858N 07828\01 29.7 146.6 GGGG ~ 
(: 2327-15032 00000/0000 2-10013/09.25 12/1517!5 10 1+558 2731N 07852W 30.'7 h!5·8 FGGG i 2327-15035 0000010000 2-1001:'/0926 12/1517!5 20 45515 2605N 0.7915\t1 31.'7 145.1 FGGG 
t' 2l27-1!5aH 00000/0000 2-10013/0927 12/15175 10 4558 21+391'4 07938101 32.8 141+.3 FGGG 
I 2327-1&~o2 00000/0000 2-\0013/0928 12115175 100 1+559 1+857N 09724W 14'1 155.5 GGGG 
;:1 2327-16~0!5 00000/0000 2-100H/0929 12/15175 90 4559 4733N 09801\11 15'3 151+.9 GGGG P 2327-16H1 00000/0000 2- j 0013/0930 12115175 50 4559 ~608N 09836\11 16.4 154.3 GGGG 
t' 2327-16Hi+ 0000010000 2-10013/0931 12/1517!5 30 1+559 HI+2N 09909W 17.5 153.7 GFGG t' 2327-161+20 0000010000 2-10013/0932 12115175 0 4559 4317N 0991+2\11 18.7 153.0 GGGG I' 
2327-161+23 00000/0000 2-10013/0933 12/15175 0 ~559 4152N 10014W 19.8 152.1+ GGGG 
2327-161+25 00000/0000 2-1001:1/0931+ 12/15175 0 ~559 4026N 1001+4101 20'9 151.8 GGGG 
2327·161+32 0000010(100 2-10013/0935 12/15175 a 1+559 3900N 1011~W 22·0 151.2 GGGG 
2327·1643~ 0000010000 2-'0013/0936 12/15175 0 1+559 373I+N 101l+2W 23'1 150.6 GGGG 
2327-161+lt1 00000/0000 2-10013/0937 12115175 0 ~559 3608N 10210W 2~·2 149.9 Gr.;GG 
2327-164~3 00000/0000 2-' 0013/0938 12/15175 0 ~559 3~43N 10237101 25·3 149.3 GGGG 
2327-16~50 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0939 1.2115175 10 4559 3316N 1030310/ 26.4 1At8.6 GGGG 
• 232'-16~52 0000010000 2-10013/0940 12/15175 30 1+559 3150N 1032!W 27.S 148.0 GGGG 2327-161+55 00000/0000 ?·1.0013/09_1 12115175 80 4559 3024N 10353101 28.6 11+7.3 GGGG 
2327-16461 0000010000 2-t0013JO'42 12/15/15 90 1+559 2858N 10~18W 29.6 146.6 GGGG 
2321-16461+ 0000010000 2-10013/0'43 12115175 90 ~559 2731N 10H2W 30'7 145·8 GGGG 
2327-18231+: 00000/0000 ?-10013/0992 12115175 30 1+560 4858N 12311111 11+.1 155.5 GGGG 
KE:Y5: CLBUD ceVER ~ ••••••••••••••• c Te 100 • ~ CLeUD cevE~. ** • NB CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
: "P~,: IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS!BAND NeT PRESENT/~EQUESTED. G~GeeD. p~peeR. F".F~JR. 
~ 
('1 
~ .. :. 1-..... 
. ,~ ..... ).-...... k»rn #~~~_ .... 
( 
I 
~" ...• ~~~'b. , .... , ~.,.....u" •.. _, ..... ,._~; .... ;._~r,:: .• ""a....~~_,~.~_:~ __ ~.....:~_, ._,.,.,,,-,~:,:::'::.~.;:~~,,",~....: •. ,,-"'::i,,,,......,..~ .... ,..: ..... ..:. '4'.,.'.u._ ... ·~"""-', ... ..:., ."loi.--~ _~_ ...... _ ..... _., t_,..M~,~ _~._ •.• _"-'~""aL..:o ,Or t. Hf ....e'g""+ tt' * MM·' T' '·"tit:j'~ 
~~, ~ ~ .. ~ =-;;.!? 
-
i"'"'" $ D .. 
f" " _ c_, ,(_. " '~'" ~ .. ~ .""'~ .~ :~-, ~ .. "Yf ,''- /.~:;' ( r r " 
r'. \ 
, 






0015~ JAN 28,116 STANDARD CATALeG r6R cus PAGF 0082 
FReM 12/01/75 T6 tl/31/75 
k-' 
..., 
eeSE:R VA TI eN MtC~e~tLM RBLL Ne.I DATE CLeUD BReIT PRINcIPAL PBtlllT SUN SUN JMAGE QUAL.t TV 
I~< , ID P6S!TIeN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF' IMAGE EL.EV. AlIM, Rev MSS 
r' Rev MSS L.A~ LeNG 123 4+!S678 
f 2129-15092 00000/0000 ~-iOOn/Og76 1.2/17175 90 r 4586 It608N 07537w 16,3 1S •• 1 FGFG 
r" 
.. 2229-15095 00000/0000 2-10013/0977 12/17"5 90 4586 1t443N 07611101 17.4 153.5 FGFF 
,. 2329-15101 00000/0000 2-10013/0978 12/17175 90 ~586 1+3171~ 0764." 1-815 152·9 FGGG 
<:'329-15104 00000/0000 2-100U/M7!' 12117175 80 4586 H52N 07716101 19,6 152.3 FGGF 
rr .,... 2.129-15110 00000/0000 2-'0013/0980 12111175 30 .586 ·1t026N C7746W 20,8 151·6 GGGG 
r 2~~23-1!5113 00000/0000 2-10013/0981 12117115 10 .586 3900N :01816101 21'9 151.0 GGGG ,. i:~29-1!51t5 00000/0000 2-'OO~3/098~ 12/17175 60 4586 3734N 0781+4101 23,0 150.1+ FGGG 
2229-1!51.22 00000/0000 2-'0013/0983 12'/11115 90 .586 3609N 07912101 2~'1 149.8 FGFG 
2329-15121+ 00000/0000 2-10013/0984 12111115 100 1+586 31+~3N 07938101 25.2 1~9'1 F!3GG 
2329-15U1 00000/0000 2-tOO13/0985 12/11175 90 1+!86 3311N 08004+101 26.2 148.5 Ft3FG 
2329-1!H~3 00000/0000 2-10013/0986 ii/17175 80 1+586 31!50t~ 08030W 27.3 11+1.8 FGGG 
f 2329-1!!5140 00000/0000 2-10013/0987 12/17115 30 1t586 3024N OflO!!55W 28.4 11+7.1 FGGG 2329-1!j 142 00000/0000 2-10013/0988 12/PI1!!5 10 1+~86 28!8N 08120101 29.1+ H6.1+ FGGG 
10:-: 2329-15145 00000/0000 2-'0013/0989 12/1111!!5 0 .586 273.tN 08HI+W 30.5 1.5.7 FGGF ~ 2329-1!151 00000/0000 2-10013/0990 12/17175 10 ~586 2605N 08207101 3115 h .. ·g FGGG 
~ 2:129-151511 00000/0000 ~-10013/0991 12/11175 60 .586 21+391\' 08231101 32.6 H4.1 FGGG 
2331-15200 00000/0000 2-1.0013/1012 12/19"~ 0 ~611+ 48!51+~" 01721101 13.9 155.1 GC3GG 
2331-115203 00000/0000 2-10013/1013 12/1917!l 0 '+614 ~130N 07151\01 Hi,O 154.5 GGGG 
2331-1520!5 00000/0000 ~.'0013/1011+ 1211911!!5 b 1+6H 1+605N 07832101 16·2 153.8 GGGG / t· 2331-15212 00000/0000 2-10013/1015 121191715 10 4611+ ltItl+ON 0790'5101 11·3 153.2 GGGG v 
c· 2:a31-152H 0000010000 2u1001~/1016 12/19175 80 1+61. 1+114N 07931\11 18,4 152.6 GGG I 
i,: 2331-1!!5221 00000/0000 2-100U/1017 12/1911!!5 60 4611+ 41l+9N 0800;)101 19.5 152.0 GGGG 
[ 2331-1!!5223 00000/0000 2·iOOU/1018 12/1911!5 10 4611+ 1+023N 08039101 20·6 151.1+ GGGG 
2331-1!!5230 00000/0000 2-10013/1011 12/1917!5 90 1+6llt 3S57N 0810SW 21.8 1S0.S G 
2331-1!5232 00000/0000 2-1001"<1/1019 lCl1917!5 .0 1+61lt 3731N 08137101 22,9 150.2 GGGG 
2331-15235 00000/0000 2-10013./1020 12/1917!5 a 1t61it 3605N 08201+101 23.9 l1t9.5 GGGG 
2131-1521+1 00000/0000 2-10013/1021 12119175 0 46H 34.mJ 08231101 25'0 l1tS.9 GGGG 
2331-1!24,. 00000/0000 2-' OCi3/1 o:?2 12/19175 0 ~614 33hN 08258W 26,1 hs.2 GGGG 
~ 233,,-1!5250 00000/0000 2.'00U/10~1 12/19175 0 1+611+ 3148N 08323101 27.2 1.7.6 GGGG 
2331-15253 00000/0000 ~-100U/l0~\4 12/19175 a 4614 3021N 0831+15101 28·3 11+6·9 GGGG 
2331-15262 00000/0000 2-10013/102!5 12/19115 80 UH 2129N 08437W 30·4 145.5 tiMG 
• 
2331-1703C! 00000/0000 2-1001:3/0997 12/19175 30 1+615 4853N 1030SW 13.9 1£:;5.1 GF'GG 
2331-17031t 00000/0000 2-10013/099S 12/19175 0 1+615 1+?29N 10345\0/ 15'0 15;.5 GGGG 
2331-11041 00000/0000 2-'0013/0999 12/1917!5 a 1+615 4601+1\) 101+20W 16,2 153.8 GGGF 
' .... 
2331-17043 00000/0000 ~-10013/1000 12119175 0 4615 1+439N 1 Qlt5ltw 17,3 153.2 GGFF 
2::131-17050 0000010000 2-10013/1001 1tl/IS"5 a 4615 4313N 1[J526w 18,4 152.6 GGGG 
KEYS! CLBUD ceV7~ ~ ,.,~,.",.",., 0 T8 100 s l CLBUD C~vER. ** ! Ne CLeUO DATA AVAILABLE. 
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~,.:: .. .~~<;'~:,!""..i"'J>'" ;jp .. ,~ ~,.. ... 


































___ "_'~-::"_"_""''':''''''-·:''_=--=-'~':''T-:'''''''~~ ___ ~-=_'_··_"· ____ '_____ ~.,. ........ _~~ .... =,...<~~" 
ERTS-2 
ool!54 JAN 28,'76 ST~NDARD CATAL~G FeR cus PAGE 0084 
~R8M 12/01/75 TB 12/31/75 
a8s,;:RvATT~N MI~RaFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLaUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL PLlINT SUN SUN Tf-iAGE QUALITY 
ID P6S1TIBN IN RBLL ACaUIRe:D celiER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AIIM. Rev "'SS RBII I'1SS LAT L6NG 123 45678 
233~-1S~60 00000/0000 ~-'001~/1Q~7 l.21iHI7!S 90 461+2 3315N 08550W 26'0 148·0 GFFG 2333-15363 00000/0000 ?-,00t3/1038 12/~1"5 30 4642 3t1+9N 08616W 27'0 11+7.4 GGGG 
2333-15365 00000/0000 2-,00~3/1039 12121/75 20 461+2 3023N 0864114 28·1 146.7 GGGG 
2333-15312 00000/0000 2-100U/I040 12121/75 60 4642 2856N 0810614 29.2 146.0 GGGG 
2333-15374 00000/0000 tt·'001.3/1041 12/21175 60 4642 2730'll 08129\01 30.2 145.3 GGGG 
KEYS: CLBUD ~eVER % ••••••••••••••• a Te 100 ~ ~ CLaUD ceVER. ** ~ Ne CLaUD DATA AVAILA8LE. 




















~'" ' ,,~-~ :·-.. ·~--t~ ~_-:..- .-'-~~:, 
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01:03 JAN 28,176 STANDARD CATALeG ~eR ALASKA PA"3~ 0085 
e FReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31/75 
r eBS£RVATreN MrCRB~ILM RBLL NB.I DATE CUtUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAL. tTy If tD PBSlTIBN IN RBLL AC~UrRe:D CevER NUMBER B~ IMAGE EL.EV. AlIM. RBV MSS f ; Rev MSS UT l.BNG 123 4!5678 I~ 1 t I r' , 22M-211M 0000010000 tI-,OOU/OO'6 10/1711! 100 3139 6911N 15149W lit2 170.9 F i i , 2269-21211 0000010000 2-'00U/0242 10/1817! 100 3753 7033N 1!511~\o.' 9.7 172.~ F"F"FF' 1'1 " 
.. 2269-21214 0000010000 ~-1001~/0241 10/18/7! 60 3753 6916N 15315101 10.8 171.0 F FF f 2269-21220 00000/0000 2-10013/0243 10/18/7!5 70 3753 6757"1 1550'+W 12'0 169.2 FFFF' 2269-21223 00000/0000 2-1 0013/024~ 10/181715 90 3753 6638N 15641W 13.2 167.6 FFFF I' 2269-21225 00000/0000 ?-,001]/0245 t0/18/75 100 3153 6S18N 15809W 14'4 166.2 FFFF , 
~. 2269-21252 00000/0000 2-100U/M46 10/18175 10 3753 5106N 16 1+ 4lt-W 2h3 159.2 FFFF 
~. 2269 .. 2125!5 0000010000 t'-10013/0i!'41 10/18/75 70 3753 5542~l 16534W 22.5 158.3 FFFF 
, 2289-213EO 0000010000 2-10013/0001 11/07175 ltD ~032 7155N 151371'1 1.7 175.9 PFFF r . 2289-21323 00000/0000 2-1.0013/0002 11/0711!i 30 4032 70lt3N 1535014 2.9 173.7 PF"F"F ,< 
~. 2289-21332 00000/0000 2-10013/0003 11/07!?! 20 4032 6806N 15744W 5.3 170.2 PFFF 2289-21334 0000010000 ~-10013/0001; 11/07175 30 it-032 6647N 159231'1 6'4 168.6 PFFF ..1 r· ') 
". 
2289-21341 0000010000 2-10013/0005 11/07175 40 4032 6527N 1605114 7'0 167.3 FFFF 
,:, 2289-21343 0000010000 2-1.001:.:tJ0006 11/01/15 70 it-032 oit-06N 16212w 8,8 166.0 FFFF , 
2289-21]50 0000010000 ?-1001UOO07 H/0"7! 70 4032 62~5N 163211'1 lOaD 164.9 .. ,. P lJ 
I" 2289 .. 21352 00000/0000 2-10013/0008 11/07/75 80 4032 6123N 16435W 11.2 163.8 c -;: \ _t ~'. 
229'-22232 0000010000 2-10013/0248 11/15/15 40 4144 5430N 17923E lIt,8 159.5 rFFF ',- ~ '1 
i 
.. _-
I. .2291-2223Jt 0000010000 ?-1001~/0249 11/15175 50 4144 5306N 17831E 16'0 158.8 FF'FF ~:~ ~ ~ !: ~ :2298-20432 00000/0000 ?-tOO13/0072 11/16175 10 1+157 6241N 15032W 7.5 164.9 FFGG . ·-i t 2298-20434 0000010000 2-1001.3/0073 11/1611!5 30 4157 6125N 15140W 8" 163.9 GF'F"F : ;~ .i 
2298-20443 00000/0000 2-10013/0074 11/16175 30 4157 5S39N 15342W lit 1 162.0 GF'GG .0 
229.B-204~0 0000010000 2-10013/0075 11/16115 20 4157 5716N 15431W 12.3 161.1 F'GG -'I ~ ') 
2298-20452 0000010000 2-100U/0076 11/16115 90 ~151 5552N 15529w 13.1+ 160.3 GG ~i ~ 
2299-19070 0000010000 ~-10013/0141 11/17115 30 lf170 58lt-2N 12916\11 10.8 162.0 FFFF ;"1:; -
~. 2299-19012 0000010000 2-10013/0140 11/17175 50 4170 5719N 13011W 12.0 161.2 F' t:s1 
t~ 2299-19075 00000/0000 2-10013/0142 11/17175 90 4170 5555N 13102W 13.2 160·3 FF' F 
V 2.299-19081 00000/0000 2-10013/0143 11 111 /7! 80 4170 5~32N 13150W 11+.3 159.6 F'F' F' 2299-201t90 00000/0000 2-10013/0144 11/11/75 10 '+171 6250N 15155w '.2 164.9 F"FF 
2299-20492 00000/0000 2-10013/0145 11/11/75 30 ~171 6128N 15303W 8.4 16:3.9 FF'F'F 
2299-20it95 00000/0000 ~-10013/01~6 11/17/75 80 4171 6005N 15407W 9.6 162.9 FFF'F 
n, 2299-20501 0000010000 2·10013/01~7 11/17/15 SO 1t171 5843N 15506W 10.8 162.0 FFF'F 
2299-20504 0000010000 2-1 001~/Oh8 11/17/15 100 4171 57i9N 15601W 12'0 161.2 FFFF 
2299-205tO 0000010000 ~·10013/0149 11/17175 100 lf171 5555N 15653W 13.1 160.3 FFFF 
2299-20513 0000010000 ?'-10013/0150 11/17115 100 H71 5431N 15741W 11+ .3 159.6 FFFF 
2300-20544 00000/0000 2-10013/0133 11/18/15 20 4185 6248N 15n2w "0 164.9 FFFF 
2300-20551 00000/0000 ~-10013/0134 11/18/15 30 4185 612511J lSlt30W 8.2 163.8 FFFF 
KEYS: cLeUD CaVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Ta tOO • ~ cLBUD cevER. ** - N6 CLaUD DATA AVAILABLE. 





,> -, . ~ . 
. .b.,.~~~ ....... ,", .~~ __ ~~r~.~. ,c£··~-'-~~"~~~~~~'d..~."",.,,->:,,,,,,"--a..~."'~':I):" _,~! ... -Ie,." .:...:1'£ ..... .;~ -_".vb' 'rttH_~fiIi a'a ;. !.'r:_ <"j W·'· Me, 'h' em h,'- 'E'rt'''gS'ftOr' i .6 Ii! 
Fi~r"" ==Ie· ~ • s ,._':-":,.1-'"r .' f' ,"~--, -- " --- '.-, '-''- ~ -.,.-•• < , ~_ '',. -..... c_ •• _,£I~ :.- ..... ~. _ . ~ ~ :':!'; ;'.' ;"~~~. J",~".,~_,,:-,~'s"~~''''~;=-_c.--''~~~~T;>:~/ .. ?-~ ",,,.~ T __ ~~ _______ • _____ •• ___ • 
i l , - : 
~ 1 .-~ 
, 
E"T5·2 ~ 
011 03 JAN 28,' 76 STANDARD CATALeG FeR ALASKA PA!3~ 0086 1 FReM 12/01/75 T! 12/31/75 
i 
~ eaSERVATIeN MrCRB~ILM ~eLL Ne.1 DATE CLeuo BRBIT PRINCIPAL peINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAL.ITY to peSITleN IN ReLL lCQUI~EO ceVER NUMBER eF' IMAGE £L~V. AIIM. Rev MS5 j RBV MSS LAT LaNG 123 lt5678 , r 1 ~ ,. ~ , , ~ 
[, 1 r 2~OO-205S~ 00000/0000 ~-1 aOUII0135 ! 1/18115 10 4+185 6003!\J 15533101 9.1+ 1,6~.9 FFFF ~, 2300-20560 00000/0000 2-1001310136 t!/1811!5 30 4+185 58/tON 15632W 10·6 162,;(\ FFFF ,ij 
v 2~00-20562 00000/0000 2-1001~/0137 11118/15 1+0 1+185 5716N 15727W 11.7 16101 F'F'F'f !.t '4 
r 
2S00-20!56!i 00000/0000 ~-10013/0138 11/18115 80 ~185 5553N 15819101 1.2.9 160.3 FF'F'F' ~ 
2300-20511 00000/0000 2-10013/0139 11/18115 70 1+185 Slt29N 15901W H'1 159.5 F'FFf j 
2301-21012 00000/0000 2-tOO13/0162 11/19115 90 ~199 6003N 15700W 9'1 162.9 FF'F'F' 
2301-2101A1 00000/0000 ~-tOOU/0163 11/19/15 1+0 4199 581+1N 15758W 10·3 162.0 FF'FF j 
t 
2301-21021 00000.10000 2-1001~/01('1+ 11/19115 80 1+199 !5718N 15853\01 11.5 16101 FFFF "I ~ 
2301-21023 00000/0000 2-100U/016! 11/19115 90 /t199 555/tN 1591f4W 12'6 160·3 FF'Fr ,~ 
2~01-21030 0000010000 2-10013/0166 11 119115 100 H99 5430N 16032W 13.8 159.6 F'FF'F 
" ' 2302-2101+0 00000/0000 2-10013/0~82 11/2011!5 0 4213 6929N 14836101 16 171.6 Gc;GG ~ , 
230~-2101+3 00000,/0000 2-1001~/0393 11/20115 0 1+213 6810N 15029W 1..8 169.9 GG 
2302-210105 0000010000 2-100t3/0383 11/2011!5 0 1+213 6649N 15210101 3'0 168.5 F'GGG , 2302-21052 00000/0000 2-10013/0~84 11/20115 10 1+213 65i!9N 1531t0W It,2 167.2 GGGG 
~ ; 2302-21051+ 00000/0000 2.10013/0383 11120/15 10 Al213 6i+09N 15501W 5.3 165,9 GGGG 
~ 2302-210~1 00000/0000 2_10013/0386 11/20115 10 Al213 621+7N 156H5\t( 6.5 164.8 GGF'G !, 
r 
2302-21063 00000/0000 2.10013/0387 11/2017!5 80 ~213 6121+N 15723\01 1.' 163.8 FF'FG 
2~02-21070 00000/0000 2-10013/0388 11120115 90 Al213 6002t>J 15825101 8'9 162.9 FF'F'F 
2302-21072 Oooooloeoo 2-10013/0389 11/20175 100 1+213 5839N 15923\01 10.1 162.0 FFF'F r 2301i!-21015 0000010000 2-10013/0390 U12011! 90 ~213 !5116N 16018101 11~3 161,1 FFGF' ~ ¢ 2302-21081 00000/0000 2-10013/0391 11/20115 80 1+213 5553N 16110W 12'.1+ 160.3 FGGG ~ r ~ 2302-21081+ OOOOOlcOOO 2-10013/0392 11/20/75 80 1+213 5lt29N 161581<1 13.f 159.5 F'GGG .~ i 2303-19293 00000/0000 2-10013/0250 11/2.1175 100 ~226 6005N 131+021<1 a.g 162.9 FFF' 2303-19302 00000/0000 ~-1001~/0251 11l2117~ 100 4226 5719N 13556W litO 16101 FFF'f 
2303-21131 00000/0000 2-tOOI3/0211 11/21175 70 1+221 !5842N 1601+9W 9·8 162.0 F'FF'F' l 
2303-21133 .JOOOOIOOOO 2-10013/0212 11/21/'~ 60 Al221 5718N 16144+W IhO 161.1 F'F'F'F' ~ 
2303-2111+2 00000/0000 2- t 0013/0213 11/21175 80 Al221 !5431N 16321+\01 13.3 159.5 FFF'F' ~ 
2303-2111+!5 00000/0000 2-jOOI3/02H U/21/75 90 4227 ~301N 161+09101 H.5 158.8 F'F'Ff 
1 2304-21185 0000010000 2-10013/0269 11/2217!5 90 It-21+1 581+1~ 16218101 9'6 161.9 GGGG 2301+-21192 00000/0000 2-10013/0270 11/22175 100 1+21+1 5H8N 16312W 10.8 161.1 FGGG 1 
2301+-211944- 00000/0000 2-10013/0211 1112211~ 70 421+1 5551+N 161+03\01 12'0 160.3 FGGG ~ 23010-21201 00000/0000 2-10013/0212 11122175 50 42'+1 5430~1 161+51101 13.1 159.5 GGGG 
2304-21203 00000/0000 2-tOO13/0213 11/2217!5 70 1+241 5306N 16535W 11+.3 158.8 GGGG I 
2305-2121+1 00000/0000 2-10013/03~0 11123115 10 4255 6006N 1621+2W 8.2 162.8 FF'GG ~ 230!5-2121+3 00000/0000 2-10013/0321 11/2311! 80 4255 58lt3N 163401'1 9.3 161.9 G;;:;G 
230!5-21250 00000/0000 2-10013/0322 11123175 80 AI;]55 5720N 164+35101 10.5 161.1 fFF'G .~ 
KEYS: CLeUD eeVER % ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • % CLeUD CeVER. ** ~ NB CLaUD DATA AVAIL.ABLE. 1 
IMAGE QUALITV ••••••••••••••• BLANKS!BANO NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!GeeD. p!peSR. F_FAIR. ...d 
1 ~ j 
. ."..: ..... 
L.. III.-t:{ _ ~w.\~.: ... ; .. L •. :.. ... W~'h~.M.i"_"'-'-;,."'o=- .>tMe; toi>i: ";~~&~~~~At:'k.loR~al ........ ",,~llJ,i......Il.~W'n_4 'f ... ~;~ <<<&# * 2t Wtt" 'Wit d"n1'ttb- "}(!¥iti:;"t'-.'."#d' n'lf n""ttW'wtri 1ef ''t .tUJliJ "r " .. 
('--
~. . Iti~~ L. 
:. , .......... ~"1:::; 
-~"" .;';;~"".-io:~"'>'-:~'~-. _." .... ..:..",.b.<~~_~··lMti. H? "' .. hw ..... •· \,-,~t-...,~.....:.......;.,.: .••. :" .... -~ ........ b,.,...,.......,M.>·'},+8.lt.·,· ,h,"h d***ftW,*td '$" ,ftrlnz.¥",rtli:ttfn 'A'-"W' trr"if,%z.M.'yctt *>t)5tfre1-nrt~vP 
Ifi.f.,·" ""-\ r .or"" ..... ...:r; •• 
I;> - •• 





01:03 JAN 28,'76 STANDARD CATALeG ~BR ALASKA 
if FReM 12/01/75 T6 12/31115 


























2321 .. 2111.3 
KEYSI 
F'BSITIBN IN RBLL ACOUIRED ceVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, Rev MSS 
RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 1+5678 
0000010000 ~-1001]/018!5 12101115 40 H51 5434N 11340E 10·4 158.8 GFGr 
00000/0000 ?-10013/0791 1210817!5 50 1+464 5721N 16018W 7·9 160.2 GGGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0192 12/08/15 60 H64 5557N 16110W 901 159.5 GGGG 
00000/0000 2-1001310793 12108175 70 41+64 5433N 16158101 1003 158.7 rGGG 
00000/0000 2-10013/0803 1.2109115 50 1+1+78 5600N 16236101 8.9 159.4 GGGG 
0000010000 2-10013/0804 12J0917!5 80 1+418 54351\1 16324101 10'1 15S.1 GGG 
00000/0000 2-1001::1/0805 12/09/15 100 4418 5311N 16409\~ 11'3 158.0 GF'GG 
CLBUD CeVE:R ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 Te '00 , ~ CLBUD cavER. ** ~ N6 CLaUD DATA AVAll.A8LE. 















[,., -.......;...... -."'.... - ... " ...... -~---~-.--.. 
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~ICRaFiLM R~LL Ne.1 




00000/0000 ~.1001~/0476 11/27/75 
ERTS·2 
STANDARD CATALBG ~eR HAWAII 
FReM 12/01/75 r6 12/31/75 
CLBUO BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT 
ceVER NUMBER SF IMAGE 
LAT 'LeNG 
70 4310 211+51\1 15748W 
SUt--I 
ELEV. 
SUN TMAGE QUALTTY 
AZIM. RBV MSS 
123 4!5678 
37,(, 142·8 FGFF 
KEYSI CLeUD caVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 • ~ CLeUD cavER. ** ~ Ne CLBUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeeD. p~peeR. F.FAIR. 
,. .. "'¥ 




































~-~:~~~-~~ ------.. ~zau .......... ~--.. ~~--~~~~~~==~~~=;~====~~~~~ 
~., 




! ~ .. -' .. ';", > 










































































































2325 .. 14')72 
2301 .. H41:1 
2306 .. 11+430 
23i6 .. 1lt521 
2307 .. 144!0 
2325.H415 
2306 .. 14433 
2326-14524 
2306·14435 
23Q7 .. 14lf82 
232S-14481 
2327-1457~ 
CLflUD CaVER % 
I ~AGE QUAL! TY 
CC QUALITY 






































o ••••••••••• uo. 
.. e'la •• ", •••• ,.' 
., ;--"""'.~"..$.<:""--,~>:::,-.- *' -, ... ~ -().."~-""--,~'"'~ ... :.. 
ERTS-2 
CBo~P!NATE L.ISTING 
STANOA~O CATALBG FeR cUS 





CC QUAL t T'r' 


































































































2327 .. 14591 
2309 .. 1459~ 
2326 .. 14544 
2310 .. 15042 

























































































































o T8 100 D ~ CLauD CBVER. **. N8 CLaUD DATA AVAI~ABLE. 
BLANKSBBAND NeT ~RESENT/REQUESTED. G-G86D. p~PBeR. F.fAIR. 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
OlUGlNAL P A(i~ 18 POOR 
J''''~. 
" 
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k aO:S4 JAN 28,176 ceeRDINATE L.IST ING PAGr 0093 ., \I ST~NO~RD C~T~LeG FeR cus 1 j;t 9 FRBM 12/.01/75 T6 12/31/75 , 
Pt;1I\JCIPAL PT. 6SSERVATleN cc QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. eSSERVA TI eN cc QUAL! TY PRINCIPAL PT. eSSERvATIeN cc QUALITY !; t BF' U1AGE 10 X ~BV ~SS SF' IMAGE: ID % Rev MSS SF IMAGE ID % RBv MSS I:, LBNG LU 12345678 LBNG LAT 12345678 L8NG LAT 1234567~ f 1 ~. 
r 07721,.. 4854N 2331-15200 0 GGGG 07919\01 4732"1 2314-1526? 1+0 MGF 08040 .... 36 02N 2294-15183 1.00 FFFF ;) 
~l.', 077Rhl 373?N 23Z8-1506t 50 F F .o79?1W 1j733~ 2332-15261 0 GGGG 0804 1\0. 2602N 2310-15094 10 F'FFF i 1 
f' 077?74 2729N 2326-14574 70 FFFG 07924\01 4725N 2296-15~641 100 l='FFF 080441>; 2603N 2328-15093 30 FFFG 077361'/ 4439N 2312"15155 '00 F'F'F'F 07929W 3020"1 2310-15083 10 FF 08046W 4731N 2333-15315 10 GGGG 077380'1 3145"1 2309-1502? 90 F'F'FF' 07.932W 3021N 23211,-1508(1 30 F'FFF 08048\0,' 473QN 2315 -15321 10 GGGG 
';; 0771+2w 4435N 2294-15160 laO FFFF" 07.93611' 3440~ 2311-15130 10 GGGG 0805 0101 4725N 2297-15322 90 F'FFF 
t C7745W 4024N 2311-15112 90 FGFG 07937\01 4314\1 2331-15214 80 GGG 08053w 3023N 2311-15141 20 GFG 07745w 3605N 2310-15065 20 FF'F'F' 079~8W 4;;114N 231~-15215 70 FGFG 08055\1i 3024N 232.9-15140 30 F'GGG 
~ Q7740tf /le026N 2329-15110 30 GGGG 0793810.' 3443N 2329-151241 100 F'GGG 08102W 1+316N 2314-15271+ 90 FGGG 
t.- 0771+9\oi 3607N 2328-15064 100 F 07938w 2439111 2327-15041 10 F'GGG 08103W 4317N 2332-15273 100 GGGG l 07757w 1073 ON 2331-15203 0 GGGG 07939w 2434N 2309"1504~ 60 F'FrF 081C4~i 3439N 2312-15184 70 FFFF ~, Q7803w 3024N 2327-15023 30 FGGG 07941w 3857N 2312-15173 30 FFGG 081041'1 2436N 2310-15101 20 FfF'F ~, 07812;~ 3439N 2310 .. 15071 20 FFFF 07941I+W 3854"-1 2294-15174 100 FFFF 081061'. 4309N 2296-15275 BO F'FFF 
l Q7aHYl 4309N 2294-1516? 1 00 FF'FF 07954\</ 2854\1 2310 .. 15085 40 FFF 0810610.- 3437rv 2294-15185 100 FF'FF 
r: 
0'816>'1 19QON 2329 .. 15113 10 GGGG 07955W lf607N 2314-15265 80 F'GGF' 08107Vi 21+36N 2328-15100 50 F'FFF 
07828" 2858N 2327-15030 30 GGGG 07956\11 lt608~ 2332-15264 20 GGFG 0810BW 3857'" 2331-15230 90 .G 
~ .. 
07828.,. 28531>J 2309-15031 70 FFFF 07959W 4600'\1 2296-15270 100 FFFF OBI09\O; 3B59N 2313-15231 60 FFGG 
f 07Ba2 ... 4605N 2313 .. 15210 90 FF'FF 08003W 3315'\1 2311-15132 10 FGGG 08118101 2856N 2311-151441 20 G 07832>'1 4605N 2331-15205 0 GGGG 08004101 3317"1 2329-15131 90 F'GF'G 08120W 2858N 2329-15142 10 PGGG 
07840>'i lfH9N 2312-15164 So FFFF .08009\11 lt856N 2333-15313 20 GGSF 08122W 4606N 2333-15322 10 GGGG 
078102W 3733N 2311-15121 10 FG G 08009\01 4149N 2331-15221 60 GGGG 08123W 4I605N 2315-15323 10 GGGG Ii 
Q7B42W 3314N 232B-15073 60 FJ: 08009W 3731N 2312 ... 15175 80 F'FFF OB1251'; 4600N 2297-15324 90 F'FFF I I 
~ .. 078.!;3w 4857N 2314-15260 20 GGGG 08010101 4855111 2315 .. 15314 10 GGGF 08130W 3313'" 2312-15191 80 F'FFF I ' c', 
1 ! 078~4.1 4857N 2332-15255 0 GGGG 08010\-; 4149N 2313-15222 80 FF'GG 081321< 3311N 2294-15192 90 FFFF 
! 07844w' 3734N 2329.15115 60 F'GGG 08012W 1+850N 2297-15315 80 F'FF'F 08134"" 4854/\,/ 2316-15372 40 FFFF ~ 
07845,,, 4144N 2294-15165 100 FFFF OS012W 3728N 2294-15180 90 FFF'F 08134\0; 4115 p~ 2332-15275 100 GGGG ~ 
078~7o'/ /+850N 2296-15261 90 FF'F'F' 08017'.1 2728'11 2310-15092 10 F'FF 08137\\ 4852N 2298-15374 80 FFFF 1 
07852w 2731N 2327-15032 10 F(lGG 08020101 2729N 2328-15091 20 FF 08137\1- 4144N 2296-15282 90 FF'F'G 
07852;>/ ?727N 2309-15034 60 FF'FF 08028101 3149"1 2311-15135 20 FFF'F' 08137\1,- 3732N 2313-15233 20 F'GGG ,~ 079041'1 3147N 2310-15080 10 F' 08029W 44141N 2314-15271 90 GGGF' 08137\1i 3731~ 2331-15232 ~o GGGG 
07905W 4~I+ON 2331-15212 10 GGGG 08030y; 44421\1 2332-15270 90 GGGG 0811+2'1 2730N 2311-15150 10 G G l r" 07906>'/ 44l1CN 2313-15213 60 FF'FG OB030W 3150N 2329-15133 80 F"GGG 01H 44w 2731N 2329-15145 0 F'GGF 0791211 3609N 2329-15122 90 FGF'G 08033W 4434N 2296-15273 90 FFFG 08155W 3H7N 2312-15193 70 FFFF J 
07915,·} 4019N 2294-15111 tOO FFF'F' 0803710. 3605N 2312-15182 .90 FGFF 081S6W 441+1N 2333-15324 40 GGGG . ; i 
0791S..J ?605N 2327-15035 20 F'GGG 08039101 4024''-J 2313-15224 70 F'l='GG C!HS7W 41+39:11 231S-15330 80 GGGG ~ 
079160'1 260P~ 2309-15040 70 F'l='FF 080391'1 4023"l 2331-15223 70 GGGG 08158io1 3H5N 229"+-151.94 100 FF " '~ 
, 
KEYS: CLeUD cevER ~ ••••••••••••••• 0 Te 100 - ~ CL6UD C~VER. •• - N8 CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE. 1 i 
l IMAGE QUALITy ••••••••••••••• 8LANKS-SAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GeBD. P-PBBR. F.FAI~. 
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E~TS-2 oo:s~ JA,N 28.1"6 ceeROIN~TE LISTING !=IA3E 0094 STANOARO CATALeG FeR CUS 
F~eM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
PRPJCIPAL PT. 6BSERVATI6N CC QUAL tTy PRtNCr~AL !=IT. SSSERVATIBN CC C1L'(L r TY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY SF' 111 AGE: to ~ ~BV "1SS SF It-IAGE: ID 
.% Re,v MSS Bf 1M,AGE ID X RBV MSS LeNG LAT 12~456'8 LaNG LAT 123~5678 LBNG LAT 1234561A 08159", 4435N 2<'91-15"531 70 FFFF 08310W 2721N 2?94_15210 90 FFFF 0843710J 27291\,/ 2331-15262 80 GGGG 082:)411 4Q25N 2311+-15283 40 FGGG 083211-1 4438\1 2316-15384 90 F'F'FF 08447W 4440N 2317-154 10 2 90 FfFF 08204W 36Q5N 2331-15235 Q GGGG 083231-1 3148"J 2313-15251 100 FFFF 08448W 3150N 2314-15310 a GGGG 08205'1{ 4026N 2332-15282 100 GGGG 083?3W 3148", 2331-15250 0 GGGG 08449W 4439/IJ 2299-15~44 10 FFFF 08205,., 3606N 2313-15240 10 F'GGG 08330W 4024N 2315-15341 20 GGGG 084't9w 3H5N 2296-15311 0 FFFF 08205101 2604N 2311-15153 10 GGFG C8330W 360911l 2314-15294 0 GGGG 08450101 3151N 2332-15305 80 FGF'G 08207101 ~019N 2?96-1528~ 90 FF'FG 08331w 4024\1 2333-15340 70 rGGG 0845sw 3606N 2315-15353 0 GFGG 08207"" ?605N 2329-15151 10 rGGG 08331\01 3608N 2332-15293 10 GGGG 08456101 4022N 2316-15395 0 FFFF 08211,.,r 4729111 2316-15315 70 FF'FF 08331\A: 3601N 2296-15300 90 FFGG 08451W 4021N 2298-15401 20 GGGF 08220V'i 3020N 2312-15200 30 F'F'FF 08332W 2602N 2312-15211 30 F'FFG 08457W 3607N 2333-15351 90 FGGG 08223\11 3019N 2294-16201 90 F FF 083~3~J 4n19N 2297-1534? 10 F'FF'G 08458W 3601N 2297-15354 0 FFFG 08229101 4316N 2333"15331 30 FGGG 08339W 4130"J 2317"15433 90 GGGG 0850Sw 47291\J 2318-15492 30 FGGG OB229W 4314N 2315-1533? 20 GGGG 08340W 4729'-1 2299-15'+35 40 FFFF 08513io! 3024N 2314-15312 0 FFFG OB2?9W ?431N 2311 .. 15155 20 GGFC3 08347W 3n22~ 2313-15254 100 FFF'F oa515W 3024N 2332-15311 100 GGGG 08231101 3440N 2331-15241 0 GGGG 08348\01 3021N 2331-15253 0 GGGG 08520W 43i5N 2317-15445 60 FFFF 082311>1 2439N 2329-15154 60 F'GGG 08354~i 4313N 2316-15390 50 F'FF'F 08522\1/ 4314N 2299-15450 0 F'FGG 082321'1 4310N 2291-15333 70 FFF'F 08355\01 4312\1 2298-15392 10 GFGG 08522W 3440N 2315-15355 0 GGGG 08232W :3HoN 2313-15242 '+0 FF'F'F 08357\11 3442N 2314-15301 0 GGGG 08523W 3i;41N 2333-15354 90 GGGG OB234\~ 3900N 2314-15285 30 GF'GO 08351W 2435N 229 .... 15215 70 r:FFF 08524\11 3436N 2297-15360 0 FFFF 08235;01 3900N 2332-15284 80 GGOG 083581-< 3443N 2332-15300 30 FGGG 08526W 3856N 2298-15403 40 GFGF ~82361'i 3854N 2296-15291 90 FF'F'G 0835BW 3436N 2296-15302 70 FF'OG 085261</ 3856N 2316-15402 0 F'FFF ·)82HW 2854N 2312-15202 30 F'F'FG 0840014 3B58N 2315-15344 80 GGGP 08537W 285(,N 2314t-15315 20 F 08247W 10604N 2316-15381 90 FFFF 08401H 3859N 2333 .. 15342 90 GGGG 08538W 2853N 2296-15320 40 FFFF 08241>'1 2853N 2294-15203 90 F"F'FF' 08402W 3853N 2297-15345 0 FFGF 08539W 2858N 2332-15314 j 00 GGGG 08249W 4602N 2298-15383 50 FOFG 084111'1 2856'-1 2313-15260 100 FFFF' 085401-; 4604N 2318-151+94 90 GGGG 0825iW 3314N 2313-15245 90 F'F'FF 084151-: 4604N 2299"15441 30 FFFP 08549w 3315N 2315-15362 0 GGGG 0825814 3314N 2331-1521;4 0 GGGG 084~3W 3316N 2314-15303 0 FGGG 08550 .... 3315N 2333-15360 90 GFFG 08300101 4150N 2333-15333 50 GGGG 08424w 331711( 2332-15302 80 fGFG 08550W 3310N 2297-15363 0 FFFF' 08300 .... 41451N 2315-15335 20 GGGG 08424W 3311N 2296 .. 15305 10 FFFF 08551W 4150N 2317-15451 60 FFF'F 08302w 4855N 2317-15431 30 FGFG 08426111 4148N 2316-15393 0 F'F'FF 085531>1 4149N 2299-15453 0 r:FFF 08302w 3734N 2311;-1529?, 0 GGGG 08426W 4\461\,/ 2298-15394 0 GGFG 08554W 3730N 2316-15404 0 FfFF 08303W 4854N 2299-15432 20 FFFF 08428W 4854N 231~-15485 0 GGGG 085551.0. 4856N 2319-15343 90 GGGG 08303,.. 4145N 2291-15340 10 F'FFF 08428\>i 3732N 2315 .. 15350 20 GGGG 08555 ... 3730N 2298-15410 10 F'rGG 0;;303,... 3734N 2332-15291 30 GGGG 084:?9W 3733N 2333-15345 100 GGGG 08601'.'1 2731N 231'+-15321 60 FGGG OB 3 04''': 312RN 2296-15293 90 FFFG 084301<1 3727N 2291-15351 0 FFGG 08602\<1 2727N 2296-15323 80 F'FF'G 08308"" 2728N 2312-152D5 20 F'FF'G 08435W 2130N 2313-15263 BO F'FFF 086031-. 2732N 2332-15320 90 GGGG 
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00:54 JAN 2-B,'76 CeSROINATE LISTING PA:;~ 0095 
~ STANO.RD CATALeG FeR CUS L: FReM 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
;,: , PP.l\jCIF'AL PT. 1'18SE:RVATI6N CC QUALITY PRINCI~AL PT. BBSfRVATIflN CC QUAL. 1 TY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVAT!BN CC QUA.L lTY f· 
,~ eF' I"1AGE 1D % RBV "1SS I'}I=' IMAGe: ID x Rev MSS SF IMAGE 1D x Rev l"SS 
f' 
Le'IJG LAT lE345678 LBNG LAT 1231+5678 LeNG LAT 1231+567111 
08614;'1 41+39N 2318-15501 80 GGGG 08749w I+n23N 231~-1551~ lt~ F'GF'G 090081>,' 3313N 2318-15533 90 GGGG 
I 08614,.J 3149N 2315-15364 0 GGGG 08758101 4730N 2320-16004 80 F'GGG 09011.,.; lt149N 2320-16022 1.00 FGGG r 1 1.' ~ 086te.1j 3149/11 2333"153&3 30 GGGG 08'158W 472711J 2302-16010 100 FFFF 09011101 41lt61\1 2302-1&024 90 FGf 1 f 08616W ~i44N 2297.15365 0 F'FFF 08801+\0. 3020.'1 2316-151+25 0 FFFF' 09013Vi 4853N 2301+-16120 20 FF'F'F ~.o 
~. 08622W 402~N 2317-15454 80 FFFG 088(')5\'1 3020"1 2298-15430 1e FGGG 09013101 3733N 2319-15575 100 GGGG 
08622w 3605N 2298-15412 a F'GGG 088t4W 4315/11 2319-15561 100 GGGG 09019\>1 2730N 2317-151+92 10 F'FFF 
0861'2 ... ~604N 2316 .. 15Hl 0 FFF'F 08815101 341+1111 2317-1S47~ 60 FFFF' 090321-; /tlt42N 2321-16072 20 GGGG 1 086231'< 4023\1 2299-151+55 0 FF'GF 088,5W 3440/11 2299-15At73 0 F'FF'F 09033"" 4436N 2303-16073 90 FFFF' i 
! 08632 ... 4731N 2319-15550 90 GGGG 08818\01 3857"1 231~-15515 70 FGF'G 09033W 3H'1N 2318-15535 90 .GGGG :" , I .c 
" :):8639 ... ' 3022111 2315-15371 0 GGFG 08828W 2853"1 2316-15431 30 FFFF 0901+1W 4023N 2320-16025 100 PGFG r . ~ .~ 08640'" 30t9N 2297-t!37? 0 FFH 08829W 2854'1 229'1-151+33 30 t:GGG 09041\0,' 1+021/11 2302-16030 80 FGP I~ .; 08641,0; 3023N 2333-15365 20 GGG{i 08833W 4605"1 2320-16011 70 FGGG 0901+1W 3607N 2319-15582 100 F"GGG ~. :JB646v1 4313N 2318_15503 80 GGGG .o8833W 4l>02N 2302-16012 1.00 ~rFF {)90S0W 4728N 2301+-16122 50 FF'FF 
L 
0864911 3439'1/ 2298-15415 0 FGGG 08841W 3315N 2317-15474 80 H'FF 09058\-1 3021N 2318-15542 70 GGGG 
. ~ , . 0864914 34381-1 2316-151+13 0 FFFF 088l!-lW 33HN 22.99-15480 0 FFFF 091.o5W 4317"1 2321"16074 20 GGGG 
IJ 
I; OB<651W 38591-1 2317-15460 80 FFFF' .0884514 4t49N 2319-15564- 90 GGFG .09106\1< 431111J 2303'"16080 90 FFFF 
.' OB65:JoIi 3857N 2299 .. 154&2 FFGG 0884']W 3731N 2318-15521 2.0 F'GGG 0.91C8W 34'+lN 2319-15584- GGF'G 0 100 
18703;.. 2856N 2315-15379 10 GGFG 08848W 4851N 230:3-1b06? 30 FFF'F 09110w 3858N 2320-16031 100 FGF'F' 
087041'1 2853N 2297-15374 10 FFFF 08S!52W 2727N 2316-151+34 40 F"HF' O!Hl.o\l; 3856N 2302-16033 10 FGGF 
0870brl 28!!i6N 2333-15372 60 GGGG 08853101 2728N 2298-15435 80 F'GGG 09122W 2855N 2318-15544 40 F'GGG 
"g107W 460l>N 2319-15552 90 GGGG Q8906W 31lt9N 2317-15481 80 FFFF 091251<1 1;603N 2301+-16125 10 FFF'F I' 
0871514 3313N 2298-151+21 FGG<3 08906W 31 48N 2?-99-151t82 FFF-F 09134101 33161\1 2319"15591 F'GGG I' 0 0 j 00 , 
0811511 3312N 2316-151+20 0 FF'FF' 08901101 .If.4ItON 2320 .. 16013 80 FGGF' 09136\01 4151N 2321-16081 20 GGGG ' i .. 
08718", .l.l-148N 2318-15510 70 FGGG 08907\>1 4437t-.J 2302-16015 100 FFGF .09137\11 1+ 1I+511J 2303-16082 100 FF'F'F 
087?01'l 4855N 2320",16002 40 fGFG 08915W 4024N 2319-15570 90 GGGG 09138101 4852N 2305-161'11+ 80 F'fF'F' 
~S720'fl 3733N 2317-151+63 80 FF'FF 089i3W 3605N 2318 .. 15524 90 FGGG 09138\<1 3733N 2320-16031+ 100 FGFG 
08721>'1 4852N 2302-16003 100 FF'F'F 08925W 1+726N 2303-16064- 50 F'FFF 09138101 3730N 2302-16035 90 FGGF' 
087211'1 ~73?N 2299-15464 10 FF'GG 08931W 3n23N 2317-151+83 80 FFfF 09159\1; 4438N 2304-16131 20 F'F'FF 
QS726 1'1 2730N 2315-15380 10 FGFG 08931"- 3n22N 2299-15485 10 FfF'F' 09159\1; 31S0N 2319-15593 100 GGGG 
087281'1 2'126N 2297-15381 60 FFF'F' Q8939W 431/tN 2320-16020 90 FGGF' 0920510i 3605N 2302-16042 90 F'GGG 
08729({ ?o730N 2333-15374 60 GGGG 08939;.; 4312"l 2302-16021 100 FGGF' 09206\01 4026N 2321-16083 80 GGGG 
08740" 3146N 2316-15422 0 FFFF 08942101 3439'1 2318-15530 90 GGGG 09206'11 3607N 2320-16040 90 F'GfG 
0874111 441t1M 2319-15555 100 GGGG 08945~: 3858N 2319-15573 90 GGGG 09215101 4727N 2305-16181 60 FF'F'F 1 
087411{ 3146N 2298-154-24 0 FGGG 08955\0/ '2856"1 2299 .. 15491 10 FF'FF 09221+101 3024N 2319-16000 100 GGGG ! , 
08748v1 3601111 2317-151+65 70 FFFF' 08955\-1 28561\1 2317-151+90 40 VFFF 09231'11 4313N 2:304-16134 0 FfFF 
08748", 3606N 2299-15411 10 FFGG 09000101 4601!\l 2303-16071 90 FFFF 09232W 3441N 2320-1601+3 100 FGGG 
l(EVSI CLaUD caVER X ••••••••••••••• 0 T6 100 - ~ CL.BUD C8VER. ** - NB CLeUD DATA AVAIL.AELE. t-4 
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BF IMAGe: W x C<BV MSS flF' IMAG~ 10 % RBV MSS SF IMAGE ID 
LaNG LAT 1~34!567B L.BNG LAT 12345678 L6NG LAT 
09232.ti 3439N 2302 .. 16044 40 r:FGG 09431W 2728N 2302-16065 90 GFGf 09635\-; 4730111 2326-16351 
09236,01 3900N 2321-16090 90 GGGG 09451W 4439N 2306-1621+4 60 FFF'F' 096l+QW 302CN 2304-16172 
092:17W 38S4N 2303-16091 100 FFFF' 094.!'i1W 4439N 2324-16243 80 GGGG 09649w 2439N 2321-161.31 
0,2"Sw ?857t;! 2319 .. 1601J? 100 GGGG 09451W 3150N 2321-16110 10 FGF'F o96 5ow 4316N 2325-16301(. 
09250 ... 4602N 23Q'5 -16 183 60 FFF'F o9452\-; 3144N 23Q3-.16112 0 F'FFF 09650W 4312N 2307-16305 
09258,.; 3313N 2302-16051 10 FGGG 09458\0; 4021N 2305-16201 90 FFFF 09651w 343BII! 2305-16215 
09259'" 3314'-J 2320-16045 100 FFGG 09458\11 3605N 2304-16154 40 FFFF Q965 2W 2433N 2303-t613a 
093N!>'I 4~.tt8:>l 23Qlt .. 16140 0 FF'FF Q9500W 2b01N 2302-16011 60 fF'FF 09654i-1 3857N 2306-16262 
09305", .l+g55N 2324-16231 30 GGGG 095081'1 4732"4 2325-16292 90 FGFG 09655w 3857N 2324-16261 
093051'1 48S4N 2306"16233 40 GGFG 09508w 4i28N 2307-16293 0 FFFG 09705w 2854N 2304-16175 
09305w ~734N 2321-16092 80 FGFG 09517\<1 3024'l 2321-161.13 20 G F 09710;'; 4605N 2326-16353 
09305,0/ ::1728N 2303 .. 1609l1 90 t:FFF 09S17~ 301811l 230",1-16114- C FFFF 09710W 4604N 2308-16354 
iJ932311 .3147'1 2302-16053 10 F'F"GG 095?3W 2435"1 2302"16074 30 F'FF'F Q971710i 3312N 2305-16222 
09324,.,. 4l131.\l 2305-16190 70 FFFF" 09524\~ 4314N 2306"16251 80 FFFF 09721\\ 4147r. 2307-16311 
0;1324'11 3147N ?320-16052 100 GGFG 095241'1 4314~ 2324-16245 100 GG 097221<.' 41S0N 2325-16310 
0$332'11 4022N 2304-16143 0 F'F'FF 0952 1,W 3439N 2304-16161 50 FFFF' 09722 .... 3732N 2306-16265 
093331'1 3608:.J 2321-16095 90 F'F'F 095281'1 3856N 230~-162oll 90 FFFF 097241'.' 4857N 2327·16402 
093331'1 3603'·~ 2303-16100 100 FGGG 0954214 2852N 2303 .. 16121 20 FF'FF 09724w 4853N 2309"161+01+ 
093421';' 473CN 2324-162:Sll 60 F'GGG 09543w 4603N 2307 .. 16300 10 FFFF 09724W 3731N 2324 a 16263 
O:1342~. 4729N 2306-16235 30 GGGG 09544\>1 46D7N 2325"16295 100 FGGG 09729\0. 2727N 2304-H:181 
09348w 30~1N 2302-16060 50 FFGG 09550W 3313N 2304-16163 60 FFFF' 09]1;4W 4440N 2326-16360 
G934914 3021N 2320-16054 90 GGGG 0955Sw 4149"1 2306"16253 30 FFGF" 09744\1; 4439N 2308"16361 
09'3S7W 4312N 2305-16192 60 F"FFF 095551>1 414B"J 2324-16252 100 GGG 097501-1 3606N 2306-16271 
09400>'1 344?N 2321-16101 70 PGF'G 09557W 4854"J 2308-16345 0 F'GP 09751\>1 3605N 2321+-16210 
09400W ~437N 2303-16103 70 FFFF' 09558W 4BS5N 2326-16344 70 F'GF'P 09752v. 4025N 2325-16313 
0940i>'l 3857N 2304-16145 10 FFF'F 096041'.' 2731N 2321 .. 16122 40 PFFF 09752\-; 4021N 2307 .. 163H 
09"t!3W ?BS4N 2302 0 16062 90 GGGG 09605\>1 27Z9J 2303-16123 90 FFFG 09752W 200iN 23011-161811 
094141'1 2855N 2320-16061 80 FGGG O%15w 31"7N 2304-16170 50 FF"FF 09B011-1 4733N 2327"16405 
09417>'1 46Q4N 2306-162Jt2 30 FGFF" 09617w 4438N 2307-16302 10 FFFF e9S011>. 4728N 2309-16410 
09418.-; 4605N 2324-162l1-0 20 GGGG 09618W 4441N 2325-16301 JOO GGGG 09816W 4315N 2326-16362 
09426,0/ 3316N 2321-16104 30 FGF 09624\1, 36041\1 2305-16213 50 FF"FF 09816\0; 4314N 2308-16363 
0942711 3310N 2303 .. 16105 10 FFFF 09625w '+023N 2306 .. 16260 50 FI="F'G 09B18\o; 3440N 2306"16271+ 
094281'1 4147N 2305-16195 90 FFFF 096::>6W 4023N 2321t-16254 100 GGGG 09818W 31t39N 2324-16272 
0943011 3731"1 2304-16152 20 F'F'F'f 096/?7\-; 26C)511l 2321-16124 30 GF'FF Q9821W 3856/', 2307-16320 
0943111 4857N 2325-16<!90 90 F"GGG 0%291>1 2600N 2S03-16130 90 FFGF o9822i'1 3859N 2325-16315 
0943111 l}'353N 2307-16291 10 F'F'FG 09634W 4729t..J 2:308·16352 10 FGP Q9836\-; 4608"1 2327-161+11 
KEYS: CLBUD CBV~R x ••••••••••••••• 0 TB 100 • X CLBUD CRVER~ •• - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 




:._-.;!.. ..... ...:.=-~:f-l.~~~~ih'~_~'n.ti.f;;;t;;;,~ .... a'!j@j M'£i,+t~i';t,*,dh"" 'cr'.'.' tee '~~"""""~"''''''~'~'1I ttt·".. .J!.ate; .... ,o'#ps. "W:'" &"'1 ro,'''?'''''- .. "*,#«;,.,%"-,:,.- '+;t(~: 































j 00 GGF'G 
40 FF 
10 F'PFG 
100 G G 























































































































23H .. 17091 





2310 .. 16512 
2331 .. 17043 
2:514 .. 1709-4 
2296 .. 17095 
2328"16513 
2310"16514 
2313 .. 17051 
2331"17050 
2:328"165~O 
2310 .. 16521 
?31'+ .. !7100 
2296"17102 
831:g"1705::J 
2331 .. 170$2 
2315 .. 1'150 
2~14 .. 17103 
2296 .. 11104 
2331 .. 17065 
2315 .. 17152 
231;4 .. 11105 
2296 .. 1'7111 
2313 .. 1706~ 
2331 .. 17061 




2313 .. 11065 
2331 .. 17064 










































""8" • .-,,.ae$II.' 
, •• >& •••• 11 ••• 0" 
""_'::~I'oOl ~> fL& ,,,,-,,,_==,,"..!~, 
ERTS·2 
CeeRDINATE LISTING 


























































































2313 .. 17074 
2331-17073 
2314 .. 17121 
2296-11122 
2298 .. 17214 
2316 .. 11213 
2313-17080 




23H .. 17123 
2296 .. 17125 
229~ .. 17221 
231:;1.,17083 
2331",17082 
2316 .. :/.7220 
2314 .. 1'7130 
2296 .. 1'131 
2315 .. 17173 
2317"17265 
2299-17270 
















































































" r"'- .~ -" 
-.- --.. 
:t I 
__ ~ ____ . 
_ _ 
... + 'c'_-' 
_, ...... _"' __ ""-q~_ ............. -.'l'JdO mH:I(t I _;ti!!I.F".'*~i!1I#1 S Ii' 'III'." 1 
PRINCIPAL pr. 
eF' IMAGE 



































































































































































I'Ii > II ~ Ii 
n ... o is 100 a ~ CLSUD ceVER. **. NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 8LANKS=BAN~ NaT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-SseD. P!P8BR. F-FAIQ. \I I, 1.1 
:! 
d 
~I, • Ij~s .. , "f~~~~,~,.~~~.:~:~,,~:::';~.~:~~:':~':::': ':~::"="::"::~::::':~~':':~"::"::~='::'"=':'-~'7~; ::"."," . t ." . • tI Ft •• ) di,w-S."·;;;:!J":::; .;1;1" ; '&C55' i'i' d 
r 'o;;;;;::;.::.r'<' .... ;:;?". - s_ o \ . , :11 
f 
~' ~f_,~ .:,;. __ ;. ':;;: ~;:::~. :'::::--':,;,:::,:::::.:.,:~~~:';'-.+-_~:: -::':'::"-:':~'::'::-:::-:--::!:::::-::::::-::=:"








00:54 JAN 28, 'u, CeaRDINATE ~ISTING 
PA'i[ 0099 i 1 
STA~DARD CATALBG FeR cus 1 
FReM 12/01/75 TB 12/31/75 1 
~.' 
l 
PRI."lCIPAL PT. BB5~RvATIeN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BSSERVATI8N CC QUALITY PRINCIPA
L PT. BBSERVAT!6N cc QUALITY ~ 
SF II'IAGE 10 
" 
RBV "1SS SF' It1AGE ID 
" 
Rev MSS ElF IMAGE 10 
" 
Rev MSS I 
LeNG LAT 12345618 LeNG LAT 
123 .. 5678 L6NG L.AT 123 .. e61~ 1 
11204111 "439N 2318-1733~ 60 GGGG 1H01W 43HN 2301-1139 .. 
0 FFGG 11620W 3146N 2300-11372 30 F'FF'F 
, 
1 
112040'1 3H8N 2315-17200 0 F'FFF 111+02\11 4316N 2319-17393 8
0 FFFF 11622W .... 36N 2303-17505 20 GF'ff J 
11210,.J 360!5N 2298-172"4 0 F'GGG 111+04101 3441N 2311-17303 0 FFFF
 11622~ 31"7N 2318-11371 10 G(3GG J 
11212"J 4023N 2317-17285 70 F'F'FF 111+04\11 3437N 2299-17305 0 
PF'FF 11623111 444:1!N 2321-17503 10 GGGG j ,t ,1 
11212111 4020N 2299-17291 90 PFPF' 11408\11 38!57t\1 2318-173!50 
30 GGGF 11628w 3007N 2319-17"14 0 F'FfF i .~ 
11212,0/ 360SN 2316-17243 10 F FF 11"22\11 4605N 2320-17442 
80 GGGG 11628W 3605N 2301-17"15 0 F'GFG 1 
11220\0/ lt731N 2319-17382 90 FF' F' 114221-1 4b02N 2302-174lt
 .. 80 F'FFF 11630W "021N 2302-17lt62 90 F'FFF i 
11220\01 lt729N 2301-17383 0 FFFF 11 .. 30\01 3315N 2311-17310 0 
F'FFF 11631\01 .. 024N 2320-17 .. 60 '0 GFGG 
11229W 3021N 2315-11202 10 F F 111+30\01 3312"1 2299-17311 0 
PF'FF 11655W 4317N 2321-17510 0 GGGG 
11235W 4312N 2300-173ltO 90 F'F'FF' 11433W 4150N 2319-17400 80 
F'FFF 11655W 4312N 2303-17511 20 FFfF' 
11237\0/ 4314N 2318-17335 90 FFGG 1H33\o1 4tltSN 2301-17"01 0 
F'FF'G 11655\0/ 341+1N 2319-17420 0 F'FFf 
11231101 3439N 2298-17250 0 F'GGG 111+35w 3128N 2300-17354 90 
FFF'F 11655\11 3"" ON 2301-17"21 30 FFFG 
11239w 3 .. 39N 2316-172405 0 FFFF 111+3611' I+s57N 2321-171+9~
 30 GGGG 117COW 385aN 2320-17 .. 63 0 GGGG 
112411'1 3854N 2299-17293 80 PF'PF' 11437W 3131N 2318-1735
3 10 GGF'G 11700W 3855N 2302-11464 "0 FF'FF 
112lt2i1/ 38!58N 2317-17292 10 FF'F'G 11455w 3tl+9N 2317-17312 
20 F'FFF 11721W 3314N 2301-1'142 .. 10 FF'PG 
U2~5W 4604N 2301-17385 0 F'FGF 11455101 3~"6N 2299-17314 0 
PF'PF 11722W 3315N 2319-17lt23 10 F'FFF 
11303~ 3313N 2298-17253 0 F'GGG 11456\01 441+ ON 2320-17H!5 
80 GGGG 11726111 411+6N 2303-1751" 10 FF'FF' 
11305W 3313N 2316-17252 0 FFFF' 11502W 3604N 2300-11361 
70 FFFF 11727W 41S1N 2321-17512 0 GGGG 
1130'" lH4.7N 2300-17343 90 FFFF 11503W 402SN 23
19-171+02 80 FFFF 11128W 3132N 2320-17"65 0 F'GGF 
11308101 411+8N 2318-1731;1 90 FGFG 115031' 4022N 2301-17403 0 
FFGF 11729w 1+852N 2305-18010 90 GGGG 
11309W 4856N 2320-17'133 90 GGGG 11504W 36051\l 2318-17355 0 
GGF'G 11729W 3729N 2302-17471 10 rFPF 
o ::c 11310"'" 4853N 2302-17435 70 FFFF 11513W 
4732N 2321-17494 10 GGGG 117't7w 3149N 2319-17425 1+0 FF
FF 
~:J t?J11310w 3732N 2317.17294 0 FFFF' 11529W 4314N
 2320-17451 30 GGGG 11755w 3607"1 2320-17472 0 G
GGG 
l-l hj 11310\'1 3728N 2299-17300 80 PF'PF' 115?9W 4312~ 2302 .. 17453
 100 F"FFF 117561' 4020N 2303-17520 20 FFFF 
~ ::c 113281'1 3148N 2298-17255 0 F'FFG i1'529W 3438N 2300-17363 20 FFFF 11757W 4026t\1 2321-17
5 15 0 GGGt:i 
g 11329111 44 i}2N 2319-17391 90 FFFF l:P531W 3439N 2318-17:362 0 GGGG 11757iN 3603N 2302-17473 20 FFFF ~ c::; 113291'1 4439N 2301 .. 17392 0 FFFF 11 ~~ 'l2W 3859N 2319 .. 17405 0 FF'!='F 11806\11 4127N 2305-18012 100 
GGFG 
.0 11330ii 3i47N 2316 .. 17254 20 F FF ~:533W 3856N 2301-
17410 0 FFfG 11822w 3440N 2320-17474 10 FGGG 
hj to 11338"; 4023N 2300 .. 17345 90 FFF'F' 11548W 4f101N 2303-17502 20 FFFF 1182
3\1; 343i'N 2302-17480 10 FfFF 
15 t= 1133Bw 3606N 2317 .. 17301 0 FFFF 11549W 4€o07N 2321 .. 17501 10 GGGG 11825W 3854N
 2303-17523 10 FFFF 
t:9 ....... 113381'1 3602N 2299"11302 20 PPFF 115SI+w 3312N 23
00-1n70 10 FFF'F 11827W 3900N 2321-17521 0 GGG
G 
: I >-311339,1/ 4022N 2318°17341• 70 FGGF' 11557W 3313N 2318-17364 10 
GGGF 11841W 4603N 2305-18015 100 FGFF 
(;j to< 113461'1 473iN 2320"17440 90 GGGG 116QOW 4147"1 2302"'i7455 100 F"FFF 118lf8\o1 33
14N 2320-17481 0 GGfG 
I ~ 11347~ 4izaN 2302-17441 70 FFFF' 116011-1 4149N 2320 .. 17454 0 
GFGG 11849W 3311"1 2302-171+82 0 PFFF 
. I 8 11353\1j 3022N 2298<*17262 0 FGFG i!6n1W 3733N 231~·17411 I; t~ FFFF 11854\0.: 48551'4 2306-18064 90 FFFF ~ ... 
. , 
>-311.355.'/ :3021N 2316 .. 17261 10 F'FFF 11/:1011'1 3731N 2301-174
12 0 FFFG 11854W 3729N 2303-17525 10 F'FFF 
I ~t:t: 
~ 
KEYS: CLaUD C8VE~ x .3 •••••• ~ ••• ,O. 0 T8 iOO • % CL.aUD caVER, ** • NB CLeUD DATA AV
AI~ABLE. 








~I .. IJ~ ~,~ 











., .. -.. t.:~: ,,- . ~.~,,*_...w.. '~.a;~~~~~';au.~ 
» D. ft" . "'--...\ . ...,... .... ...... .....r.. ~ ,'0. 
" 
~" \ ~J 
-I 
I 
I, ! , I , I 




























































































<>297 .. 2223::> 
2297-221'34 








2302 .. 21040 
2302 .. 21043 
2298 .. 2C432 
2269 .. 21211 
2289-21320 
2298 .. 20434 
2?6S .. 2:160 
2299,,20490 
2302";;:10 .. 5 
2299",2CI~92 
2269 .. 21214 
2300 8 20544 
2302-21052 
2298-20443 
2289 .. 21323 
~299-20495 
2300-2C551 
2298 M 20450 








CLaUD C6VER ~ 
I MAGE QUAL! TV 
CC QUALITY 








90 FF F' 



























1 00 ~F'Fr 
10 GGFG 




STA~DARD CATALB3 FeR ALASKA 


















































































2269 .. 21223 
2317 .. 20'50!'i 
2299-20'310 
2301-21012 
2302 .. 21063 
2300 .. 2056;? 
2311 .. 20512 
2299"20513 
2289 ... 21332 
23C1"21Ci4 
2269 .. 21225 
2300 .. 20565 
2302 ... 21070 
2319"2,"015 
2301-21021 
2300 .. 20571 
2289 .. 21334 
230~-21072 



































































































































o T6 100 • ~ CL6UD caVER. ** - Ne CLaUD DATA AVAl~A8LE. 
BLANKS-BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G~GeeD. P,P6SR. r~FAIR. 
REfJR()DUCIBILlTY OF TlIE 
ORIGIL"JAL PAGE IS POOR 
~"<. 
,."'\'" ~ 




















































































































































!.i~·.·1' ,. r 
:~I 
",' 
01103 JAN 2Rl r1b 
.~~::J:::.:..:.:::~r.·..z':::::..;;;~;::;:~..;:!;:_~~·!;:~~<:;--..,,;::;ot~""'..::.!.l:=~'".~=,~'-'.i--_~_~ ... ""'''''' ,_ .•. ~.,~_ 
ERTSw2 
cee~DINATE LISTING 
STANDARD CATALBG F"BR ALAS~A 
FRBM 12/01/75 Ta 12/31/75 
P.A'}F 0102 
P,,!\CIPAL PT. B2SERVA TIflN CC QUAU TY 
SF" I'1AGE 10 X ReV MSS 
PRINCIPAL. PT. 6BSERVATI8N cc QUALITY 
SF IMAGE to 






5433N 2310-2154~ 100 F'GF"F' 
5144N 2309-2149~ 90 F"F'FF 
5309N 2310-21545 100 F'F'FF 
x Rav /'ISS 
LaNG LAT 12345678 
174RH; 5433N 2311-22001 80 FFFF 17454",1 5145N 2310-2155;> 100 FGFF 
175:16w 5309N 2311-22004 90 F'FFF 
aF IMAGE ID 
LeNG LAT 
17620~ 5145N 2311-22010 
KEYS: CLaUD ceVER ¥ ••••••••••••••• 0 T6 100 • ~ CLaUD C~VER. **. Nfl CLaUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QU~LITY ••••••••••••••• BLANKS,SAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.G~eD. P.PBBR. F.FAIR. 
~ ~ 
" .... ,._:'f':.:.c, 
~ RBV I"SS 
1234567,. 
100 FGFF 















fr. . ~..",..,.:;;==".&+ - ~ • I. I . 
!I ~: 











01106 JAN 2~,1?6 
PRINCIPAL PT. BBS£RVATIBN 
B~ I~AG£ 10 
LeNG LAT 
151~8w ~l~~N 2]09-20t50 
KEYS: CLSUD ceVER X 
1 MAGE QU4L tTY 
CC QUALITY 










~TANDARO CATALeG FeR HAWAII 
FR6M 12/01/75 Te 12/31/75 
PRINCIPA~ PT. SBSERVATIB~ 
SF' IMAGE tD 
LaNG LAT 
Cc: QUAL.ITY 
" Rev MSS 
123~56?g 
:'r "-"~~"-~~r- ...... ~ 








" RBv MSS 
123"567~ 
o Ta 100 • l c~eUc cevER, •• ~ Ne CL.aUD DATA AVAl~ABLE. BLANKS~BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G!GeaD. p.peeR. F'pFAtR • 
... 


















·1 ~ ~ 
l 
./1 
Ii.. -, '-'.·,r~ - ....,.". . ;11 - ._' 
-, ~" . ~.;t- -, 
~ 






H ; 1 


























-~===========~~===~====~===~~-=~~-~~- '-,'J, I 
" ~ ~ ~ ~ 
,010S 
APPENDIX '" ( . 
EXPLANATION OF OBSERVATION ID 
The day after the 999th day of operation of LANDSAT 1, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 5, signifying that -
the 1000th day of operation has been reached. The next three digits, which correspond to the count of days since launch~ 
return to 000. On each day thereafter the count, as before, increases by one. The ID format for LANDSAT 1 is illus-
trated below: 
1000 - hhmms 
1998 - hhmms 
1999 - hhmms April 18, 1975 
5000 - hhmms April 19, 1975 
5001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001) 
The same general identification procedure will be used for LANDSAT 2 imagery. The day after the 999th day of opera-
tion of LANDSAT 2, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 6, and the next three digits return to 000 815 explained 
above. An illustration follows: 
2000 - hhmms 
2999 - hhmms 
6000 - hhmms 
6001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001) 
Key: hh = hours 
mm=minutes 




.~_.~:,,~~~~, ... ;.::~~,:~~·,~~".~==~:::~~'=:"~~~~~~:~·I:'i!:fYe:·''''-_.~~!f!!!!! le!ittt:?::re1,:wr:'_' "hi ,""'!!: :::' =,::: :im;~<!= :;:::;4 :;! .gl,'.' • Hi 
J 
1 
, 
I '~ 
, j 
1 
d 
i 
I 
,i 
<j 
